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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the morphology and lexicon of the dialect 
of Romany spoken in Kotel, Bulgaria. The introduction shows 
the position of the dialect within Bulgarian Romany and gives 
brief details of its speakers (pp 12-15). A phonological tran­
scription is used for the morphology and lexicon. This reveals 
the relationship between Kotel and other dialects, a relation­
ship normally concealed by its phonetic system.
The paradigmatic affixes added to nominals are listed with 
their variants and specimen paradigms are given (pp 16-51) .
Verbs are similarly treated, with special notes on medio-passives 
and impersonal verbs (pp 52-42) . The affixes used in building 
compound-words are listed with their variants and numerous 
examples (pp 43-59)• A brief note is included on some non­
productive methods of word-formation (p. 60).
The changes undergone by loan-words from Turkish and Bulgarian 
are summarised, together with the paradigmatic affixes used with 
loans from these languages and Greek (pp 61-66) . Two texts are 
given in phonological transcription with a translation and notes, 
to illustrate the morphology (pp 67-94).
A Romany-English lexicon follows, together with some shorter 
word-lists(pp 95-202). The lexicon excludes those loan-words which
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are freely formed by stated rules from Turkish and Bulgarian, 
languages with which the people are familiar.
Pinally phonological rules are given which conver the 
symbols used up to this point into a broad phonetic transcrip­
tion (pp 203-211), and a text in parallel phonological and 
phonetic transcription illustrates the application of these 
rules (pp 212-219). A concise bibliography concludes the 
study.
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Key to symbols and abbreviations 
Transcription
The purpose of this transcription is to provide a normalized
readable set of symbols for the purpose of this study.
a amal 'friend* o : on 'they'
b balval 1wind * P % por 'feather'
c
V
car !grass 1 ph : phen 'sister*
ch c ham 'cheek * r : raklu ' boy1
d dar ’door* F : yom 'husband’
e evin 'morning * s ; sap 1 snake'
f in loan words'^
V*
s : star 'four'
g gonu 'sack1 t ; ternu 'young'
i indra * sleep1 th : than 'place'
I
/
manglla *he wants1 u : us 11 a 'he gets up*
k kangli ’c omb * v : vadlla 'he lifts'
kh kher * house * x ; xer 'donkey'
1 Ion * salt * z s zor 'strength1
m mol 'wine * z i zivdu 'alive 1
n nevu ' new * @ ; mas@k 'month*
These symbols will be resolved into a broad phonetic tran­
scription by rules given on pp 203-211 below. It may be 
pointed out here that /h/ represents aspiration, /j/ is a 
retroflex !r f . /i/ represents the same vocalic pronunciation
as /1/ but does not entail fronting of the previous consonant 
as does /i/. /@/ has been used in the typescript for (d).
1. and also in /frima/, free variant of /thrima/ ’a little1
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STRESS1^
In the transcription stress is marked only when it is not on 
the last syllable of a word 
: usfla
Clitics - joined to the word by - do not have stress 
: kon-tu (kontu)
i m O M T I O N
Intonation is not shown, except that /?/ at the end of sentence
2/marks interrogative intonation. '
Sentences containing an interrogative word or particle do not 
have this intonation and /?/ is not used in this case.
1. Stress does not have phonological function though some 
words at the phonetic level are distinguished by stress 
alone.
: /mati/ (matsf) drunk (fern.adj.)
/matili/ (matsi) she is drunk, became drunk
2. Idea from 2.Harris.
Interrogative intonation consists of raising the tone of 
the first syllable of the word queried.
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Other symbols
* (i) reconstructed historical form
/ / encloses spellings using the transcription on p.5
/ / is omitted where no confusion would arise.
( ) (i) encloses phonetic spellings, as developed by
the rules on pp 203-211.
(ii) encloses optional constituents of strings.
_ _ _  fhe original orthography of the source used and quoted.
E.B. All words from Turkish are quoted in the standard 
orthography of that language, preceded by Turk, 
or T., and are not underlined.
(ii) the main member of a set of allomorphs.
= . } becomes
( « ) optionally becomes
f initial and final juncture
$ zero
- separates morphemes within a word, marks affixes and
(in the lexicon) verb stems.
1 1 encloses English translation. It is omittbd where no
confusion would arise.
/ alternates with
from
: for example
V any vowel (including vocalic i,I)
G any consonant (including consonantal i,I)
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B . or 
GS
Gk.
Ko s . u
Kot.
JGLS 
Pasp. 
Rom. 
Rum. 
Scr.
T . or
General abbreviations
Bulg. Bulgarian
Bernard Gilliat-Smith. His published works 
(see bibliography) and private communications. 
Where no additional reference is given GS 
implies texts in Kotel dialect.
Greek. All Greek words are quoted in their 
modern form although in many cases Kotel words 
were borrowed from Byzantine or dialect forms 
of Greek.
Kiril Kostov. His published works (see 
bibliography), unpublished doctoral thesis 
on the Sofia dialect and private communica­
tions .
Kotel (see map p.11)
The term Kotel Gypsies and Kotel dialect is 
used also of (the dialect of) Gypsies born 
elsewhere in families originating in Kotel 
(see p .13).
Journal of the Gypsy Bore Society.
Paspati (see bibliography) .
Romany or Gypsy language.
Rumanian.
Sanscrit 
Turk. Turkish
See also p.220 for abbreviations of the bibliography.
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AK
AR
BP 
LI A
LZ
ZG
GS
List of Informants and Sources for the Kotel dialect 
(and abbreviations used for them)
Ali Kurtev. Musician. Born approx. 1926 in 
Dobrudza. How living in Razgrad.
Aivaz Raimov. Musician. Born Razgrad approx.1916. 
(Wife born Liaskovets). Living in Plovdiv when 
recorded (1964-5) and now working in E.Germany.
V-'
Bekir Pamukov, Labourer. Born in Lobrudza 1920. How 
living in Kotel.
Three musicians living in Liaskovets; Ivan Badelov, 
Axmed Pamukov and Xristo Paterov. Ivan Badelov is 
originally from Zlataritsa,
Liuoomir Zaxariev. Liorarian. Born in Kotel approx. 
1929 and still working there,
v
Zdravko Girginakov. Musician, porn Sumen approx.1925* 
How living in Liaskovets. His wife was b o m  in 
Liaskovets.
Gilliat-Smith*s collection of words and phrases made
V ’
in 1913 in Varna. The informant was Cakir, born Kotel
1/
approx. 1870, a musician. f
Porms from GS have usually been normalized as follows;
GS my transc.
X X
w V&a a
1 ci
V
3 i, IA/ n
* Ay
dug 361 dugleni
buzlinga buzinink®
A few examples in the lexicon have been left in the 
original spelling (underlined).
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Introduction
It is generally accepted that the Gypsies’ original home was 
India, that even there they were a wandering tribe'*'/ and that 
they emigrated westward in approximately the 10th century A .3). 
Their path to Europe is shown "by the words they borrowed en 
r o u t e a n d  they must have reached Bulgaria in the early 14th 
century.^/ The majority of the Gypsies left Bulgaria and they 
are found to-day throughout Europe and, as a result of further 
migration, in America and Australia.^/
5 /The 200,000 Gypsies of present-day Bulgaria 7 are generally
6/divided into two linguistic groups, i
1) Vlax, Gypsies who went north to Rumania from the 14th 
century onwards and returned to Bulgaria after their libera­
tion from serfdom (1855) ; Grebenari (Comb-makers).
2) Ion-VIax. Gypsies who remained in Bulgaria from their 
arrival until the present day.
The non-Vlax groups can be divided linguistically into 
■three sub-groups.
1. See JGLS passim and Turner "The position of Romani in 
Indo-Aryan".(GLS Monograph) .
2, see below p.61
5. Eo dates are available for Bulgaria itself but the presence 
or arrival of Gypsies elsewhere in the Balkans is attested 
in 1378 (Zagreb),1348 (Serbia),1346 (Corfu),1322 (Crete) 
(Clebert The Gypsies) and c.1370 (Wallachia) JGLS (l)i
pp 187-8.
4. There are also groups in Asia and Rorth Africa
5. 197,865, according to the census of l-xii-1956 (Statisticeski 
godisnik na ERB. Sofia.1959 p.28). This figure is however too 
low as many Gypsies, including some of my informants, are 
classified as Turkish or Bulgarian.
6. GS (JGLS ii 2).
Some tribes speak no Romany. There are also a few small 
groups who have been in Western Europe and Greece, and speak 
non-Bulgarian Romany dialects.
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a) Sofia sedentaries,Kazanl@k Demirdzides (Iron-workers),
§umen Sepirdzides (Basketmakers) , Burgudzldes (Gimlet- 
makers) etc.
b) Kalaidzides (Tinsmiths) of Bazardzik,Varna and elsewhere.
c) Musicians of Kotel,sedentary Christians of Sliven,Jambol, 
Straldza and. elsewhere,the extinct dialect of the Moslem 
Gypsies of Zeravna.V
The Kotel Gypsies - the subject of this study - call themselves 
|*omaitsia (probably a diminutive of :jpoma, the name used by 
other Bulgarian Gypsies) or muzikantsia (musicians). They have 
been called by other Gypsies drtadari^ and k@tkadzi^/ and by 
the Bulgarians kotlenski tsigani. They are nominally Moslems 
but the women do not wear the baggy trousers which distinguish 
other Bulgarian Moslem Gypsies and there is no mosque in Kotel. 
In the past they worked as musicians, wool-spinners and mowers 
but now can be found in other trades and professions. Before 
1894 they all lived in the town of Kotel in H-E Bulgaria but, 
when a considerable part of the town was burnt down in that 
year, many moved to other towns to find work. In 1913 Gilliat- 
Smith met some nomads of the tribe in the Dobric (Tolbuxin) 
area but these probably all returned later to Bulgarian terri­
tory after the annexation of Bobrud^a by the Rumanians, The 
tribes now number some 6,000, all sedentary. Approximate 
figures a r e ^
Kotel 4,000
Sumen 500
Liaskovets 300
Razgrad 100
Tica 100
Omurtag 60
Zlataritsa 50
plus individual families in other towns.
1. recorded by G-S in 1914.
2. from the sound dr@n made by the wool-carders1 mallet
3. from the K o t . word for !here* k@tka
4. nor is there a Turkish community
5. as stated by informants. The census figures do not
distinguish between different Gypsy tribes
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Although, there are other tribes also settled in the above 
places, except for Kotel itself, they live separately and there 
is little intermarriage.
The dialect of the Kotel Gypsies and the others of sub-group 
2c share a set of characteristics which distinguish them from 
the other non-Vlax dialects :
Future formed with ma- (and not ka-)
Extensive palatalization of consonants before -i- 
Vowels -u- and -i- in certain conditions where other 
dialects have -o- and -e-
V
Certain words : piltu 'married1, z@nkl 'to go*
The Kotel dialect differs from that of Sliven and Jambol both 
lexically and morphologically s
'they1 Kotel on Sliven odana 
'early' rano (B.) erken (T.)
'you came' (pi.) (aian) (aill)
The Kotel and allied dialects must have developed separately 
after the arrival of the Gypsies in Europe as they share with 
all the European Romany dialects the phonological characteristics 
which distinguish them from Asian R omany.^
1. : European Romany has -kh- corresponding to Sanscrit -gh-
where Asian Romany dialects have -g- ;
European Romany kham 'sun'
Asian Romany gam
Sanscrit gham
Similarly European Romany has (th) and (x) for Scr. (dh) 
and (kh). See Sampson Dialect of the Welsh Gypsies pp 30-7.
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The existence of the Kotel dialect, long known to other
Bulgarian Gypsies, was discovered for Western scholars by the
British Consul in Varna, Bernard Gilliat-Smith, in 1913. Some
people at the time doubted that a dialect so different from the
others could have remained hidden so long and others considered
it to be an "ugly" tongue unworthy of study. R.O. Winstedt wrote
to Gilliat-Smith that he wished it had never been discovered.^
2/Since then, apart from a short vocabulary, / nothing has been 
published on the dialect.^
The Kotel dialect is still used as a home language by most 
a d u l t s ^  though few children are fluent in it.
The materialised in this study represents my own recordings 
made in Kotel and elsewhere from 1965 onwards, except where it 
is specifically stated to come from another source.
1. unpub.corr. v
2. collected by Kr@stef and published by Seitanov.(See 
JGLS(3)xiii). At the time Seitanov was not aware of GS's 
work on Bulg.Romany
3. Rostov's unpublished study has some references (under 
1Wollschlhger') to Kotel Romany.
It is perhaps worth pointing out that the 'musicians1 
referred to by Paspati spoke an entirely different 
dialect to the Kot. Gypsies.
4. Bulgarian is generally the second language though in 
ftazgrad it takes third place, after Turkish.
MORPHOLOGY1'
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Part I. Nominals
This part deals with the following units
Noun 
Pronoun 
Adjective 
Card.Numeral
> Base.Gender.Number.Case.
> Base .Gender.Numoer.Case.
> Base.Gender.Number.Case.
3 /> Base.Case . 7
2/
The order of affixes is as shown above. Their forms are 
given below.
1. For the Syntax of Bulgarian Romany dialects in general 
see Rostov*Aus der Syntax der Zigeunersprache Bulgariens! 
in Balkansko Bzikoznanie (Sofia) iv.p.131-146.
2. Gender is not overtly expressed in the personal pronouns
for the 1st and 2nd person, and in some other pronouns.
3* I have treated /ekh/ ’one' as an adjective.
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Nominals. General rules
Gender
Number
Case
Case I 
Case II
> masculine/feminine
> singular/plural
> Casel.(Case II) 
nominative/oblique
with nouns and pronouns/ 
with adjectives and cardinal 
numbers^/
> nominat ive/accusat ive ^ //vocative
> genit ive/dative/locative/instrumental/ablative
Restriction.
Case II must be preceded by the accusative.
1. The adjective shows concord with the noun in gender, number 
and case. The cardinal numerals show concord with the noun 
in case.
2. Inanimates use the nominative form when they are the object 
in a sentance :
me dlkhdim manusls (acc.) I saw a man
me dlkhdim mayu (nom.) I saw (some) bread
In the case of some animals a distinction is made between 
alive and dead states
: me stardim machls (acc.) I caught (live) fish
me xalim machu (nom.) I ate (dead) fish
but dead human beings, are treated as animate :
parxoddim i manusls (acc.) I buried a (dead) man
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HOOTS AND PRONOUNS 
Gender, Number and Case I are represented by merged affixes
mase.sing.nom. -u 18 fern.sing.nom. -i 2
acc. -I s b  12 acc. -iaf-) 5
* s
voc. -lia 8 voc. -lie 9
masc .plur .nom. -1 3 fem.plur .nom. -ia 6
acc. -InB 11 acc. -in*-) 10
voc. -aler 1 voc. -ialer 7
Case II is represented by the following affixes
genitive -ku 14
dative -kl 13
locative -tl 17
instrumental -sa 15
ablative -tar 16
Underlining shows that one member of a set of affixes has 
been quoted. The numbers refer to the alphabetical list of 
affixes on p.19 below.
Gender is not overtly expressed in the personal pronouns for 
the 1st and 2nd persons and in some interrogative, relative 
and indefinite pronouns. The masculine forms are then used as 
common gender. In the plural of the third person personal 
pronoun and the demonstratives gender is not overtly expressed 
The masculine forms are used as common gender. Number is not 
overtly expressed with /kon/'who', /nikon/ 'no-one* and *ekh 
'some-one'. The singular is used, /su/'what', /nikimc/'no thing
, V ' /
and /cipas/ 'something’ have no plural.
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ADJECTIVE
1/
Gender, Number and Case are represented by merged affixes. 
In the plural Gender is not overtly expressed.
masc.sing.nom* 
masc.sing.obi.
•u 18
■I 4
m./f .plur.nom. 
m./f .plur.obi.
fern.sing.nom. -i 2
fern.sing.obi. -ia 5
-I
-I
3
4
N.B. In the definite article, the affixes merge with the base 
(See table on p.31 below).
CARDINAL NUMBERS
(i) used with nouns (ii) used alone
nom. 
obi.
*u
-I
18
4
nom. -u 18
acc. - In 11
gen.etc. as Noun (see p.18)
1. including demonstrative, interrogative and indefinite
adjectives, possessive pronouns, /ekh/'one', the definite 
article and ordinal .numerals.
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NOMINAL AFFIXES
Main form 
l/1* -aler * m.plur,v o c .
Variants
2. -i
; chav-aler ’Oh boys
f.sing.nom.
: rakl~i 'girl1
tern-i young
-e after demonstratives 
; k@k-e 'this one*
-I after adjectival!zed 
genitives (including 
possessive prons), the 
possessive pronouns /m-/
'my1 and /t-/ 'your1
y
s thagarlsk-I rakli 
'king's daughter'
y
llsk-I rakli 'his daughter' 
m-I rakli 'my daughter'
-u after ordinal numerals 
1 ml duit~u rumiK 
'my second wife*
-/ after certain noun bases 
(listed in lexicon),
/aver/'other’, /kon/'who', 
/kon/'which', /kata/'every', 
/ekh/ 'one' 
i rat-/ 'night'
1. also /-alen/ (£*A), as in other Bulg. Romany dialects
Main form
3. -I (i) masc.pi.nom.
(of nouns) 
s rakl-I ’boys' 
(ii) comm.pi.nom.
(of adjs and 
pronouns)
: tern-I 'young'
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Variants
-a after noun bases which have 
-/ in sing.nom. and 
demonstrat ive s 
: phral-a 'brothers' 
kukul-a 'those (ones)'
-In after /am-/'we' and /turn-/
' y ou'
; am-In 'we'
-n after /o.-/ 'he,she,they'
: on 'they'
-u after ordinal numerals 
; duit-u 'second'
/ after /kon/ 'who' and /kon/ 
'which'
after poss.prons and 
adjectivalized genitives
4. -I (i) masc.sing.obi. 
(ii) comm.pl.obi.
: bar-I 'big*
-uni after ordinals
: duit-unl 'second' 
-/ after dui 'two' and 
/kata/ 'each'
: do-/
after poss.prons and 
adjectivalized
5. -ia(-) (i) fern.sing.acc.
(of nouns)
: rakl-ia 'girl* 
(ii) fern.sing.obi.
(of adjs) 
i bar-ia 'big'
■a(-) after o_ 'he , she ,they' 
and demonstratives 
: 1-a 'her'
kudul-a 'yonder(one)'
•I after /kon/ ’which", /s-/
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Main form
6. -ia fem.pl.nom.
: rakl-ia 'girls1
7. -ialer1/ fem.pl,voc,
i phen-ialer 'Oh sisters
8. -Iia masc* sing.voc.
: rakl-Iia 'Oh hoy1 
rom-Iia 'Oh husband1
Variants
'what sort o f ,  possessive 
pronouns and /aver/1 other1 
: s@-I 'what sort o f  
-uni after ordinal numerals 
: duit-unl 'second'
-/ after /kata/ 'each^very' 
after adjectivalized gens 
and poss.pronouns 
llsk@ raklia 'his daughter1
(acc.)
-a after bases which have -/ 
in sing.nom.(except for 
/^*om^//and /dad/ 
s phral-a 'Oh brother'
-e after /dad/ only
: dad-e 'Oh father1^
1. also^-ialen cf.f.n. on p*20
2. rom-Iia is probably by analogy with the fern, rumniie 
1 Oh wife' ’
3. cf. Bulg. vocs in -e
Main form
Page...23
Variant s
-o after /romaiti/ and /pap-/ 
only"!;/ ^
jromaiti-o 1 Oh Gypsy’ (of 
the Kotel tribe) 
pap-o !Oh grandfather1
9. lie fem.sing.voc. of
nouns and adjectives
i rakl-iie ’Oh girl’ 
/
tern-iie ’Oh young 
one 1
■e
■o
after bases which have -/ in 
sing.nom. and /cliai/ 
s phen-e 'Oh sister’ 
chai-e 'Oh daughter1 
after /dai/ 'mother'^/ 
dai-o
10. -in(-) gem.plur.acc,
: rakl-in ’girls’
11. -In(-) (i) masc.pi.acc. -n after /dui/, efta,
: rakl-In-sa 'with boys' oxto,enia (2,7,8,9)
(ii) comm.pl.acc.(with : efta-n-tl
pronouns and numerals) 'six'(loc.)
: 1-In-sa 'with them'
1. cf. Bulg. vocs in -o
2. cf. Bulg. maiko ’Oh mother’
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Main form Variants
12. -Is(-) (i) masc.sing.acc.
i rakl-Is-sa 'with a 
boy1
(ii) comm.sing.acc. 
(with pronouns)
: 1-Is-sa
-as
•n
-t
-us
after ib (affix.43 
see p.47)
; puran-ipn-as-kl 
1 ageing'(dat.) 
after me_ 11 1 
: ma-n 'me ' 
after tu ’you1(sing.)
: tu-t
after /s-/ ’what ? ’
: s-us-kl 'for what(dat.), 
why ?'
13. -kl dative
: rakl-Is-kl ' to a
boy'
14. ~ku genitive (also used -pu
l/ *as an adjective) 7
: bi rakl-ia-ku 'without
a girl,daughter' -ru
rakl-xa-ku seru
'a girl's head'
after /am-/ 'we' and 
/turn-/ 'you'(pi.) 
s am-In-ru 'our' 
after me 'I ' and 
/tu/ ’you' (s.)
: bi man-ru
2/'without me' /
1. When used as an adjective the final -u changes for gender,
number and case (see paradigm on p.31 below), but not when
used after the preposition /bi/'without1
: ov (oi) si bi-daiaku 'he(she) is without a mother'
2. Por the phonological development of /amlnru/, /manru/ etc.
see rules 5 and 6 on p.204. ?
Main form
15. -sa instrumental
; raklia-sa ’with a girl'
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Variants
16. -tar ablative
: raklia-tar ’from a 
girl ’
17* -tl locative
: kherls~tl 'in a 
house 1
18. “U (i) masc.sing.nom.(of -a 
nouns, adjectives, 
demonstratives and o_) -v 
: bar-u 'big'
(ii) comm.sing.nom.
(of me ’I f,/tu/ 'you', 
and cardinals)
after demonstratives 
s k@k~a ’this(one)1 
after o_ (third 
person pron.) 
o-v ’he'
after certain noun 
bases (listed in 
lexicon^), aver ’other’,
/V /
/cipas/ ’something',
/ekh/ ’one', /kata/’each*, 
/kon/'who', ’which', me * 1f 
/tu/'you'(s .), /nikha#/ 
’nothing' and cardinals 
: ’husband1
1. they are marked in the lexicon by absence of -u; in the 
notes to the specimen texts is marked.
aver
dui
k@k
kuk
kud
me
o
Page ... 26
Nominal bases with alternant forms
other avr-
' two'
this(one)'
that(one)*
yonder(one)
aver
do-
dui
k@k~
k@kal-
kuk-
kukul-
kud-
kudul-
before obi.sing.affix and (in 
free variation with /aver/ 
before obi.plur.affix) 
elsewhere
before oblique affix 
before nominative affix
before nom.sing.affixes 
elsewhere
before nom.sing.affixes 
elsewhere
before nom.sing.affixes 
elsewhere
t T I me
ma-
before nominative affix 
before accusative affix
1 h e ,she,they1 0-
1-
before nominative affixes 
before accusative affixes
which s-
s@-
before nom.sing.affix 
elsewhere
See also lexicon entries for bax,chov,dad,dai,del,kIsov, 
mui,rom,zes.
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PA&ADIG-MS
These paradigms incorporate the variants of affixes shown on 
PP 19-23.
sing.nom.
1 boy! 
rakl-u
v oc. 
acc .
rakl-Iia
rakl-Is
gen.
y
rakl-Is-ku
dat.
s
rakl-Is-kl
loc. rakl-Is-tl
abl. rakl-Is-tar
inst *
/
rakl-Is-sa
plur.nom. rakl-I
v o c . rakl-aler
acc. rakl-In
gen. rakl-in-ku
dat. rakl-In-kl
loc. rakl-In-tI
abl. rakl-In-tar
inst.
/
rakl-In-sa
ITouns 
1 stone 1(m)
ba
ba^-Is~ku
ba^-Is-kl
ba^-Is-tI
,/
bar~Is-taxv
baj?-Is-sa
bar-ar
ba^~In-ku 
bar-In-kl
s
bay-In-tl 
bap-In-tar 
bap-In-sa
'sister1
phen-^
phen-e
phen-ia
phen-ia'-ku
phen-iarfkl
/
phen-ia-tl
s
phen-ia-tar 
phen-ia-sa
Affixes i/
phen-
phen-
phen-
phen-
phen-
phen-
phen-
phen-
■la
•ialer
•in
-in-ku 
-in-kl 
■in-t I
18/18/2
8//9
12//5
12/12/5.14 
12/12/5.13 
12/12/5.17 
12/12/5.16 
12/12/5.15
3/3/6
1//7
11//10
11/11/10.14
ll/ll/l0.13
11/11/10.17
in-tar Il/ll/l0.l6 
in-sa H / l l / 10.15
1. the numbers refer to the list on pages 20-25.
2, inanimate nouns have no accusative form, see p.17 f.n.2
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Pronouns
I you h e ,it she, it himself etc.
Horn. me-jzf tu-jzf o-v o-i
A c c . ^  ma-n tu-t 1-Is 1-a p-Is
Horn.
s'
Gen. ma-n-pu tu-t-pu 1-Is-ku 1-a-ku p~Is~ku
Pat. ma-n-kl tu-t-kl l-Is-kl l-a-kl p-Is-kl
we you(pl.) they someone
am-In turn-In o-n *e k h - ^ ^
Acc. am-In tiim-In 1-In ekh-Is
Gen. am-In-ru turn-In-ru 1-In-ku ekh-Is-ku
y y y' y
Pat. am-In-kl tum-In-kl 1-In-kI ekh-Is-kl
who what something Nothing
m f
Nom. kon-jzf' kon-^ s-u cipas-^ nikhac-/
Acc. kon-Is *kon-ia
✓
Pat. kon-Is-kl kon-ia-kl s-us-kl <Tipas~Is-kI nikhac-Is-kl
sg.nom. 
acc. 
dat.
this one 
M f
k@k-a k@k-e
k@kal-Is k@kal-a
k@kal~ls-kl k@kal-a-kl
that one 
m f
kuk-a kuk-e
kukul-Is
y
kukul-Is-kl
kukul-a
kukul-a-kl
pi .nom. 
acc . 
dat.
k@kal-a
k@kal-In
k@kal-ln-kl
kukul-a
kukul-In
kukul-In-kl
1. The accusative form of these pronouns _is used referring to 
inanimates.
: dlklidian u iil ? dlkhdim 11s. 
did you see the book ? I saw it.
2. replaced in the nominative by /ake-kon/ or /kaikr*imanus/
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sg.nom, 
aoc. 
dat.
yonder one
m
kud-a
kudul-Is
kudul-Is-kl
f
kud-e
kudul-a
nom. 
obi.
kudul-a-kl
two
dui-jzS',
do-jzi'
pi.nom. 
acc. 
dat.
kudul-a
kudul-In
kudul-In-kl
sg.nom. 
obi.
'young' 
masc. fern, 
tern-u tern-i 
tern-I tern-ia
Adjectives
'this 1 
masc. fern.
k@k-a
k@kal-I
k@k-e
k@kal-a
pi.nom. 
obi.
tern-I 
tern-I
k@kal-a
k@kal-I
sg.nom. 
obi.
pi.nom. 
obi.
sg.nom. 
obi.
pi.nom. 
obi.
'that * 
masc. fern.;
kuk-a kuk-e 
kukul-I kukul-a
kukul-a
kukul-I
'my'
masc. gem.
man-p-u man-p-i
man-r-<v man-r-@b
man-r-@
man-r-@
9
'yonder1 
masc. fern,
kud-a kud-e
kudul-I kudul-a
kudul-a
kudul-I
' my ,i/
masc. 
m-u 
m - @
fern. 
m-I
m-@
m - @
m-@
1. see note 1 on following page
three
trin-/
trin-@
18/2
4/5
3
4
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' our1 
masc. fern,
sg.n. amln-r-u amln-r-i
o . amIn-r-@ amIn-r-@
p i .n . amIn-r-@
o . amIn-r-@
1 other' 
masc. fern,
aver-/ aver-/
avr-I avr-I
aver-I 
av(e)r-I
NB./tutpu/ and /tu/1/'your'(sg.), /pu/ 'his own' etc. and
/tumlnru/ 'your'(pi.) follow the pattern of /manpu/, /mu/, 
and /amlnru/ resp.
/lXsku/'his ' ,/laku/'her' and /llnku/'their' follow the 
pattern of adjectivalized genitives helow.
'which' 
masc. fern.
.2/'which 
masc. fern.
s .n. 
o .
p .n. 
o .
kon-/
kon-I
ko n-/ 
kon-I
s-u
s@-I
s@-i
s@-I
kon-/
kon-I
• o n e - V
s ,n. 
s . o .
p .n. 
o .
masc
ekh-/
ekh-I
fern, 
ekh-/ 
ekh-la
ekh-I 
ekh—I
s@-I
s@-I
'second' 
masc. fern,
duit-u duit-u
duit-unl duit-unl
duit-u
duit-unl
1. The short forms /mu/ and /tu/ can only be used before a noun 
The long forms /mona?/ asst can be used before a noun
or attributively
: mu phral / weasm. phral 'my brother'
k@ka iil si m m m  'this book is mine1
2. for the difference in meaning between /s/ and /kon/ see 
lexicon.
3. plural means ’some*
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'brother's' his
masc. fern.
s.n. phralIsk-u phrallsk-I
/■ /
s.o. phrallsk-® phrallsk-®
masc . 
1Isk-u 
H s k - @
fern.
lfsk-I
H s k - @
p .n 
o
phrallsk-®
phrallsk-®
H s k - @
/
H s k - @
M .  All adjectivalized genitives follow the model given for 
/phralIsku/.
Definite Article
Base and affixes are merged giving the following forms
masc. fern,
sing.nom. u i
obi. i i
plur.nom. u
obi. i
I
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Part IX.
Verb
Tense
Person
MORPHOLOGY
Verb
> Base.Tense.Person.
£ Hon-pe rfect/perfect/impe rative
>  1st sing./2nd sing./3rd masc.sing./3rd fem.s./ 
1st plur./2nd plur./3rd plur.
H.B. The distinction between 3rd masc.sing, 
and 3rd fern.sing, is expressed overtly 
only in the perfect of intransitive verbs 
(including medio-passives)
Hon-perfect > imperfect/present/future/subjunctive
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(hon-perfect)
Morphological Affixe£ 
Tense
Imperfect 
Present 
Puture 
Sub 3 .
base-I.Person.-as 
base. I. .Person.-a 
m@.base. I..Person 
base.I.Person
24-20
24-19
29-24
24-31
1/
Perfect base.d.Person 21
2/  “Imperative ' base.Person
Person
1st sing. im 28
2nd ian 26
3rd f . i_ 22
m. u 30
1st plur. iam 25
2nd ian 27
3rd I 23
1. These numbers refer to the list of affixes and their 
variants on p .34 below.
2. i.e. The second-person Imperative. The semantic equivalent 
in the 1st person plural and the third persons is expressed 
by the corresponding subjunctive form.
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VERBAL AEEIXES
Main form
1 /
19* -a present
: mangll-a 
'he want s T
Variants
-/ with /s—/ 'to be* 
j s-/-im-/ 11 am'
20 .
21.
■as imperfect
y
; mangll-as
'he used to want1
-d- perfect
: mudar-d-iam 
'we killed'
-an- after /as-/'laugh’,
/dukh-/'love,hurt' ,/±&z~/ 
'he ashamed' ,/pati-*/
' believe 1 ,/xas-/' cough' ,
/ z£ib-/ ' sing ' .
-II- after /acli-/'become ' ,
/av-/' come ' ,/ker-/'cook' , 
/pa&-/'lay down',/rov-/ 
'weep' ,/ter-/'stay1 , 
/tras~/'fear' ,/thab-/
'burn1
-In- after /feid-/'move',/us-/
'arise' and compounds with
— 1st-
-in-
- 1-
-n-
-d-
i kan-d-Inu 'he listened* 
after /nak-/'pass' and 
/ux-/'descend' 
after /uxt-/'jump down' 
after /axa-/'understand', 
/sikl-/'learn',/xa-/'eat* 
s axa-l-ias 'he understood1 
after /de-/'give',/le-/
'take',/pi-/'drink'
1. The numoering continues from p.25 above
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Main form
st-
-V-
22. -i(-) 3rd sing.fem.
: sut-j^-i 1 she 
slept1
•ras
- 1-
-li
Variants 
after inkI- ’go out’ 
s inkl-st-u 'he went out’ 
after mer~ ’die’,
Per- 'fall', /phag-/
*» break ’ , spy- ’sleep’, 
and ^i- (the mediopassive
affix) 1/
2/
: pel-^-u ’he fell’
after transitive 
stems in perfect tense 
; mudar-d-ias ’she 
killed' 
after -I- (the affix 
for non-perfect tenses)
: mudar-I-l-a ’she kills’ 
after stems in -i-
(medio-passives)
*****
; mudard-i-li ’she was 
killed’
1. Por phonological variants of this affix, see rule 4 on p.Ho^ 
below
2. This variant has been introduced to pattern with the masc. 
and plur.forms, although phonetically it is the same as 
the main form.
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Main form
23. -.I(-) 3rd plur.
: sut~/~I 'they 
slept'
-II
-n-
24. -I- non-perfect tenses 
: dlkh-I-l-a 
'he sees'
-a-
- 1 -
25. -iam(-) 3/ 1st plur.
; dlkh-d-iam
'we saw'
- 0-
>as-
Variants
after stems in -^ i- 
(medio-passives)
; mudard-i-11 'they 
were killed' 
after -I- (non-perfect 
tenses)
; mudar-I-n-a 'they 
kill'
after /as-/ 'laugh'
/dukh-/ 'hurt', /laz-/
'be ashamed', /pati-/ 
'believe', xas 'cough', 
and /zab-/ 'sing'
: laz-a-l-a 'he is 
ashamed'
after compounds with -d- 
(affix 58)1/
: vad-e-l-a 'he lifts' 
after /ker-/,/pas-/,/ter-/, 
/tras-/ and /thab-/^ 
i ker-i-la 'it cooks' 
after /s-/ 'be'
; s-/~im-/ 'I am'
after -31- (non-perfect 
(tenses)
: dlkh-I-as-a 
'we see'
1. There is a tendency for compounds in -d- to be treated as 
regular
2 . see p .34 affix 21
3. -iam@s in some idiolects (ZGr) . See footnote 2 on following 
page .
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Main form Variants
26 .
27.
-ian(-) 2nd sing.
: dlkh-d-ian 
I you saw1
-ian( - ) 2nd plur.
; dlkh-d-ian 'you 
saw'
■s
28. -im(-)
29. m@™V
1st sing.
: dlkh-d-im ' I 
saw1
future
; m@ -dlkh-I-s 
'you will see*
after -I- 
: dlkh-t-s-a* 'you see' 
after base (in imper.) 
: dlkh-jz( 'look'.'
-In
*n-
■a-
after base (in imp.)
: dlkh-In 'look' 
after -I- (non­
perfect tenses)
✓
: dlkh-I-n-a 'you see1
after -I- (non-perfect) 
: dlkh-I-a-a 'I see'
1. A few steins have a vowel instead of -jzf in the imp.
; tras-a 'fear'.' us-i 'get up*. These vowels are probably 
the earlier vowel stem endings.(ijungberg)
V
2. -ian@s in Razgrad and Sume:^ sub-dialects cf.Turk. 
yaparstncs 'you did' etc. Sumen Basketmakers dialect adds -@s 
to the 1st and 2nd persons plural of the perfect.
3. G-S had/mu------ a/ in the future j *mu-dlkh-l-s-a 'you will
see'. /m@~/ is typical of this group of dialects. There may 
be another example recorded in C17th Italy tu gianes so ca 
ma cherao = Kotel tu zanlsa su (che) m@- kerla 'you know 
what I will do' (JG-LS (2)vii 65)
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Main form
30. -u(-) 3rd sing.masc.sing. -i-
: sut-jzS-u 'he slept'
-ias
- 1-
-lu
Variants
after /s-/ 'to be'
; s-^-i-as 'he was* 
after transitive stems 
in perfect tense 
: mudar-d-ias 'he killed' 
after -I-
: mudar-I-l-a 'he kills' 
after stems in -i- 
(medio-passives)
: mudard-i-lu 'he was 
killed'
21. subjunctive
: (t@) dlkh-I-l-jzf 
'(that) he may see'
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PARADIGMS
These paradigms incorporate the variants of affix shown on 
pp 34-38
' see' 'l a u g h ' ^
pres.
y
Is , dlkh-l-a~a as-a-a-a
/ y
2s. dlkh-I-s-a as-a-s-a
y y
3s . dlkh-I-l-a as-a-l-a
/ /
I p. dlkh-I-as-a as-a-as-a
2p. dlkh-I-n-a as-a-n-a
3p. dlkh-I-n-a as-a-n-a
imperf •
I s. dlkh-I-a-as as-a-a-as
2s. dlkh-I-s-as eto .
3s. dlkh-I-l-as
I p .
y
dlkh-I-as-as
2 p . dlkh-I-n-as
3 p . dlkh-I-n-as
fut.
I s . m#-dlkh-l-a
2s . m@~dlkh-l-s
3s. m@-dlkh-1-1
Ip. m@~dlkh~l-as
2 p . m@-dlkh-l-n
3p. m@-dlkh“l-n
'be'
s-p-im-jzf
s-^-ian-j^
s-^-i-p
s-^f-iam-p
s-p~ian-j4
s-^I-*4
s-jzf-im-as
s-jzG-ian-as
s-p'-i-as
s-j4-iam-as
s-^-ian-as
s-pf- I-as
24-28-192/
24-26-19
24-22/30-19
24-25-19
24-27-19
24-23-19
24-28-20
24-26-20
24-22/30-20
24-25-20
24-27-20
24-23-20
29-24-28
29-24-26
29-24-22/30
29.24.25
29.24-27
29-24-23
1. showing variant of affix 24.
2. the numoers refer to the list of affixes on pp 34-38.
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sub j .
I s . dlkh-I-a-ji 24-28-31
2s. dlkh-I-s-/ 24-26-31
3s. dlkh-I-l-/ 24-22/30-31
Ip * dlkh-I-as-/ 24-25-31
ft
CM dlkh- I-n-/ 24-27-31
3 p . dlkh-I-n-jzf 24-23-31
imper.
2s. dlkh-/ 26
2p. dlkh-In 27
/sov-/’sleep!^
perf.
Is . dlkh-d-im sut-/-im 21-28
2s . dlkh-d-ian sut-/~ian 21-26
3mas *s . dlkh-d-ias sut-/-u 21-30
3fem.s . dlkh-d-ias sut-/-i 21-22
lp . dlkh-d-iam sut-/-iam 21-25
2p. dlkh-d-ian sut-/-ian 21-27
3p- dlkh-d-I sut-/-I 21—23
NB. /a--/ has no perfect tense. The imperfect is used for a
statements in the past. The 'future,subjunctive and imperative 
are wanting, and are replaced by the equivalent tense of /ach-/
' "become 1 .
It will be noticed that the personal affixes of the present 
tense of /s-/ largely correspond to those of the perfect 
tense of other verbs. This is because the latter were originally 
formed by combining the past participle with the present tense 
of /s-/.
*na s/i/ and *na s/i/ become /nan@i/ and /nan@l/ respectively 
for ’is not’, ’(they)are not’.
1. i.e. an intransitive verb./p-/ is a variant of -d-
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Medio-passive
As verbs with, passive meanings have the same form as those meaning 
’to become...’, they have been analyzed in the same way.
t /lol-i-I-l-a/ ’he becomes red’ (for -i~see p.46 affix 41) 
/mudard-i-I-l-a/ ’he becomes killed’ s= ’he gets killed’
Phonological paradigms
pres.Is. 
2 
3
lp. 
2 
3
perf.Is. 
2
3m 
f .
I p . 
2 
3
’oecome red'
lol-i-I-a-a 
/ 4
lol-i-I-s-a
lol-i-I-l-a 
✓ ✓ 
lol-i-I-as-a
lol-i-I-n-a
/ 4
lol-i-I-n-a
lol-i-
lol-i-
lol-i*
lol-i-
lol-i-
lol-i-
lol-i-
-/-im
-/-ian
-/-lu
-/-li
-/-iam
-/-ian
-/“II
'get killed'
mudard-i-I-a-a 
/ /■
mudard-i^-I-s-a 
✓ ^
mudard-i-I-l-a
mudard-i-I-as-a
mudard-i-I-n-a
✓ xmudard-i-I-n-a
^■mudard-i-/-im^^ 
*mudard-i-/-ian 
mudard-i-/-lu 
mudard-i-/-li 
*mudard-i-/-iam 
*mudard-i-/-ian 
mudard-l-/-ll
'oecome night’
turat-i-I-l-a
3rat-i-/-lu
NB. Many of the simple medio-passives in other dialects have 
become active in modern Kot.(:mer- ’die'). Bor those which 
remain, see p.34
1. with the tendency for -i- to become -i- (i.e. for the 
accent to become regularized) the starred forms above 
would resemble^the active verbs phonetically 
: (benzfm) < (benzim) < /bend-i-/-im/ 'I was born'
(benzfm)</ben-d-im/ 'I gave birth'
Bor this reason they are usually replaced by a. different 
construction
: /me sim bendu/ ’I was born’ cf. Bulg. az s@m roden id.
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Impersonal Verbs
Some verbs only occur in the 3rd person singular with no 
expressed subject :
it becomes night 
it becomes day
it is raining lit. it gives rain 
it is possible
it is impossible (from *na asi)
mratilla
zivesilla
de£a brisind 
asi
nasi
and the loan words 
(ne) moze 
(ne) triabva
it is (not) possible B u l g . ^  
it is (not) necessary B u l g . ^
1. A verb with full forms is also occasionally found
/mozizlaa/ I can
/mozizlsa/ you can etc
2. also in the assimilated form /trabuizlla/.
The phrase /lazim si/ (from T.lazim) 'it is necessary*, 
is also found.
etc.
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Word expansion by Affixes 1/
32. a-
Prefixes 
UPw  re dundant,2/ only recorded in
and
a-rat-illa 'it becomes night1
< rat night
Cf./zivesilla/ ’it becomes
day’
<f *zives day
a-kus-nu handkerchief (lit.
’wiper1)
3/< *kus- ’wipe’ *
33* do- ’completely* added to verbs (loan from B.)
s do-ker ’build completely* 
Cf.Bulg.do-sv@r^vam
’complete’ (This prefix 
is rare)
1. The numoering of affixes continues from p.38 
See page 47 onwards for variants
2. Non-productive
3* The verb in Kotel is /khos-/, but /kos/ is found in other 
dialects. Cf.also Ukrainian Romany /khosno/ ’handkerchief’ 
Por two other possible instances of redundant a-, see 
the lexicon entries for /akhuru/ and /astar/.
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3 4 * na- T O redundant and 
optional
added to adverbs (a loan from 
Bulg.)
: na-avrl ’outside’ (in free 
variation with /avrl/)
Of.Bulg. na-v@n ’outside'
35 * na not for details see under list of
variants on p.50 below.
NB. /po/, and /nai/, used to form the comparative and 
superlative, are treated as adverbs.
/m@-/, used to form the future, is treated above p.37.
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SUPPIXES
a) those which change the class of the word when they are added
56. -al- forms adjectives from 
1/nouns. v: cik-al-u 
< cik
dusty
dust
37* -al NP forms adverbs and—
prepositions from nouns ' :pal-al
<*pal
38. -d- NP forms verbs from nouns ' :kan-d-
< kan
39- -d- forms adjectives^ from 
trans. verbs :mudar~d-u 
<* mudar-
behind 
(1 back’)
listen
ear
killed 
to kill
1. and in one case from an adverb ; palal-utn-u (see lexicon)
2. see also p.59 below.
3* The stress distinguishes compound verbs from simple verbs 
ending in -d
Cf. (me kanda) I listen
(me phanda) I close (not a compound)
NB. The affix -d- is historically identical with the
verb /d-/ ’to give*
4. passive past participles.
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40. -e T O forms adverbs and prepositions from
nouns : examples on p.52 below
41. n r / forms verbs from adjectives 
(including past participles) 
and (TO) nouns'^ : bari-
< bar-u 
mudard-i
< mudard-u
'grow big1 
big
be killed 
'killed1
42. -iar- forms verbs from adjectives 
and (in at least one case)
3/verbs lol-iar-
<lol-u
cord-iar-
< cord-u 
dis-iar-
< dis-
redden
red
cause to be
stolen
stolen
show
appear
1. there is a tendency for this affix to become -i-(i.e. not 
affecting the stress).
2. it has only, been recorded after two nouns, viz.
zivesijla it becomes d a y < *zives (variant of /zes/'day'
aratilla it becomes night < rat 'night1
3. /ftstar/fto catch' is considered by some authorities to be 
ast+iar. See lexicon entry for discussion of this.
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43. -ibi forms nouns (usually 
abstract) from verbs, 
adjectives and (in at 
least one case) a noun1/ ; basal-ibi 'music*
t basal- 'to play'
(further examples on p.53)
44. “indus forms adverbs (gerunds) 
from verbs rov-indus
<rovt
'crying' 
'to cry'
45. -Is forms adverbs from 
adjectives puman-Is 'in Gypsy 
fashion,in Romany'
< ruman-u 'Gypsy'(adj.)
46* -n- (NP) forms nouns (nomina
agent is) from v e r b s ^ basal-nu 
< basal-
'musician1 
'to play'
47. -t- forms ordinal numerals 
from cardinals dui-t-u 
<’ dui
' second’ 
' two'
1. thagar 'king' < thagaripi 'kingdom' 
NB. Nouns formed in -ibi are masc.
2. for /buznu/, see lexicon entry.
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(b) Suffixes which do not change the class of the word when 
they are added.
48, -a added to verbs 
causative
49. -ikl- NP added to nouns
diminutiveV
phir-a-
<phir-
cause to walk 
walk
for examples see p.55
50. -iz- NP added to verbs
suitability 2/
piizlla be drinkable
< pi- to drink
51. -ker- added to verbs 
causative 3/
per-ker- 
< per-
to drop 
fall
52. -ni added to nouns (names ambrol-ni pear-tree 
of fruits),/ < ambrol pear
tree-names^'
53. -ni added to nouns 
feminine
das-ni 
< das
Bulgarian woman 
Bulgarian man
54. -u: added to nouns 
adjectives and 
adverbs 
diminutive *
rakl-ur-u 
< rakl-u
little boy 
boy
1. -ikl- can be followed by suffix 54 (-ur-) and is therefore 
not identical with it
2. only after /p^~/ and /xa-/ 'eat'; may be identical with the 
loan infix ~iz- (see p.64)
3. GS had -xker ; rodiker- 'cause to search*. Often added to 
past part, in GS : muterdiker- 'cause to urinate'
< muterd-u 'urinated*
4 . probably identical with affix 53
5. also widely used where there is no real diminutive sense 
(as in Bulg.)
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The ending -Vnd of three nouns cannot be analyzed as a suffix 
in K o t . Rom. though it appears to be one historically."^
It is possible to analyze /zab/ ’to sing’ as z+ab.
/*z/ would be a variant of /zin/ ’song1 and /ab/ a variant of
2/the causative suffix 47.
1. serand ’pillow’ Cf. /seru/ ’head*
brisind ’rain* (earlier ’rainy season’) Cf. /bres/ ’year’
ivend 'winter' Cf. /iv/ ’snow’
2, Cf. the Paspati forms /gili/ ’song', /giliabov/ 'to sing’.
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35. bi-
ma 2/
na
nl-
Variants of word-expanding affixes
before adjectivalized genitives 
and other adjectives (RP)
before imperatives
before verbs
before /kon/,/su/, *khac and 
*khanz" only
: bi-daiaku
'motherless 1
<daiaku 'of a mother
bi-baxtalu
1/
'unlucky1 '
: ma dlkh
’don’t look’
: na mangIaa
11 do not want!
: nlkon ’no-one’
</kon/ ’who ? ’ 
nlsu ’none*(adj.) 
</su/’which’ 
nlkhac ’nothing’ 
nlkhanzu^u
’no-one’
1. /bi-/ is also identified as a component in the traditional 
etymologies of /bister-/1f o r g e t / b i k i n - /  ’sell’,/bi£hal~/ 
’throw’,/biav/ ’marriage’,/beng/’Devil/,/phivlu/’widower’ 
and other words.
2. /ma/ and /na/ are not prefixes but independent adverbs
1/
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36.(b)
-el- after /char/ only char-el-u 'grey'
<£ char ' ash’
-11- after /khan/ only khan-11-u 'bad'
< khan bad smell
-1- after /cam/ and
/sut/ only cam-l-u 'bread' (slang) (G-S)
< cam ’leather'
sut-l-u ' sour'
C sut 'vinegar'
-n- after *solak only solak-n-u 'left'
„ j cf.Turk.solak
-utn- after /palal/ ' only palal-utn-u 'last'
< palal 'after'
-un- after all nouns opr-un-u ’upper'
of position(see p.^ 1) <( *opr
and /rup/ rup-un-u 'silver'(adj.)
< rup 'silver'(noun)
-val- after /chor/ o n l y ^ chor-val-u 'bearded'
<chor 'beard'
-al- after all other nouns , ,baxt-al-u 'lucky'
signifying inanimates ^^axt ’luck1
(except /bres/, see sut-al-u ’Turk'(slang)(n.)
below) < sut ’vinegar’
•Ikan- after /das/,/gazu/ das-lkan-u 'Bulgarian'(adj.)
'non-G-ypsy' and the < das 'Bulgarian’(n.)
inanimate noun /bres/*5'
'year’ only
•an- after all other nouns thagar-anu 'royal1
signifying animates ' < thagar 'king’
1. this affix has been divided into two groups as, in one word^ 
/sut-al-an-u/'Turkish1(slang), two variants of it are used
2. This is probably an older form.cf.various adjs ending in 
-1- ; buxlu ’broad',kovlu 'soft',thulu ’thick'.
3. OT./palal/ is an adverb;this is the only case of suffix 36 
being jised after other than a noun.Paspati has the expected 
form /paluno/.
4. /barvalu/ 'rich' can be analysed as bar-val-u or barv-al-u^
5. /-Ikan-/ may be used after /bres/ by analogy with Bulg./-isen/ 
in godisen ’annual'
6. also probably in /pur-an-u/ < *pur ’age'(?) ___
37. -a
-al
-ar
-ial
-lara
-rla
39. d
40, -e
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after some nouns of place
after some nouns of place
after *and only 
after *avr only 
after *av@n only
after *tusku only
see p.59 below for 
examples
see p.59 below for 
examples
and-ar 1 from1(prep,) 
avr-ial 'by heart' 
av%i~lara 'tomorrow'
< *av@n (variant of 
evln) 'morning' 
ut -tuskife-rla 
'thenceforth' ^
the variants of this affix are the same as those of 
the perfect tense affix no.21 p*34-5 q.v*
(NB. Only transitive verbs form adjectives using 
affix 39)
after *belv,/kher/,/than/: kher-e 'at home,
and *zives only homeward*
<kher 'house'
ekhl-than-e 'together' 
(lit, in one place) 
<than 'place'
zives-e 'by day'
4*zives (variant of 
zes) 'day' 
belv-e 'in the evening1
1. also /ut-tuskar/, see lexicon.
some other adverbs could be analysed as containing 
variants of this affix.
vji
 r
o
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-I
-l
■ill
after /bul/'posterior’(see lexicon)
l/and after 'nouns of place' (see p.59) 
after /rat/ only
after /tetrazi/'Wednesday1, 
/pevti/'Thursday' and 
/parastivi/'Priday' o n l y ^
: rat-i 'last night',
'yesterday'
< rat 'night'
tetrazi-nl
'on Wednesday
45. -ibi after verbs and before the 
nom. ending (-/)
-imnr after verbs and before the 
accus. affix Is
-ipi after nouns and adjectives 
and before the nom.ending
-ipn- after nouns and adjectives 
and before the acc.affix 
-Is-
: rod-ibi-/ 'searching' 
< rod- 'to search'
: rod-imn-as-kl 
(dat.case)
: sast-ipi-/ 'health'
sast-ipn-as-kl (dat.)
1. -e (GS occasionally) may be an older form retained or a 
borrowing back from other dialects.
. i.e. the three day names borrowed from Gk.
. GS had /rodibnaskl/ (without the b^m change) . One informant 
(20) trpats nouns in -ibi and -ipi as normal nouns : 
/rodiblskl/
Por a discussion on the original forms of this suffix, see 
Kostov 'hoch einmal zum Abstraktsuffix -be/-pe im 
Zigeunerischen' in Munch.Studien zur Sprach.Heft.18 p.41 
(1965) and S.E.Mann's review of this article in JGhS (3) 
xlv p.60-2.
Some abstract forms in -mus have been borrowed from Ylax 
Romany dialects ; xa-mus 'food', alongside /xa-ibi/
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45.
-Is
Exceptions in GS to the above rules include
puran-ibi
chad-ipi
from the adjective puranu 'old .1/
from the verb chad vomit
Occasionally -ibi is added to the past 
participle : genkl-ibi 'going1 (AR)
and not to the s t e m . ^
only in the loan word from other 
dialects
elsewhere
sukar-/ beautifully 
< sukar beautiful 
lach-Is id,
<lach-u id.
47. -g- after *av- 'one* (variant of ekh)
only : av-g-u 'first'
“t- elsewhere i trin-t-u 'third'
< trin 'three'
48. -al- after /bas-/ only
■a-
bas-al- 'to play'
< bas-
elsewhere nas-a-
<; nas-
'sing,
whistle etc'. 
'lo se'
' run'
1. or this could be from the verb /puran-i-/ 'grow old' 
LZ has /puranipi/
2. ZG has /s@Likibi/, from the stem
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49. -aiti after /^om/ ’Gypsy* only
. v 
-1C-
-ikl-
after *bal !pigf only 
after *cir and *mij? only
-ink- after /frim-/ only
after /phen/ and before 
vocative only
^om-aiti (male or
female) Gypsy (of the 
1/
,2/
mi
ICotel tribe)
’ Pig 
* bird *
t  V i o q  r l  t  3/
bal-ic-u
V
cir-ikl-u
?• ikl-u ’bead
frim-ink-ujp-u ’a very
small amount1
-C f rima
phen-k-e 
< phen
’a little’
'Oh sister 
’sister’
,4/
1. The word /rom/, used by many European Gj^psies to describe 
themselves, has normally only the meaning ’husband’ in K o t . 
In this meaning it has the dimunitive /^om-uj*u/. It is 
occasionally used for non-Kot. Gypsies.
2. bal- is found in other Pom. dialects
3* Of. Scr.ciri ’parrot’ and mani ’pearl*.
Turner however derives /ciriklu/ from I-A ca^aka (Comp. 
Piet, of the Indo-Aryan Languages item 4571)
4. ~ka is probably the Bulg. diminutive -fea.
but see lexicon entry for alternative etymology.
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Order of suffixes
When more than one word-expanding suffix is used in one word, 
the following order is observed
I II III IV
v
ic al an ipi :i
n
ink uj
ikl
xs
bal-ic-u^-u
bal-ic-an-u
frim-ink-u^-u
bas^-al-ipi
xorax-an-ipi
sut-al-an-ipi
cir-ikl-ur-u
little pig
trough (lit. pig's)
tiny bit
playing, music
Turkey
Turkey
little bird
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Clitics^
2/-da emphatic especially after pronouns 4
% mi dai hut losa^ili ci me-da 
llnim t@ phirla m@ iptesa (AR)
My mother was very pleased that 
I too began to travel with my 
father.
Eh, faldzis, dlkh mankl ekh falus. 
Hey, fortune-teller, tell my 
fortune.
Ov~da dlkhlla lakl falus (AK)
So he tells her fortune 
/dlkhlla ekh tendiTere dui-da 3poia/ 
(AK) ’He sees a dish and two 
spoons’
-da is a loan from Turkish, 
before verbs
i me na manglEsta 'I do not want1 
ma dlkh ’do not look*
These can be classed as adverbs.
1. Clitics do not follow the patterns of either affixes or words. 
They do not have stress.
2. Cf. Sliven Ironworkers where the old Rom. pronouns have in 
3rd person entirely coalesced with the -da giving
oda ’h e ’, odoi ’she’ odana ’they’ as the only forms in use.
3. See also p.50
3 /ma,na ' negative
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-ta emphatic after imperatives
: sun-ta 1 listen’
hB. Phis -ta is found in many
Rom. dialects
-tar emphatic after past tense
/ s*
i llskl lampa thahili-tar 
its valve is complete burnt
redundant after relative pronouns
: u manus kon-(tu) siias k@tka 
'the man who was here’
Cf. Bulg. covek@t koi-to bese tuk
Pause is acceptable to the native speaker between all the 
above and the adjacent words, except for -tStr, which follows 
the verb without pause.
1. This clitic is perhaps connected with the use of Turkish -dir, 
t tr etc., used for emphasis after the past dubitative (and 
other tenses). It is also found in Sliven and a few other 
dialects
: xasajlem-tar ’I got lost1 (Lovari dialect) E t .Tsig. 1965 
ho. 4 p . 3.G:o lewxfcwov plC; suggests there are some restrictions 
on its use in his (Sliven) dialect but these seem to be 
stylistic.
: me 11m or me llm-t@r I took
tu lias only you took
oda lias ? or Oda llas-t@r ? did she take ?
oda lias u phaba ? only did she take the apples?
The examples I have recorded in Kot. do not correspond to the 
use of the pluperfect in Bulgarian or those Rom. dialects that 
have this tense.
Taikon (Ljung) used it only after intransitive verbs.
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'hOUhS OP PLACE1
A set of nouns is used to form adverbs and prepositions 
indicating place. ^  Many of the gaps in the following table 
could be filled from other dialects. The nouns as free forms 
are rare.
with affix ho.40 with affix ho.37 2/
noun
agor 'edge'
or no affix
agor
and-u
andr-I
angl-I
avr-I
dur
maKkar 
pal-1
\r
pas
meaning meaning
beside (pr.) 
to, in (pr.) 
inside (adv.) 
before (adv.) 
outside(adv.) 
far away 
among (pr.) 
again (adv.)
and-ar
angl-al
avr-ial
from
before
outside
near
upr-I above
(pr.)
(pr.,
advb)
pal-a
pal-a
pal-al
tel-a
turi-a
upr-a
upr-al
however
after
(pr.)
(Pr.) 
(adv)
(adv) 
(pr.)
afterwards(ad)
under (pr.)
around (pr.)
above (pr.’j
adv)
from above(adv)
1. and (by extension) time. Por a detailed consideration of the 
etymology of the words on this page, see Sampson.
2. mainly -a for prepositions and-al for adverbs but not 
invariably (cf. Ljung p.137)
Other methods of word-formation
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I) l/Combination of two bases / 
to go <f *zaz@nkl
pi^nangu barefoot 4 piju
'to g o 1 + 
’foot’ +
* ink11
nangu
'to go out 
'naked *
2) Reduplication
klkld to squeeze < kid
klklti so much ( klti
mamui opposite <( mui
'to push' 
'how much' 
' face' 2//
Both these methods are non-productive
1. These are isolated examples of the addition of a base, as 
opposed to the use of -ker and -d in many compounds.
2. /balval/ 'wind' is historically a reduplicated form 
Cf. Skr. Vat a
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LOAN WORDS1/
2/A considerable number of words borrowed from Persian / and about
3/a dozen from Armenian ' have been absorbed into the Romany 
vocabulary and follow the normal patterns for phonology and the 
rules given above for word-formation and morphology. Such words 
are not classified as loan-words for the purpose of this study.
Borrowings from Greek, although they are thought by the Kot. 
Gypsies themselves to be native words^^, do not fit into the 
general pattern of word-formation, syllable structure or 
morphology, and are treated here as loan-words.
Words borrowed from Bulgarian and Turkish are recognized as such 
as these languages are generally known by the Kot. Gypsies.
These words, too, do not fit into the pattern of the language as 
given above .
5 /Changes which occur when words are borrowed /
Nouns from Greek are generally borrowed with their original 
suffixes :
papus old man < fhATTTToGy
ciraxa shoes <
1. Words which do not conform to the normal patterns of the 
language are classed as loan-words.
2. : /klsi/ purse 4 Pers. kise csuy/'1
3. : ozi heart < Med. Arm. ogi
4 . AR would not believe at first that /tetrazi/
’Wednesday1 was a loan from Greek.
5. I have only analyzed the changes in the endings and not 
internal phonological changes.
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Nouns which, end in -a in Bulgarian and Turkish are borrowed 
unchanged in respect of the ending ;
oda room ^ T .
puska gun B .
Nouns ending in -e in Turkish add - s . :
gXuves son-in-law <' T.guvey
sises bottle £ T.si^e
Nouns ending in -e in Bulgarian remain unchanged :
sobranie meeting
Nouns ending in -o in Bulgarian change l/this to -us : f
pismus letter < B.pismo
Nouns ending in a consonant in Turkish 2/add -i / :
sokaki street
hamali porter
ca£@ri meadow T ,|iay tr
sesi • voice
saxati watch,hour < T .saat
zanaiati profession £ T .zanaat
Nouns ending in -i in Turkish add -s ;
crfcis landowner <T.Qift^pi
1. The change o > u is one of the phonological characteristics 
of the K o t . dialect
2. cardakus 'a hut1 is presumably from Bulg.cardak (though 
this word is itself a borrowing from T.)
3. Two words have been recorded where T.-i becomes -ia in Kot. 
viz. carsia ’bazaar’ <T.^ar^i and anteria ’blouse1 < T.anteri. 
These may have been influenced by forms in other Rom. dialects
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Nouns ending in a consonant in Bulgarian add -us (or, less 
commonly, ^~i) .
/t/, /l/ and /n/ add -i or -us
bileti
studentus
treni
korianus
ucitelus
Donali
ticket
student
train
root
teacher
proper name
Only -i has been recorded alter /ts/ 
: zv@netsi bell
All the other consonants add -us
klucus key
oblakus cloud
fllmus film
trupus body
mafistorus foreman
gl^sus voice
molivus pencil
prazus leek
4 -  • ^  ^tirazus (lottery) draw
-i was probably the earlier form, being used to make Turkish 
nouns conform to the pattern of Romany nouns in -i (although 
the loan words are always masc.)„ -us IS from G-k. -ou^. The -i 
is preserved before case affixes.
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Adjectives from Bulgarian are borrowed in their neuter form 
which ends in -o
: z@ltu yellow <'Bulg.zblt neut. z@lto
There are few adjectives borrowed from Turkish or Greek
: solaknu left-hand <'T .solak
Verbs borrowed from Bulg. add -fz- between the stem and the 
personal endings, on the model of Gk. verbs in
: misizlla he thinks <*Bulg.mislia *1 think’
There are two loan verbs from Greek which have retained an -az- 
affix, cf.Gk. -o(S'co
xoiaz- get angry cf . Gk M  5 lo ^ angry
sivazlla he gets engaged (GS)
l/Verbs borrowed from Turkish are rare. 7
GS recorded one example of an -inz- affix
2/: klainzen they pray f
1. One example is /uciz-/ ’fly1 (recorded in Sumen)
2. c f . Sliven Ironworkers’ zivinz- ’to live’,
-inz- is perhaps a combination of -iz- and the -in- added to
loan verbs in other Bulg. Romany dialects.
klainz- has been replaced by mofz- ^Bulg.molia ’I pray’
STRESS IH LOAN WORDS
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Loan nouns usually preserve the stress of the original language 
in the nominative, singular and plural :
glasus voice < B. glas
petalus horse-shoe B. petalo
sises bottle ^ T. sise
With oblique inflection they follow the pattern of native nouns 
i.e. the stress is on the syllable before the oblique affixes : 
tsiarus medicine <’ B. tsiar
tsiarussa with medicine
Loan adjectives preserve the original stress : 
z@ltu yellow <LB. z@lto
Loan verbs have the stress on the -fz- infix (see p.^V ) 
misizlsa you think <B. mislia
triabrzlla it is necessary
C B. triabva
Loan adverbs, conjunctions and prepositions keep their original 
stress.
1. However there is a tendency to shift this stress to the
inflectional ending, in conformity with the general pattern 
of the language :
(pisizila) he writes (LZ)
for /pisrzlla/
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A note on the Morphology of Loan--words.
Rouns 
in -us : Rom,
Sing. 
tsiarus
Plui*.
1/
tsiar~ui ' ’ medicine'
B at. tsiar-us-kl tsiar-uin-kl
in -es Rom. gluv-es glutf-edes 'male in-law'
Acc. gluv-es gluv-ed-uin (see lexicon) 
2/Bat. gluv-es-kl gluv-ed-uin-kl
in -us Rom.
V V
C l f C - 1 S cif c-id-es^ 'landowner'
Acc . C l f C - 1 S
v  v ^.
cif c - i d - u m
Bat, cifc-is-kl cifc-id-uin-kl
in -a Rom. 
Bat.
pusk-a
pusk-a-kl
pusk-Is
pusk-ln-kl
' gun'
Rouncs in ~i follow the pattern of Romany nouns. Rouns in -e 
are unassimilated and have no case endings. Exception to the 
rules on this page are listed in the lexicon. (See entries for 
levus, oda, pares, pendzere, vg^SSfe)
Adj ectives
Rom.
Obi.
Masc . 
z@lt-u
Z@lt-U
Sing.
Pern.
z@lt-u
z@lt~u
Plur.
z@lt-a
z@lt-a
'yellow'
Verbs
stem
imperat.sing.
plur.
present 
perfect 
(gerund 
past part.
abstract noun
pis- ’to write’ < Bulg . pisa
pis-I
pis-In
pis-iz-a-a, pis-iz-Is-a etc.
W /  V  /
pis-iz-im, pis-iz-ian etc.
pis-indus)
3/ /pis-imi^' (invariable for feminihe. and plural)
pis-ibi 'writing
1. Cf. Sliven Rom. tsiaruia and Sofia tsiaruvia
2. Por nom. cf, Ok plurals in 
for acc. cf. Sofia guivedonen
one informant (Stefan Bemirov) gave a mixed plural form 
: gluveduia, ^
3. Cf.Gk.ending -f'iros sivaz- g i v e p a r t ^ i v a m l u  (f.sivamli,
tpI, sivaml 11 .'engaeed1
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AOTOTATEI) TEXTS
The following texts were taken down from dictation. They are 
reproduced in the symbols listed on p . 6 (i.e. a phonological 
transcription). The translations are not literal.
(i) Part of the autobiography of Aivaz Raimov (see p.10)
Amlnri familEa slas but courl.Mu 
dad basaLIlas tsimbal.Ov phirllas 
avrl romrssa - tsigularis - 
duglenilntar t@ basalIn t@ mozizln 
t@ inkalln pi maylskl pares.Kana 
avllas u nllai on lelnas pis tl 
z@nkllnas i panairlntar. Sastu 
nllai phirlnas avrl kasabIntar.Cak 
kana-tu m@-avll u ivend,toska 
irizlnas pall
1. am-In-ri
famill-a
3. s-^-I-as
a m- 
-In- 
-r- 
-i
f ami II- 
-a
2/
but
cour-I
6. m-u
s-
- I -
-as
cou^-
m-
-u
Our family was very poor.My 
father used to play the zither. 
He used to travel with another 
Gypsy - a violinist - from inn 
to inn to play in order to be 
able to earn money for their 
food. When summer came they 
used to set out and go from 
fair to fair. All summer they 
used to go to other towns.Only 
when winter was about to come, 
did they return.
’we 1
accusative
genitive
fern.sing,nom.i.e. ’our’
1/
’family’, loan from Rum. '
fern.sing.nom.(loan from Bulg. 
and Rum.)
’b e ’
non-perfect tense 
3rd person plural 
imperfect, ’they were 1 ■ 
very 
poor
comm. plur. n o m , 
my
masc.sing.nom.
1. the origin of loan words is given when they are not in the 
lexicon
2. $ has been omitted from the text for ease of reading.
7.
8 .
9.
11 .
12 .
13.
14. 
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 • 
22.
dad-^
V
bas-al-I-l-as
tsimbal
phir-I-l-as
avr-I
^om-Is-sa
dad-
bas-
-al-
- I -
ji-
’-as
o-
-v
phir-
-I-l-as
avr-
-I
rom-
7
-Is-
■sa
tsigular-is tsigular-
~is ^ 
dugleni-In-tar dugleni-
-In-
-tar
basal I- 
-n
t@^
bas-al-I-n 
t@V' ^  J  V-
moz-iz-I-n-p mog-
- 1 Z -
- I -
-n-
-i
t@
ink-al-I-n-^ ink-
—al— 
-ln^ 
P-
-@
p-<
ma|>-Is-k- map
-Is-
-k-
~(0j
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father
masc.sing.nom.,variant of u affix 18.
make a sound
causative. affix 14
non-perfect tense, affix 24
3rd person sing.
imperfect
’.used to play'
zither, unassimilated loan w ord. 
third person pronoun 
masc.sing.nom.
' he ’
go on foot, travel 
see 8
other, variant of aver (see p.30) 
masc.sing.obi.
Gypsy, loan from other dialects re­
placing Kotel /j*omaiti/ or perhaps 
'father of a family'.The usual meaning 
of /j?om/ in Kotel is 'husband1 
masc.sing.acc.(acc.is used before 
oblique case endings) 
instrumental
violinist, loan from Bulg. 
masc .^sing .nom.,loan from Greek, see p ,<U 
dugIeni.'shop,inn'(from Turk.dukkan) 
masc.plur.acc.
instrumental.Used here in meaning
' from to *
'from inn to inn* 
in order to 
see 8
3rd person plur.
*L6
be able. loan from Bulg.
affix used with loan verbs, see p. 64*
non-perfect tense
3rd person plural.
subjunctive
“16
come out 
causative 
see 18
3rd person reflexive possessive
pronoun
comm.plur.nom.
HB.nom.form of inanimates used for 
syntactical accusative (see p.t"? ) 
maru 'bread,food’ 
masc.sing.acc. 
genitive 
comm.plur.nom.
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39-
40.
41.
42.
43.
par-es
kana^
av-I-l-as
u
nllai-jzf
o-n
le-I-n-as
par-
P-Is
tl
z@nkl-l-nas
i
panair-In-tar
sast-u
nllai^ p* 
phir-I-n-as 
avr- I
kasab-In-tar 
cak
kana-tu
m@-av-I-l
u
ivend-^
to ska
av-
-Ilas
nllai-
O —
-n
le-
- I -
-n-
-as
P~
-Is
z,@nkl-
panair-
-fn-tar
sast-
-u
avr- 
- I
kasab-
-In-tar
kana-
-tu
m@
-av-
- I -
-1
ivend-
money, from Turk.para but given a
(loan from Greek) plural ending
on model of Bulg. pari which, is
plural.
when
come
see 8
the. masc.sing.nom.(see p.3/ ) 
summer
masc.sing.nom.
3rd person pronoun 
comm.plur.nom.
1 they1 
take
non-perfect
3rd person plural
imperfect
3rd person reflexive pronoun 
comm.sing.acc.(used instead of the 
plur.acc. which is not used after 
/p/)
'they set off'lit.' they took 
themselves' 
and 
go
the. comm.plur.obi. 
fair, from Bulg. and Turk, 
see 15
whole (adj,)
see 6
— 27
see 11 and 18 
see 12
comm.plur.obi.
kasaba. 'small town’ from Turk, 
see 15 
'only’ Bulg. 
when
redundant. modelled on Bulg.koga-to
In 24 /kana/ alone is used
future
come
non-perfect 
3rd person sing.
RB. tense of direct speech used 
=26
winter
masc.sing.nom.
RB. $ will not be included in this 
sense in future analysis
then
s44. ir-iz-I-n-as 
45 • pal-I
lr-
-iz*
pal*
-I
MI dal phirllas i barvall 
gazlntar t@ thovll gada t@ 
mozizll t@ putd@rzll amln. 
Amin siamas so? k@zania.
V
Star phrala tl dui phenia.
^  1/
SovI k@zanilntar achlliam 
star.IT dui mull. IT ekh phral 
sias panzl bresInti kana-tu 
mulu oxtlkatar.I aver phen 
kon-tu muli-tar - oi sias 
bliznacka. Oi muli-tar enia 
mas@klnkl.
46. m-I
47. dai-jzf
phirllas
i
48. barval-I
49 • gaz-In-tar
50. thov-I-l-jz(
51. gad-a
mozizll
52. putd@rzll-^
5 3. am-In
5 4. am-In
55. s-jzf-iam-as
56. sov
57. k@zani-a
m
I
dai-
-t
barval-
-I
gaz-
thov-
- I -
- 1-
-i
gad-
-a
putd@rz-
am-
-In
-In
s-
~*z(-
-iam-
-as
k@zani-
-a
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return
affix used with loan verbs
*back, see p.
locative
’backwards, again’
My mother used to go round the 
rich Gentiles’ houses to wash 
shirts in order to be able to 
support us. We were six children. 
Pour brothers and two sisters. Of 
the six children four of us 
remained. Two died. The one brother 
was five years old when he died of 
consumption. The other sister who 
died - she was a twin. She died at 
the age of nine months.
my
fern.sing.nom. (variant) 
mother
fem.sing.nom., variant 
11 
33 
rich
comm.plur.obi.
non-Gypsy
wash
non-perfect 
3rd person sing, 
sub j , 
shirt
masc.plur.nom. (for object) 
Cf. 18
support,from B.podd@rzam 
RB -iz- infix omitted 
we
masc.plur.acc,
’ u s 1
masc.plur.nom.
1 we ’
be
non-perfect (variant)
1st person plural
imperfect
six
child,from Turk, 
masc.plur.nom.
Page .
58. star f our
59. phral-a phral- brother
-a masc.plur.nom.
60. dui two
61. phen-ia phen- sister
~ia fem.plur.nom.
62. sov~I sov- six
-I oblique
6 3 . k@zani - In-'t ar k@zani- child
-In- masc.plur.acc.
64. ach-Il-iam ach- become
-11- perfect affix
-iam 1st person plural
star = 58
65. u the. comm.plur.nom.
dui = 60
66. mul-^-I mul- die. variant of /mer/
perfect (variant)
-i 3rd person plural
67. ekh one
phral Gf .59
68. s-p'-i-as s~ be
non-present
-i- 3rd person sing.(variant)
-as imperfect
’ was ’
69. panz-I panz- five
-I oblique
70. bres-In-tl bres- year
kana-tu
71. mul-u
72. oxtjk-a-tar
73. i
74. aver-^
75* phen 
76. kon-tu
77 . mul-i-tar 
78. o-i
sias
79. bliznack~a
80. enia
-In-
~tl
mul-
-u
oxtlk-
~a-
aver-
kon-
-tu
-i~
-tar
o-
see 15
locative
’five years old’
”40
see 66
3rd person sing . See
oxtika.’consumption’. loan fr 
fem.sing-acc. 
the. fem,sing.nom. 
other
fem.sing.nom.(variant)
sister
who
redundant, loan from Bulg. 
koi-to and 40 above 
3rd person sing.fem. 
emphatic clitic. See p.58 
see 10
fem.sing.nom.
’ she *
~  68
twin,Bulg. 
nine
Cf
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81. mas@k-ln-kl mas@k-
-In-
-kl
Ko ucilistus z@nkllasas trin 
zenl, ml phen tl amln u dui 
phrala.Pale u aver phral sias 
panda tikuyu. Ko ucilistus 
delnas amln bi-paraduinku xamus 
kata pladnla. Pall kai avllas i
y
koleda u harvall khidlnas i
kherIntar puranl drexis tl
delnas lln i courl k@zanilntl.
>
82. ko
83 . ucilistus
84. z@nkl-l-as~as
85
86
87
trin
zen-I
ml
phen-j4
tl
amln
u
dui
phral-a
ucilist'
-us
z@nkl-
- I -
-as-
-as
zen-
-I
phen-
month 
see 15 
dative
Three members of the family 
used to go to school, my 
sister and us, the two brothers. 
But the other brother was still 
too young. At school they used 
 to give us free food every lunch 
time. Also when Christmas came 
the rich people used to collect 
old clothes from their houses 
and give them to the poor 
children. 
to ,at
includes the masculine definite 
article (see lexicon) 
school, from Bulg.(uciliste) 
nom,sing.masc.(loan affix)
go
non-perfect
1st person plural
imperfect
three
zen-u. person 
masc.pi.nom.
-46
sister
fem.nom.sing .
-31
-54
-65
-60
-59
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pal-1 however Cf-45
•
0000 aver-j4 aver- other
masc.sing.nom.
sias -68
89. panda still
90. tik-ur-u tik- variant of tikn-. small
> -ur- diminutive
-u masc.nom.sing.
♦
i—f 
CT5 de-j£n-a-s d e- give
-I- non-perfect infix
-n- 3rd person plur.
-as imperfect
92. bi-par-aduin-ku bi- without (followed by genitive
-par- money, see 23
-aduin- oblique plural (loan) affix
-ku genitive
93. xa-mus xa- eat
-mus (loan) affix, forms abstract
nouns from verbs i.e. food
94. pal-I also cf.87, 45
95. kai„ relative, here 'when1
96. av-I-l-as av- come
-I- non-perfect
-1- 3rd person sing.
-as imperfect
97. koleda Christmas. Bulg.
98. barval-I barval- adj.as noun, rich person
-I comm.nom.pl.
99. khid-I-n-as khid- collect
100. kher-I-n-tar kher- house
101. pur-an-I pur- non-extant noun ’age1
-an- forms adjectives
-I comm.nom.pl
102 . drex-Is drex- clothes. Bulg.drexa 'garment*
-Is plural affix
103. 1-In 1- 3rd person pronoun
-In common plur.acc.
104.
V
cour-I cour- poor
-I obi.pi.
105 .
106. 
107 * 
108. 
109.
110.
111.
112. 
113 •
114. 
115 . 
116.
117.
118.
V .
U ucitelui but na dlkhlnas 
amln dali sikllasa ill na 
sikllasa suskl~tu on 
vakerlnas.U ^umanl k@zania, 
kana zanlna frima t@ pisfzln 
tl t@ genln,k@ka llnkl reslla. 
Pala amlnr® daia tl dada na
S'
dlkhlnas amln dali but
/ / s
sikllasa. on misizlnas t@ 
inkalln maplsk® pares zada t@ 
na terlas bokholl.
ucitel-ui ucitel-
-ui
but ^
dlkh-I-n-as dlkh-
dali ^
sikl-I-as-a sikl-
-I-
-as-
-a
ili
su^s-ki-tu su-
-s-
■kl
-tu
on ^ 
vaker-I-n-as 
urn-an-I
kana ^
zan^-I-n-a
frima
pis-fz-I-n-^
gen-I-n-^f
k@k-a
vaker-
yum-
-an-
-I
za n-
pis-
gen-
k@k-
~a
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The teachers did not use to pay
regard to whether we were
learning or not,because they
used to say.If the Gypsy children
know how to write and read a
little bit,that is enough for
them.Also our mothers and fathers
did not pay regard to whether we
were learning much.They were
thinking about earning money for
food so that we should not remain
hungry.
teacher.Bulg.
(loan) plural nom. 
advb.much 
look,see 
whether.Bulg. 
learn
non-perfect 
1st person plur. 
present 
or.Bulg. 
what
accusative
dative i.e. for what 
’because1 and ’w h y ’ 
optional redundant (in Hotel Horn.) 
addition on model of Bulg. 
za&toto ’because’ as opposed to 
za&to ’why?’
-28
speak,say
variant of j’om ’Gypsy* used before 
/-an-/
affix turning noun into adj. 
comm.plur.
-24 
know 
a little 
write.Bulg. 
read
this (pronoun) 
masc.nom.sing.
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119. l-1n-kl
120. res-I-l-a
121. pal-a 
122* am-In~r-@
123. dai-ia
124. dad-a 
but
125
126
127
y
mis-iz-I-n-as
ink-al-I-n-^
ina^ - Is-k-@
pares
128. zada
129. ter-I-as-jzf
130. bokh-al-I
l 4 n -  -103
-kl dative
res- be sufficient
variant of pal-e, see 94 
-amlnr- our
nom,plur.comm, 
dai- mother
-ia plural
dad- father
-a plur.
106
mis- think. Bulg.mislia
ink- get up,come out
-al- causative i.e. to earn
maj’- mar-u .bread, food
-Is- accusative
-k~ genitive
-@ plural comm.nom,concords with
pares 
23
so that. Bulg.(redundant here) 
ter- remain
bokh- hunger
-al- forms adjectives
-I comm.plur .nom.
Ekh zes ml dai genkli ekhia
V  z"'
gaziatl t@ thovll gada.Kuli 
gaziatl sias rakll.Laku anav 
sias Tsetsa.Kai dlkhdias ml 
daiia vakerdias lakl.
Bibo Heike.Tu chov na sikllla 
but lachls.LIsku amal u Xasan 
po-lachls sikllla llstar.
One day my mother went to a 
Gentile woman to wash shirts. 
This Gentile had a daughter.
Her name was Tsetsa, When she 
saw my mother,she spoke to her. 
Auntie Heike.Your son does not 
study very well.His friend Hasan 
studies better than he.
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131 • zes-/ zes- day132. genkl-i genk- went.variant of / z@nk-/ before
perfect affix
-1- perfect affix (variant)
-i 3rd sing.fern.
133. ekh-ia ekh- one
-ia oblique feminine
134. kul-I kul- free variant of kudul- that
-I oblique
135. gaz-ia-tI gas- Gentile, non-Gypsy
—ia— accusative
-ti locative
"to that Gentile there was a girl"
i.e. she had a daughter
136. rakl-i rakl- (non-Gypsy) boy or girl
/ -i feminine nom. sing.
137. 1-a-ku 1- her,his,their. variant before
accusative
-a- accusative. variant
-k- genitive
-u masc.sing.nom.
138. anav-j^ anav- name
139. kai conjunction, here ♦when*
140. dlkh-d-ias dlkh- see
-d- perfect
-ias 3rd sing.
141. m-I m- my
-I nom. (for obi.)
142. dai-ia dai— mother
-ia accusative
143. vaker-d-ias vaker- 112
144. l-a-kl 1-a- 137
-kl dative
145. bib-o bib- Dib-i. aunty
~o vocative (loan from Bulg.)
146. t~u t- your (sing.)
147. cJaoy-j^ . £hoy- son (Gypsy)
148. sikl-I-l-a sikl- learn
but 106
149. lach-Is lach- good
-Is forms adverbs
150. 1-Is-k-u 1- 3rd person pronoun
-Is- acc.masc.
-k- genitive
-u masc.sing.nom.
151. amal-^ amal- friend (m.)
152. u the. used before names
153- po-J.ach.Is po- more
154. 1-Is-tar "i-tar ablative
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Pall ml dai vakerdias lakl. U 
Xasan moze t@ siklll i Aivaztar
po-laohls, ama' i Xasanus nan@i
IIs zanaiati. Pale manr@ Chavis
U- ^
si 11s zanaiati suskl-tu zanlla 
t@ basalll tsigulka. U Xasan 
m@~achll xamali pale u Aivaz 
m@-achll muzikanti.
But my mother said to her. 
Hasan may study better than
Aivaz hut Hasan has no
profession. But my son has a
profession because he knows
how to play the violin. Hasan
will be a porter but Aivaz
will be a musician.
dai
vakerdias
lakl
155. moze
156. ama
157. i
158. Hasan-us -us
159. nan®i na- 
-n®i
160 . 1-Is -Is
161. zanaiat-i
162. man^@ manr-
7
163. chav-Is chav-
-Is
164. s-jL
suskltu
V V*-
165. zan-X-l-a zan-
166. basal-I-1-/ bas-
-al-
167. tsigulka
168. m@-ach-1-1 m@—
ach-
169. xamal-i xamal-
-i
170. muzikant-i muzikant-
47
143
144
can. Bulg. 
but.
the. obi.masc.
loan nom.(and acc .) affix
not
is. form of /si/ used after na- 
acc. i.e. he has not lit. not to 
him is
profession. Turk.zanaiat 
m y . 
obi.
boy, son (Gypsy)
acc.
is
111
114
make a sound 
causative i.e. play
violin* Bulgarian
future
be. (replaces /s-/ in future)
porter. lurk.
affix added to loan nouns
Bulgarian
Me kana-tu achllim dekapende
V  y '  /
breslntl mu dad vakerdias mankl. 
Cozum.Tu trabva t@ avis mansa t@ 
phirls t@ basalls suskl-tu tu 
llnian vekl t@ barils.
II ekh zes,mu dad tl panda averl 
j*oma llniam amln tl genkliam 
ekhi zborustl. Otka basaldiam 
trin zes.
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When I was fifteen my father 
said to m e .
My son, you must come with me 
to travel and play for you have 
already started to grow u p .
So one day I, my father, and 
also other G-ypsies, set off 
and went to a fair. There we 
played three days.
171. me 
kana-tu
172. ach-Il-im
173* dekapende
174. man-kl
175. cozum
176. tu^
177. trabva
178. av-Is-/
179* m-an-sa
180. phir-Is-/ 
suskl-tu
181. ll-'n-ian
182. vekl
183. bar-i-Is-/
184. ekh-/
185. zes 
m-u
186. panda
187. aver-a
188. rom-a 
f
189. 11-n-ian
am- In
190. genk-l-iam
191. ekh-I
ach-
-II-
-im
-an-
-kl-
av
-Is-
-sa
phir-
-II-
-n-
-ian
bar-
-i-
aver-
-a
pom-
-a
11-n- 
-iam
genk-
- 1-
-iam
-I
I .nom.
-40
be, become, 
perfect
1st person sing. v 
G-reek. fifteen. Des-u-panz 
also used, 
me
accusative
dative
my child. Turk, 
you
it is necessary. Bulg. 
come
2nd person sing, 
instrumental 
travel, walk 
111
begin (take) 
perfect 
2nd sing, 
already 
big 
become 
one 
day 
6
still,also 
other 
nom. plur.
’Gypsy1• loan from other dials, 
(normally j’omaiti) 
nom.plur.masc.
191
1st pers,plur. i.e. ’set off’
54
went 
perfect 
189 
obi.
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192. zbor-us-tl zbor-
-us-
-tl
193* otka 
194. trin
Kuitar iriziam tl ml dai but
losadili ci me-da llnim t@
phirla m@ dadlssa tl t@ 
specelisla pares. Toska u p@rvu
/■
drom genkliam ml dadlssa ekh.I 
duglenilstl kai-tu biklnlna 
drexis tl llnias mankl ekh nevi 
pantalona tl me but losadiim-tar.
religious festival (local) Bulg.
loan affix.
locative
there
three
Prom there we returned and my 
mother was very pleased because 
I too had. started to travel with 
my father and to earn money.
Then for the first time I and my 
father went into a shop where 
they sell clothes and he got a 
new pair of trousers for me and 
I was very pleased.
195. kui-tar kui-
-tar
196. ir-iz-iam ir~
-iz-
-iam
197. los-ad-ili los-
-ad-
- 1-
-li
198. ci
199* me-da 
200. 11-n-im
-da 
II—n- 
-im
201. phir-I-a-/ phir-
- I -
-a
there. probably variant of kot-
(see p. )
ablative
return
infix with loan verbs 
1st person plur. 
please
past.part.passive 
become
3rd fern.sing, 
because. Bulg.ce 
also 
181
1st sing.
180
non-perfect 
1st sing, 
sub j .
Page. . .80
202.
203.
204.
205 .
206 . 
207 .
208.
209.
210.
211.
212 .
213 .
214. 
215 .
dad-Is-sa
pecel-fz-I-a 
to ska 
p@rv-u
drom
genk-l-iam
dad 
-Is- 
saXL
ekh-ia
du^Ieni-Is-t1 
kai-tu
bikin-I-n-a 
drexis
lln-ias
mankl
nev-i
pantalona
losadiim-tar
pecel-
p@rv-
-u
genk-
- 1-
-iam
ekh.
dugleni-
-Is-
-tl
kai-
-tu
bikln-
-ias
nev-
-i
losadi-
-im
-tar
father
accusative
instrumental
earn. Bulg. pecelia
then
first.CBulg.(also Rom.word 
av-gu exists) 
nom. loan adjs
time
go, variant of /z@nk-/ before
perfect
perfect
1st plur.
the idiom is based on Bulg. 
az s basta mi 1 I with my father1
one
fern.obi.
shop 
obi.m. 
loc .
where
redundant, modelled on Bulg. 
k@de-to 'where1 rel.
sell
102
3rd sing.
174
new
fern.sing.
trousers (sing.) Bulg.
197
1st sing, 
emphatic
ii) a folk-tale told by All Kurtev
\y s'
Sias na sias ekh thagar. Usila 
llskl chai.Kuda zes paradi sias. 
Avila avrial ekh vapori.LIkhlna 
u vapori andu deriav. Sovru 
dlkhdl-tar.Rn-palal zalla i 
thagarfskl chai.Kana chidias pis 
and@r,phanddilu u dar.Zalna veci.
216. sias na sias
217. thagar-^
218. us-li-a us~
219. bhai-^ chai-
220. kud-a kud-
-a
221. parad-i
222. av-I-l-a av-
223 . avriflfcl
224. vapor-i vapor
225 . and-u and-
-u
226. deriav
227. SOVIJT-U sovr- 
-u 5
228. dlkh-d-I-tar dlkh-
-d-
_I_
-tar
229. en-palal en-
is- ^ -palal
230. za-I-l-a za-
-I-
231. chi-d-ias chi-
-d-
232. p-Is P-
233. and-@r and-
-@r
234. phan-d-d-i-lu phand-
-d-
-l-
-lu
235 . dar
(see p.10) Page...81
There was (there wasn't) a 
king. His daughter goes out. 
That day there was a parade.
A ship comes alongside. They 
see the ship in the sea. They 
saw everything. Last of all the 
king's daughter goes. When she 
has gone inside the door shut. 
They go off already(with her 
inside).
there was,there wasn't, 
formula in tales (< Turk.) 
king
goes out,gets up 
girl (Gypsy) 
nom.fern.sing. 
that,yonder 
nom.masc.sing. 
parade.Bulg. 
come 
outside 
ship.R um.(?) 
in
before masc. 
sea
all,each 
nom.s ing. 
see
perfect 
3rd plur. 
emphatic 
most. Turk. 
afterwards
go. loan from other dials.
(for K o t . ¥@nk~)
non-perfect
throw
perfect
self
in
adverb ending, originally 
ablative but not here, 
shut
passive part. 
become
3rd masc.sing, 
door
236. za-l-n-a
237. veci
Avals tasia u thagar rodlla i
V v
chaiia. U thagar calalla 
barabani. Hasi alakhll la.Duitu 
zes lella p@ askerln. Cerpizlla, rakla 
della p@ chaiiakl.O sand@ ci mull-
V ^  v-
tar. TJsIla ekh chovupu. Me m@- 
alakhla tl chaiia. Ami, sar m@- 
alakhls la. M@-kerIs mankl ekh 
vapori,m@-deIs man panzl zenl, 
askerln. Me m@-achla llnku kapitani.
238. av-zis av-
-zis
239. tasia.
240. rod-i-l-a rod-
241. chai-ia chai-
-ia
242. cha'la-I-l-a chala-
243. baraban-i baraban-
244. na-a&i na
-asi
245. alakh-I-1 alakh-
246. dui-t-u dui
-t-
-u
247. le-I-l-a le-
248. p-@ P-
@
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cf .230 
already
That day,the next day,the 
king looks for the girl.The 
king bangs a drum.He cannot 
find her.The second day he 
collects his soldiers. He 
serves drinks,he gives out 
brandy in memory of his 
daughter.He thinks that she 
is dead.A youth comes forward 
-I will find your daughter. 
-But how will you find her ? 
-You will give me a ship.You 
will give me five men,soldjers 
and I will be their captain.
this
day i.e. ’to-day* 
tomorrow,the next day 
seek,look for 
girl
accusative
knock (causative in form)
drum. Bulg.
not
it’s possible
find
two
forms ordinals 
masc.
take,collect 
his (etc) own 
oblique plur.
249* asker-in asker
250. cerp-iz-I“l-a
-in
cerp“
251* rakla \,
252. de-f-l-a de-
253* o sand@
254. mul-i-tar mu 1“
-4-
“i-
uslla
255. chov-u^u chov-
256 .
“Uru
m@“alakh“i~a m@-
257. t-I t-
-I
258. ami
259. sar
260. 1—a I-
-a
261. m@-kerls -ker-
262. m@-de-I~s ~de~
265* m-an m-
—an
264* panz-I panz-
-I^ Tzen^I
265 * 1-In-k-u 1-
“In-
<-k-
~u26b. kapitan-i kapitan-
\S ^  V**
U thagar uslla,kerdias u vapori. 
U kapitani thovlla llsku maju, 
baslad@ t@ zall,Su-tu mothalla 
u kapitani?
Lis kerlla.
Avlna andl ekhl balkanilstI,U 
kapitani mothalla.
Eh.Kizi u vapori.
0 vecik na manglla t@ zall plskl
V '
ko kher.Zalla ekhl dromlstl. 
Arakh.Ila ekh kher .LIkhlla ekh 
tendzere,dui-da roia.
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Turk.
masc.acc.plur.
pour out. Bulg.cerpia
brandy. Bulg.
give
he thinks. Turkish
variant of /mer/ before perfect
perfect
3rd sing.fem.
218
boy
dim.affix
future
you (sing.)
fern.variant of -i-
but. Bulg.
how
3rd person pronoun 
accusative fern, 
make 
give
I . variant 
accusative 
five 
oblique 
-86
3rd person pronoun 
accusative plur. 
genitive, 'their1 
nom,plur. 
captain. Bulg.
The king went out and made 
the boat.The captain loads 
his food.He set off to go.
What does the captain say ?
(He says) he will do it.
They come into a forest. The 
captain says.
-Hey.Pull up the boat.
He does not want to go 
home yet. He goes along a 
path and he finds a house. He 
sees a dish with two spoons.
267. ker-d-ias
268. thov-I-l-a
269. mar-u
270. ballad®
271. su-tu
ker-
-d-
-ias
thov-
mar™>
su-
-tu
272. moth-a-I-l-a moth-a*
273 - av-I-n-a
274. and-I
av-
and-
-I
275. balkan-i-Is-tl balkan-
—i—
-Is-
' - t l
276. kizin kiz-
-in
277. o
278 . vecik ^
279. mang-I-l-a mang-
280. p-fs-kl p-
— Is—
-kl
ko ^
281. drom-Is^-tl drom-
282. arakh-f-l-a arakh-
283. tendzere
284. dui-da
285. ^oi-a
dui 
-da 
foi-
■a
Axmed.Ach k@tka tu,t@ ker amlnkl 
xaibi.
Ov lella pls,zalla andu balkani, 
phirlla pis.Avilu planla.Inkllla 
ekh manus.
Eh,suskl oxladias i tendzere, 
phuclla.
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make 
perfect 
3rd singular 
put
food,bread 
Turk, began 
what
redundant.relative particle
loan from Bulg. -to
causative verb, speak (see
lexicon)
come
in
oblique form of article,added
to pronoun
forest. Bulg.
affix added to loan nouns
accusative
dative
turn
2nd person plural
$.e . Turk, (for Rom. /ov/)
still
want
ones own 
acc .
dative i.e. to one's own home
s 82
road
loan from other dialects for
Kot./alakh-/. find
m.dish.Turk. Also fern.,as Bulg.
tendzera. id.
two
also
spoon
plural
-Ahmed.Stay here to make food 
for us (says the captain).
He sets off,goes into the 
forest and walks about.Noon 
comes.A man comes out (and 
speaks to Ahmed).
-Why did he take down the dish, 
he asks.
Amln manusa si. Akana m@-avln
^ \f S' s'
plskl. Uslla,phandlla 11s (i 
Axmedus). Koda puranu xalla u 
xaibi.
286. ach-/ a ch.-
-i
287. k@tka
288. tu
289. ker-/
290. xa-ibi xa-
-ibi
291. le-I-la le-
-I-
292. phir-I-l-a phir-
293. p-Is
294. planla ^
295. ink-I-I-l-a inkl-
296. manus
297. su-s-kl su-
-s-
-kl
298. ox-l-ad-ias oxl-
-a-
-d-
-ias
299• phuc-I-l-a phuc-
300. akana ^
301. phand-I-l-a phand-
302. i
303. kod-a kod-
-a
304. pur-an-u pur
s' -an-
305. xa-I-l-a xa-
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We have many persons. Now they 
are coming home,replies Ahmed. 
That old man gets up,ties up 
Ahmed and eats the food.
stay, loan from other dialects 
for ICot. /ter/.
2nd person sing.imperative.
here
you
imperative,in place of correct
subj. /t@ kerls/
eat
forms nouns. food 
take
non-perfect
’takes himself i.e. goes 
walk
himself.redundant,influence of 
Bulg.xodia se
noon. Bulg.gadnia.masc.here
go out,come out
man
what
accusative
dative.’for what,why’ 
go down (variant of uxl-) 
causative 
perfect
3rd person sing.
ask
now
bind
obi.article 
that "• kud- 
masc .sing .tiom.
(meaning of root not known) 
forms adjectives, old 
eat
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Avila plskl u kapitani.DIkhlla. The captain comes hack. He looks.
Nanai xaibi. There is no food.
Eh.ach,t@ achll ov t@ kerll xaibi. Hey,stay,(he says to another man) 
Pall nasi alakhll u xaibi. so that man should stay and make
Avzis me m@-achla xaibi t@ kerla. good.
Pladnla achllu.Inkllla ekh puranu. Again he cannot find any food
Sigu oxladias i tendzere. (when he comes back).
Puranlia. Tere trima. -Today I will stay to make food,
He.Oxladias u kapitani u tendzere. he says.
Thovdl-tar maru t@ xaln. Kana Noon came.An old man came out.He
xall-tar,mothalla i puranlskl. took down the dish quickly.
-Wait a littie,old man,(says the 
captain).
h
Ho,the captain took down the disji 
they set down food to eat.When 
they have eaten the captain says 
to the old. man.
306. pall again
307. av-zis 238
308. sig-u quickly, the expected adverbial 
form *sigls is not recorded.
309 • puran-Iia -fia vocative
310. ter-e ter- wait
-e optional addition (see p.37
f . n . 1)
311. trima a little
312. thov-d-I thov-i§- 268
-d- perfect
-I 3rd person plur.
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Puranlia.Mapi xaliam amln.Trima 
de mol t@ pilas.
U puranu,su kerlla ?
V ^  S' s'
Calalla pu ast i duvarlstl.Avila
llskl mol.Lamadl t@ piln. TJ
puranu matilu-tar.U kapitani 
v v s
iXnias k@l@ci.Chindias llsk@
enia serl,chindias lln.Kuitak
/
u puranu mothalla.
v/ v
T@ sian manus^Shin man mu aver 
Seru.
/  S'
U kapitani mothalla.
Man kerdias ml dai ekh drom.Na 
kerdias man dui drom.
-Old man. We have eaten. Bring 
a little wine so that we may 
drink.
What does the old man do*^? He 
hangs his hand on the wall.
Wine comes to him. They began to 
drink.The old man got drunk.The 
captain took a sword.He cut off 
(the ogre’s) nine heads,, Jib cut 
them off. Then the old man says. 
-If you are a man,cut off my 
other head.
The captain says.
-My mother made me once,she did 
not make me t w i c e . ^
313• puran-Iia -lia vocative.
314. xa-l-iam -iam 1st plur.
315. de-/ de- give
316. mol wine
317. pi-I-as pi- drink
-I- non-perfect
-as 1st plur.
c alaIla 242
318. ast hand
1. This and similar phrases seem to give the teller the time to 
collect his thought.
2. The meaning is not clear. Similar phrases are found in 
Turkish folk-tales.
319* duvar-Ist-I duvar
320. lama-d-I lama-
321. mat-i-lu-tar mat-
-i-
322. k@l@ci ^
323 • chin-d-ias chin-
324. enia
325. sor-I sor-
-I
326. kuitak 
327- t@
328. s-i-an -an
329. aver 
drom
Kuitak alakhlla llsk® serlstl u
y  y  V" ^  _ y •/-
klXucus .Ghella u kliucus i darlstl 
Phuterlla u dara.Sov^I saranda 
dara phuterdias.Ekh dar dlkhlla.
U puranu and@r sov!la,andI 
rat Inti It! aver dar phuterlla. 
Arakhlla i raklia.Klllmi kerlla.
330. klluc-us klluc-
331. che-3~la che-
332. dar-Is-tl dar-
333. phuter-jt-l-a phuter-
334. dar-a -a
333 . sovr-I 1t5*  0 1
EQ
-I
336. saranda
337. and-^r
338. sov-I-l-a sov-
339. rat-In-t-I rat
-In-
340. arakh-df-l-a arakh-
341. rakl-ia rakl-
“ia
342. klliin-i klllm-
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wall T. 
begin
mat-u. drunk. 
become
sword. Turk, killc
cut
nine
sor-u. head, 
plur.nom.masc. 
then 
if
2nd sing, 
other 
206
Then he finds in (the ogre's)
. head the key.He puts the key 
in the door and opens the door. 
He opened all forty doorsl He 
sees one door,the old man is 
sleeping inside in the blood.
He opens the other door,and he 
finds the girl,She is making a 
carpet.
key. Bulg.kliuc. 
put lit. throw 
door 
open
plur.nom./acc.
-227 
plur. 
forty
advb . within 
sleep 
blood 
acc.plur.
in this paragraph both the loan 
and Kotel forms are used, 
girl
acc.fern.sing. 
carpet. Turk.
Bh.SuskI avilian k@tka.T@ dlkhlla 
tut,m@-xall tut.
U kapitani mothalla.
Me chindim 11s.
v* ^
I angurci disarlla i rakliakl.
I rakli kana dlkhdias-tar lakl 
dadlskl angurci,kuitak lelna
y
sovjl altania.Thovlna andu
vapori sovru altani.
k@ka kapitani,su t@ kerll ?
Leila pL angurci,thovlla oprl 
i pendzeriat I . Zalla veci.AvIH 
pas u dromlstl. I rakliakl 
mothalla.
343. tu-t tu-
-t
344* angurci.
345 * diliar,-i-l-a disar-
346. dad-Is-kl dad-
~Is~
-k-
347. altan-i-a
-i
altan-
-i-
348. thov-I-n-a
-a
thov-
349. altan-i
350. opr-I
351. pendzer-ia^tl pendzer-
-ia-
-tl
352. veci
353. pas
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-Hey,why have you come here ?
If he sees you,he will eat you, 
(says the girl).
The captain says.
-I have slain him.
He shows the ring to the girl. 
When the girl has seen her 
father's ring they take all the 
silver.They put all the silver in 
the boat.
This captain - what is he to do ? 
He takes his ring and puts it on 
the window.He sets off.They came 
to the road.He says to the girl,
you
accusative
ring
show
father (variant)
accusative
genitive
fein.
silver. Turk, 
affix to loan nouns 
plural 
put
singular (here) 
over v
window.Bulg.pendzere 
accusative 
dative
already. Bul.vece 
near to
Ai-I angurci mukdim~tar.Ah,su 
m@-kerlas ?
^  V/
Me m@-lela tutkl aver angurcx.
U kapitani mothalla.
TerIn k@tka.Me m@-zala t@ lela
v/.
i angurci.
Kana gelu-tar,u vapori gelu-tar.
0 achllu-tar.Inklstu oprl kl 
kaikils.Inkllla ekh balval.Perlla 
andlpanilstl.
354-. muk--d-im muk-
355. ter--In -In
356. gel--u gel-
357. ach-Il-u ach-
358. inkl-st-u inkl-
-st-
-u
oprl
359. kl
360. kaik-Hs kaik-i
-Is
361. balval
362. per-I-JL-a per-
363. pani--Is~t I pani
0 su t@ kerll ? U pani lella
chella 11s andl ekhl xarxatl
s .x.y /
Avila ekh izmiius .Arakhlla u
kapitani,lella 11s.Kuitak
galdias 11s ku kher.Avzis dlnias
11s maj'u,tasia dlnias 11s m a p .
Terllu-tar ekh mas@k.U puranu 
y v/
della ekh suval.O-da su kerlla ?
Mothalla.
Ter t@ inklXa oprl.
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-Oil, I have left the ring behind. 
Oh,what shall we do ?
-I will get another ring for you. 
The captain says.
-You all wait here.I will go and 
get the ring.
When he had gone the boat went 
(without waiting for him). He 
was left behind.He got onto a 
small coat.A wind arises and he 
falls into the water.
leave 
2nd plur.
variant of /z@nk-/ before 
perfect affix./gel-/ is a loan 
from other dialects for Kotel 
/genk-/
remain.loan from other dialects 
for K o t . /ter/, 
go out 
perfect
3rd sing.masc.
350
to. variant of k ai.
boat. T. kaytk
loan nom.sing.
wind
fall
water
What is he to do ? The water 
takes him and throws him into a 
hole.An old man comes.He finds the 
captain and takes him up.Then he 
carried him home.That day he gave 
him food,the next day he gave him 
food.He stayed there a month.The 
old man gives him a broom.What 
does he do ? He says,
-Wait until I come up.
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364. xar-ia-tl xar
365 * izmii-us izmii
-us
366. dlnias dl-
-n-
v ias
367* suval
368. t@
369. opr-I
Ekh dar dlkhlla opra.U puranu 
kana dlkhdias 11s.
SuskI rodlsa kutka. Sigu t@ 
dels m@ puranl grastls tl mu 
puranu k@l@ci.
Uslla,zalla ko deriav.Galdias 
u puranu u kapitaniIs ku deriav.
^  V
KIti zeslntl avllian zi k@tka.
0 mothalla.
Des" bres phirdim-tar.
V ^
Akana andl panzl minutlntl
\z~ ^  y '
m@-zalas tutkl.
370. opra
371. rod-I-s-a rod-
372. kut-ka
373. sign
374. grast-Is grast-
-Is
375. klti
376. des
377. phir-d-im phir-
-d-
-im
hole
loan nom. sing .masc .
give
perfect
3rd sing.
broom
here 1 until1,normally /zi t@/ 
u p . advb.
He sees a door upstairs. When 
the old man saw him (he said).
-Why are you searching here ?
G-ive me quickly my old horse and 
my old sword.
He gets up and he goes to the sea. 
The old man carried the captain 
to the sea,
-In how many days did you come 
here ? He says,
-I travelled ten years.
-hHow we will go to your home in 
five minutes.
above
look for,search 
here
quickly, here followed by 
subjunctive 
horse
accusative(as animate) 
how many 
ten 
walk 
perfect 
1st sing.
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Natella andu etehl balkanils. 
llnias u k@l@ci.Mangdias t@ 
chinll plskl ekh sopa.O su 
kerlla ? Sastu balkani chindias. 
Ter t@ dlkhla andl portefeilstl 
su sias and@r.
Ekfe dar dlkhlla.Pares si and@r.
V'
Uslla u grast.
KIti zes phirdian-tar andu pani. 
Phand ml iakha,phand ml enia 
koruria.
Andl panzl minutlntl oxladias 11s 
andl kasabatl.
378. nak-I-l-a 
379* sopa
380. sast-u^ x
381. portefei-Is-tl
382. and-@r
383. phand-/
384* m-I
385. iakh-a
386. kor-up-ia
kasaba
He passes through a forest.
He took a sword.He wanted to 
cut a club for himself.What does 
he do ? He cuts the whole forest 
-Stop,so I can see what was in 
the purse.
He sees a door (in the purse). 
There is money inside.A horse 
comes out.
-How many days did you travel in 
the water ? (asks the horse)
Bind my eyes,bind my nine necks. 
In five minutes (the horse) took 
him down to the town.
pass
club. Bulg.
whole (adj .)
purse. Bulg.
inside
tie up
plural
eye
neck
diinin.
38
nakh-
sast- 
portefei-
phand-
-I
iakh-
kor—
-ur-
>
U thagar inkllla.I rakli Inkllla. 
Khiddias i askerln. U thagar 
cerpfzlla astar pu gluveskl ci 
mulu-tar u raklu. Ov-da dlkhlla 
(u kapitani) otka. I rakli rakla 
della astar llsk@ ozlstl. Kana avlli 
pas i kapitani1stI i rakli i rakla 
t@ dell,vaddias t@ pill rakla. 
Dlkhlla i rakli i angurci. Irizfla 
i rakli po-pall.
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The king comes out and the 
daughter comes out. He 
collected the soldiers 
together and pours out drinks 
in memory of his son-in-law, 
for the boy has died.'L// The 
captain is watching there. The 
girl serves out brandy in 
memory of his soul. When she 
comes to the captain to give 
him brandy, he lifts(his hand) 
to drink the brandy. The girl 
sees the ring and goes back.
387. khid-d-ias
388. astap
389. giuves-kl
mul-u
390. otka^
391. oz— is—11
392. vad-d-ias
393. po-pall
lchid-
giuv-
-es-
-kl
oz-
vad-
po-
“pall
collect
on account of
s on-in-1aw . Turk
acc. (loan affix)
dative (after astar)
*71
there
ozi. soul
lift
more
backwards
1. i.e. the supposedly dead captain.There is probably some con­
fusion here between this ceremony and the wedding which is 
about to occur,in other versions of the story,between the 
princess and one of the captain’s men who has claimed credit 
for rescuing her.There are other obscurities in the story.The 
Gypsy folk-teller assumes that the audience already know the 
tale and leaves out many links.
Kuitak cendlla la andu kher. I 
/ / 
rakli lella trima rat. Thovlla
llsku dumlstl. I rakli zalla,
y  s
mothalla p@ dadlskl.
U kapitani avllu.
Za.Cendl 11s.
y  y  y
Dikhlna,vadlna u gad.Dlkhlla o v .
v* y  y  ^
Cendlna llsk® arkadasIn.U thagar
y, y  V
phuclla u arkadasln.
Kon alakhdias k@ll chaiia.
U kapitani alakhdias.
Uslla kuitak u thagar.Kerlna
v- y
ekh baru biav.Cendlna muzikantl.
 ^ y
On otka,am!n llnku pheras kerlasa.
394.
\y /
cend-I-l-a cend-
395 . rat ^
396 . dum-Is-tl dum-
397. cend-I cend-
-I
398.
V*
arkadas-in arkad*
-in
399. kon
400. k@l~I
i 
}*r
H 
©
 1
401. biav
402. musikant-X
403 . o-n O-
-n
404. pheras ^
405. ker-I-asa
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Then they call her into the 
house.The girl takes some 
blood and puts it on his back. 
The girl goes and says to her 
father.
-The captain has come.
“Go and call him.
They look,they lift his shirt.
He looks.They call his compan- 
ions.The king asks the compan­
ions .
-Who found this girl ?
-The captain.
Then the king rose.They make a 
big wedding.They call musicians. 
They are there.We talk about 
them.
call
blood
dum-u. back
optional addition, perhaps for
emphasis
friend. Turk.
acc.pi.
who
this. variant of k@k- 
before oblique affixes 
obi.fern.sing. 
wedding
musicians. Bulg.root and plural 
3rd person pronoun 
nom.plur. 
word,speech
we are making their words 
i.e. speaking about them.
NOTES TO THE LEXICON
Words borrowed from Bulgarian and Turkish, the forms of which 
can be deduced from the rules on pp.61-4, are not included in 
the lexicon. Exception are loan-words used to form compounds 
or with new meanings in Romany.
Nouns are entered in the form of the nominative singular. The 
gender is not given for masc. nouns ending in -u and feminine 
nouns ending in -i.
Adjectives are entered in the nominative singular masculine. 
Veras are entered in the base form.
Etymologies are not normally given. Persian and Bulgarian 
words have been transcribed with the same symbols as Romany 
words. Sa£5~Eg$ etymologies are taken from Sampson and Paspati.
Words from GS are given in the original orthography underlined 
or in my transcription.
* indicates forms which have not been recorded or meanings 
which are not current in Kotel Romany.
/ has generally been omitted in the lexicon for ease of reading.
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ache-
&gor
agor
ai-rat 
akana 
akana-tu 
*ake 
ake-kon
a-kus-nu
akus-
(i) become
kana achili pladnla when it became noon
m@-achll bi-daiaku he will become motherless
(lit. without a mother)
(ii) be
(in the future and subjunctive /ach-/ replaces 
/s-/)
me manglaa tut t@ achls manji punni
I want you to become my wife
N.B. /ach-/ does not have the meaning 'remain* as 
in other dialects. See /ter-/.
m. end, edge, peak
prep. at the edge of
agor i ziz at the edge of the town
probably<earlier *agore (cf. p.59)
see /rat/ 
now
conj. now that (GS) 
only in ake-kon q.v. 
some-one
akekon vakerdias some-one said
head-scarf, handkerchief, dishcloth (i.e. all the 
meanings of Bulg. k@rpa)
literally 'wiper' < *kus- 'to wipe* 
swear (use strong language)
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akhor
akhor-ni
akhur-u
f
*al-
al-a-
alakh-
alap-
ale
al-u
m. walnut 
walnut tree
.vfree variant of /khup-u/ q 
catch, fire
cause to catch fire, kindle 
find
variant of /alakh-/ before medio-passive infix 
*-i- only
alap-i-na they are found
-p- ending of root in medio-passive also found 
in Varna Tinners’ (G-S) and Sliven sedentaries’ 
(alapts-) dialects
interjection, calling attention to something.
ale *^o: here is a spoon
ale tu-da, thov tukl come on you too, take 
kaves coffee for yourself
probably connected with /le-/ ’take’
damp
u kast si alu the wood is damp
amal
amal-ni
friend
female friend
ambrol m- pear 
ambrol-ni pear-tree
am-In we
the accusative affix -In has replaced the nom. *-I 
retained in other dialects.
am-In-^-u
an-
anav
*and-e
and-ar
andr-I
andr-un-u
anga~i
angar
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our
bring
t@ anil pi ;romIsku to bring her husband’s 
xamuB food
m . name
to, into, in
has merged with the definite article to give the 
forms /andu/ (masc.s.), /andl/ (fern.sing, ,comm, 
plur.)-* These forms are used before all nouns 
even when there would be no def. article)
V Z' y
me z@nkllaa andu bazari I am going to the bazaar 
andl Bulgaria in Bulgaria
andu ekh iil in one book
the original form *and-e is reconstructed on the 
pattern of other prepositions, see p.£1
(i) from
me aim andar u I am from Eazgrad
Razgradus
(ii) from...to
m@-phirls andar u you will travel from
gava village to village
inside, inwards
delaa andrl I go (lit. give) inside
also /and@r/ (AK)
internal
ekh andrunu akusnu an internal cloth (for
menstruation)
embrace 
)I
phirallas pi k@zanis
pi angaiiatl in Rer arms (lit. her
embrace) she was carrying 
her child
m. cinders
u angar mulu the cinders (of a wood
fire) have died out
*angl
angl-I
angl-al
angurc i
angust
api
a-rat-i
ar»u
*ar-
ar-a-
ar-a-d-u
ar-a-d-i
ar-a*-d-i-
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see p.
adv. before, ago, in front of
ekh kurku angll a week ago
kaskl-tu rumni whose wife will come first
m@-avll po-angll (lit. most in front)
prep. before (time), in front of
anglais ekh I 
kurklstl A week ago
anglal i bukvintl before the letters
ring (on finger)
the form /angurci/ is found also in Sumen Basket~ 
makers1 dialect; it is connected etymologically with 
/angust/ ’finger' (cf. the form angu^tri in other 
dialects) 
m. finger, toe
u baru angust thumb (lit. big finger)
also /angust-u/ in free variation
adv. then (G-B) 
see rat- 
f lour 
be rotten
make rotten, spoil 
spoilt
aradu xamus spoilt (bad) food
i pecka si aradi the electric fire is
broken
fern.adj. used as noun
slut, harlot (i.e. a spoilt woman)
.become spoilt
k@ka mas aradilu this meat has gone bad
arman
armi-a
ar-u
s
as-us
as-
as-an-u
as-an-ibi
as-an-iker-
asa-i
asai-dzis
ast
astar
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f. curse
f. sour cabbage
egg
tear (from eye)
llnl u asui t@ chorln the tears began to fall
in spite of the stress and the morphology this is 
not a loan word Cf. Pasp.asfa, Scr.vashpa, a£ru 
some Kotel families have the variant /iasus/
laugh
has the affix -a- in non-perfect tenses (see p. 3  ^ )
(asasa) you laugh
past participle of above 
m. laughter
to make laugh (G-S) lit. to cause to have laughed
mill
miller
the Turkish (and Bulgarian) suffix is here added 
to a Romany word
m . hand
because of, on account of
astar tukl because of you
astar kudullskl because of that, therefore
the form /astar/ is also found in Kazanl@k 
Ironworkers’ dialect (GS) ; other dialects have 
/asal/
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astar-
v ,
asi
av-
av-ibi
av-ipi
*av@n
av@n-lara
aver
aver
av-g-u
see /star-/
it is possible (impersonal verb) & sub;j .
V'
asi (t@) avis ? is it possible for you
to come ?
come
kai avlla u vtornikus when Tuesday comes
(i.e. next Tuesday)
m. coming (AR)
samo platsiziam po trin we only paid three lev 
leva genklimnaslcl tl each for going and
avimnaskl coming back
m. coming (]|A)
-ipi is less common in abstract nouns formed 
from verbs
morning
variant of /evin/ q.v. 
tomorrow
(i) other (ii) next (in expressions of time, 
on model of Bulg. drug)
me dlkhdim i avria I saw the other lady
zuvelia ^ last (or next) Tuesday
u po-aver vtornikus but Qne
pronoun. other person
me dlkhdim ekhl averIs I saw another person
has variant /avr-/ (see p. 26) in some positions 
first
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*avr-
avr-I
avr-ial
avzin
av-zis
*ax-
ax-a-
*axm-
axm-imi
adv. outside
avrl phudlla i 'balval outside the wind is blowing 
also /na-avrl/, na from Bulg. na-v@n
adv. (i) outside (ii) by heart
avrial siklaa I learn by heart
m. honey
today (lit. this day)
understand
axalias he understood
earlier a medio-passive (G-S) and still used as 
such by some speakers
mix
OS derives from Greek
mixed (GS) with loan participle suffix
axm-ist-u mixed (AR) with Romany participle
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bai
bakr-u
bakr-i
bal
bal-al~u
bal-u
bal»an~u
bal-ic'-u
bal-ic-up-u
bg.l-ic-an-u
balam-u
balval
bang-u
bang-i-
bang-iar-
sleeve of shirt, coat
sheep
ewe
m. (single) hair of head
parnl bala white hailh
parnl oallnku white-haired
cf. zar 'hair of body1 
hairy
pig (AR)
rare in this dialect, usually replaced by 
/balicu/
adj. used as noun
oalanu pork sausage
oalani (f.) pig-trough
Pig
orig. diminutive 
little pig 
adj. of a pig
Greek (noun)
probably from ®ulg. balama 'a fool1 
f . wind
i balval phudlla the wind blows
lame, crooked 
become lame, crooked 
oend
bang-iar-Iaa mu ast I bend my arm
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bar-u (i) big (ii) old (of people)
u nai-baru phral the oldest brother
lakl bari chai her eldest daughter
u bari manusa the big,people i.e. the
government (AR)
bar-i- oecome big, grow (intr.)
bariiam-tar we had grown up
also in the archaic greetings formula
barilsa ? are you all right ?
barilaa I am all right
bar-iker- grow (tr.)
ov barikerlla duduma he grows pumpkins
bar-i garden
now largely replaced by the loan word /baxces/
< 1. bah^e
barn-i bee
*barv
barv-al-u rich
ba^
or this could be analysed as bar-val-u, see p.51 
m. stone
della pis but ba^Istar she is very proud (AR)
lit. she gives herself 
much from the stone
bas- whistle,sing,bray,bark etc. (not of humans singing)
bas-al- play (an instrument) lit. cause to make sound
tumln basallna k@tka g0 you play here every 
kata rat ? night ?
bas-al-n-u
bas-al-ibi
bas-n-u
bax-
baxt
baxt-al-u
baxt-ipi
*belv
belv-e
beng
beng-al-u
beng-i-
bes-
V"
bes-t-u
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musician (AR)
less common than the loan word /muzikanti/
B. muzikant 
m. music (AR) 
cockerel (lit. singer)
originally a nickname, this word has now replaced
the original word for cockerel
variant of /baxt/ used before the nominative
singular affix (/) only
f. luck, fortune T. baht
lachi bax good fortune
khanlli bax bad (lit. stinking)
fortune
lucky, fortunate 
m. luck
evening, only in /belve/ 
in the evening
devil, Devil 
mad, very ill
meaning 'very ill' probably generalised from 
earlier 'epileptic1, recorded in Jambol by 
Caramano s 
go mad
(i) sit (action of sitting down)
(ii) live, dwell
na manglasa t© besis maskar amlntl
we do not want you to 
live among us
seated
bestu sim phuviatl I am sitting (seated) on
the ground
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bezex
bian-
bian-d-u
bian-d-i-
bian-ibi
bi­
bib- i
*bich“
bich-al-
f . s in
give birth, lay (of hens)
i kaxni bianlla a;pl the hen lays eggs
born
me sim biandu andu Kotel I was born in Kotel 
(i) be born (ii) (of the moon) appear on the 
horizon
biandilla u chumut the moon appears
m. childbirth
bianimnaskl dukh the pain of child-birth
astardias la gripped her (G-S)
without, -less
preposition followed by the genitive
bi-butiaku without work, unemployed
/•
bi-pareduinku xabi free food (without money)
. bi-mst^I without me
these genitives do not show concord
oi si bi-daiaku she is motherless
aunt (father or mother’s sister), used also of 
any elder female as B.lelia
send (a person or thing)
this derivation (rather than bi-chal) is based 
on the causative bichav in other dialects
V
(Cerenkov p.c.)
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bikln-
*bil-
bil-a-
bister-
bis
bokl-i
bokh
bokh-al-u
bokh-al-i-
bol-
bor-i
bor-ur-i
bres
bres-ikan-u
sell
u p m a  na biklnlna the Gypsies do not sell
phabaia apples
the etymology is probably bi-kin, *kln 'buy1 being 
the earlier form (retained in other dialects) of 
/kin-/
melt (tr. and intr.) 
forget
possibly originally a compound of bi + star 
'hold'.
twenty
cake (GS, ZG)
f , hunger 
hungry 
get hungry
dip, baptize
(i) uncle's wife, elder brother's wife (ii) bride (AK) 
diminutive form but has special meaning 
younger brother's wife, son's wife
boru^fie terniie Oh young sister-in-law
year
dui bres^ (sing.used) two years
klti breslnku sian tu how many year's (old) 
(gen -)° * are you ?
me sim saranda breslnti I am forty year's old 
(dat .pi.)
annual
-ikan- suffix is probably the influence of
Bulg. godisen !annual'
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brisind m. rain
della brisind it is raining lit. is
giving rain
buka f. piece (AR)
G3l
tiae usual word is /kotor/
buk-u liver, lungs
the two meanings are distinguished by caiques on 
Bulg.
parnu buku Bulg. bial drob white 'drob1
kalu buku ceren drob black 'drob'
R.B. Scr. bukka means 'heart*
bul
bul-I
f. posterior
archaic locative form, see p.
della la bull he has intercourse with 
her. (Paspati is wrong in 
thinking the expression 
is to be taken literally)
bunela fork
but advb.
much, many, very 
but rovlliam 
but grasta 
but sukar 
but frima
we cried a lot 
many horses 
very beautiful 
very little
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but-i
buxl-u
buzn-i
buzn-u
buzand-u
but drorn often (lit. many times)
po-but more
(i) work (ii) matter, thing (as Bulg. rabota) 
manglaa phucla ekh I wish to ask something 
buti
klti pares kerlla k@ke how much does this thing 
buti cost ?
the spelling /buti/ rather than /buki/ is based 
on Scr. vrtti
ii
broad, wide
ml phikl si buxll my shoulders are broad
female goat, also used for the species 
buznink® zara goats' hairs
male goat
this is a back-formation from the feminine, in 
fact the original masc. is *buz <Pers.
canning (in a complimentary sense), knowing, 
probably from /but zanindus/ 1 knowing a lot'
(Ijung.)
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cac-u
cac-Is
cac-ipi
true 
truly 
m. truth
*cal-
cal-a-
cal-a-d-u
cam
cam-l-u
to hit
calalla pu ast u duvarlstl
he bangs his hand on the
calalaa ekh koredini
calalla tut indratl 
wounded
wall
I give (lit. hit) a slap
(GS)
it sends you to sleep
f. (i) leather (ii) cheek
bread (slang. GS) i.e. leathery stuff (?)
can f. ear-ring (AR) 
also /c%i/ (LIA)
cand- variant of /cend-/ q.v
cang f . leg
car
car-a-
f. grass 
to pasture
*cen
cen-a-
v_-
call
u bari manusa cendlna the important men call 
11s andI ziz him into the town
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V
cerxan f. star
\/. ci
v- . v cica-i
coordinating conjunction
(i) that
misfzlaa ci m®-mozizIa 
t® kerlirumanls peras
(ii) because (GS)
pu soru xaralla ci 
xanzlla 11s
from Bulg. ce
cat
I think I will be able to 
speak Romany
he scratches his head 
because it itches him (GS)
cik
cik-al-u
cik
cik-d-
ciklkli
f. mud 
muddy 
f. sneeze
has different etymology from cik«mud, see Samp, 
to sneeze 
knife (BP)
V' .
cmgar f. war, battle
v .
cirax
% i r
cir-ikl-u
cir-ikl-u^-u
m. shoe 
bird
bird (dim.)
4
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V
cor
V
cor-
cor-d-u
v  '  A *cord-i~
cord-iar-
s ^ cor~u
cor-xpi
* cor-ur-ur
couy-u
m. thief Scr. cora
steal
stolen
be stolen
cause to be stolen 
of na corla loi ama
avrende cors.jarela 
peski (GS)
avrende for /avrlntar/ (instrumental) 
poor
m. poverty 
poor (dim*)
has become /cou^u/ q.v. 
poor
Scr. ksudra
he does not steal money 
but he causes it to be 
stolen by others.
cuc-i breast
cuc-u
cukat
empty
m. forehead
35^cumin
cumin-d-
cumin-s-ker-
kiss 
to kiss 
to kiss (GS)
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cha- variant of /chov/ q.v.
chad- be sick, vomit
V
chad-ipi m. vomit, sickness
chai girl, daughter (among Gypsies)
Cf, /rakli/
char m. ash, dust
'char-el-u grey
chav- variant of /chov/ q.v.
che- to throw
V
chel
chel-al-u
u pani lella,chella 11s 
variant -chi- before d 
(perfect affix)
chidias pis andri
f. small-pox
pock-marked
the water takes him, throws 
she threw herself in
'chid- see /She-/
chin- cut, cut off (someone's path), switch off (electricity), 
circumcise
kana ekh manus si nasvalu.
phenlna, t@ sastill,
/
m®~chinla IIski bakrls
chinlna u kar ?
chin u tservulia
when a man is ill, someone 
says, so that he will get 
well, I will cut open his 
sheep (AH)
do they circumcise (cut the 
penis) ?
cut off the sandals
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chipas
chib
chor-
chor-val-u
clior-
chov
(i) something 
m®-kinla chi pas xamnaslcl 
a,Iso /ekh chipas/ (GS)
(ii) thing
me k@ka chipas m@-mothaIa 
tutkl
f. language, tongue 
thardim ml chib 
i tikni chib 
i gr®tsku chib
m, beard 
bearded
pour (tr, and intr.) 
chor mankl pani
boy, son (among the Gypsies) 
cf. /raklu/
ekh gazlkanu chov
has variant * /chav-/ before
before plural affixes
chavIs
chavl
I will buy something for food
I will tell you this thing 
(GS)
I burnt my tongue
clitoris (lit. little tongue)
the Greek language
pour water for me
a Gentile boy (AR) 
acc.sing* affix and
boy (acc.sing.) 
boys (nom.pl.)
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chumut
chunga
chunga-d
m. moon
m. spittle
originally "chungar (as in other dialects) and 
not a loan word
to spit
chur-i knife
-da
dad
dai
dand
dand-
dar
darambuka
das
das-ni
das«ikan-u
das-ikan-Is
de-
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emphatic clitic, see p.S’7 
father
has variant /da-/ before accusative singular 
and plural 
s da-Is (acc.s.)
mother 
m. tooth 
to bite
ekh barni dandias man a bee stung me
m, door
u peckaku dar the oven door
also /dares/, with the suffix added to foreign 
words (BP), although it is of Indian origin
earthenware drum 
T. darbuka Pens, tambur
Bulgarian man
/
is used in other dialects to refer to non- 
Gypsy Christians, e.g. 'Serb1 in Yugoslavia
Bulgarian woman
Bulgarian (adj.)
in Bulgarian (language), in the Bulgarian way 
give
della brisind it rains (lit. give rain)
delna pis they argue (lit. give
themselves)
ov na della amInr-3 butiatl it is not our business (lit.
it does not give in our affair
has variant /dl-/ before the perfect affix d. and, in free
variation with /de-/, before the sing.imperative affix /
dekapende
del
denil-u
denil-i-
deriav
des
devl-
dl-
dlkh-
dlsf-
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fifteen
<Gk.
(i) God, god
u del t@ sunll tut may God hear you (that you
may keep your promise)
(ii) heaven sky
u del si siiu the sky is blue
has the variant /devl/ before the vocative affix :
devl-a Oh God
R.B. /za devllsa/ 'go with God* » goodbye and the 
reply /ach devllsa/ 'stay with God' are 
borrowings from other dialects of Bulgarian 
Romany.
mad
become mad 
f. sea 
ten
\ /  f V
des u dui twelve (ten and two)
see under /del/ 
see under /de-/
(i) see, watch
S'
u sov^I phrala dlkhlnas u drom
all the brothers were 
watching the road
(ii) think about
m@-dlkhla kinla mankl I will think about buying 
ekh kher myself a house (AR)
to appear, be visible
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dis-a-
dis-iar-
probably originally cognate with /dlkh-/
show (trans.) (GS) 
show (tr. )
do-
drab
see /dui/ 
m. plant
drakh m. grape
drom m. (i) road (ii) time (as Bulg. p@t)
u duitu drom the second time
/but drom/ many times, often
N.B. sing, as bulg. mnogo p@t
duge'ni
dui
dukh
dukh-
m. small shop, inn
also, in free variation, /dugleni/
< Turk, dukhan
two
has variant /do-/ before oblique affix (cf. /mui/) 
me dlkhdim do- / raklln I saw two boys
f. pain
(i) to hurt (followed by acc.) 
tu soru m@-dukhal tut
(ii) love (followed by dat.) 
me but dukhaaa tutkl 
but dukhana plskl
your head will hurt you 
(if you drink too much)
I love you very much 
they love each other a lot
Page.
dulch-al-u
dukh-al-ibi
dum-u
past participle 
love (noun)
back
dur advb.far
dur i ziziatar far from the town
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efta
efta-tu
ekh
~ekh
ekh-Is-tl
ekh kasf 
enia
enia-tu
evend
xever
ever-rat
evln
seven Gk.
seventh 
(adj.) one
(pron.) someone
me dlkhdifri ekhls andl 
tut^I staia
me dlnim u ill ekhlstl
together
me m@-avla tutsa ekhlstl
variant (LZ) of /ekh vars/ q.v.
nine Gk.
usinim saxati eniantl
ninth
I saw someone in your 
room
I gave the letter to someone
I will come (together) 
with you
(under /vars/)
1 got up at nine o'clock (AR)
m. winter
also /ivend/ in free variation 
historically connected with /iiv/ 'snow'
the day before yesterday 
f. morning
andl evln in the morning
u evlnaku kham peklla the morning sun is burning
(words of a song) 
has variant /av^n/ in av@nlara/ q.v.
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frima free variant of /thrima/ q.v.
f$rc-xz- to fly
u avioni f®rcizlla the plane flies
u cirikll f^roizlna the birds fly
not used of humans : 'my husband flew to Paris'
is /mu ^om genku avionlsa ko Paris/ (lit. went with 
an aeroplane, by plane)
from Bulg, xv@rca
GS also had the variant /f@rk:Lz-/
ga-
Sgar-
gar-a-
take
galdias IIs ko kher he took him home
past participle /galdu/ (AK, BP) but GS recorded /gadu/
hide (trans.)
kai t^ garala man
S'
ov garalla pis
garadi chib
where can I hide myself ?
he conceals the fact that he
is a Gypsy (lit. hides
himself)
slang (lit.hidden language) 
(GS)
gad m. (i) long-sleeved vest (AH), as opposed to
teluni flanela
riska
(ii) shirt, vest (LIA) 
oprunu gad 
telunu gad
short-sleeved vest (lit.
lower vest) 
shirt Bulg.
shirt (lit* upper vest) 
vest (lit. lower vest)
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gav
v
gaz-u
 ^ . gaz-x
gaz-Ilcan-u
gelk-
gen-
gen-ipi
gen-d-u
gen-d-iar-
gen-d-ipi
gend-iar-d-
genk-u
genk-ibi-
gerai
gom-i
gon~u
gos-u
m, village
non-Gypsy man 
non-Gypsy woman 
adj. non-Gypsy
past participle of /z@nk-/ q.v.
read, c ount
na zanlla t$ genii
m. counting (GS) 
past part, of /gen-/ 
to have read
me kata rat i gazeta 
gendiarlaa la 
m. reading
learned, educated (AR)
past part, of /z@nk-/ q.v. 'went* 
m. going (AR)
(noun) well (AR) 
see also /xaink/
woman (slang, GS)
sack (especially of the large sack used by Gypsy 
woman when collectim-g scrap etc)
excrement (AR)
is fern, in most other dialects
he doesn't know how to read
I have the paper read by 
her every night (GS)
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goz-i
goz-al-u
grast
xgras
gras-ni
gudl-u
gudl-ipi
gudl-iar-
guruv
guruv-ni
guruv-an-u
brain, mind
ml goziaTtl nan^i
11a avlla ml goziatl
deaa man gozi 
kai si tl gozi
clever 
m. horse
variant of above used only 
f. mare
sweet
ekh gudli zin
m. sugar 
sweeten
bull
H.B.for *ox' the Bulg. word
cow
adj.
guruv-an-u mas
it is not in my brain (GS) 
()i.e. I cannot remember) 
it does not come into my 
brain (i.e. I forget)
I think, consider 
where is your memory ?
efore affix -ni-
a sweet song
is used
beef (meat of the bull or 
cow)
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i
lag
iakh
ias-us
iekh
ii-
il
il^u
im
imor-i
indai
indr-a
the (fem.,obi.,pi.) 
f. fire 
f. eye
variant of /asu3/ q.v. 
free variant of /ekh/ q.v.
for words beginning with ii-, see their free 
variants in i~
m. letter, book, magazine
heart
mu ilu dulchala man
f. nazal mucus
variant of /mori/ q.v.
m. relative, relation
f, sleep
man si indra
usilian indratar 
calalla indratl
my heart is hurting me
I am sleepy (lit. I have 
sleep)
you got up from sleeping 
it sends one to sleep, 
is boring
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indr-al-u
inkl-
36 . ■,xnk-
ink-al-
ink-lcer
xr-iz-
in spite of its foim, /indra/ is not a loan-word, 
of. Scr. nidra
sleepy
go out, come out
k^tar inlcllla k@ka pheras where does this word come
from ?
ov inklstu i penzeriatar he got out by the window
variant of /inkl-/ used before word-building affixes
take out, earn
kava manus inlcaldias this man brought out ray
man^i xoi anger (i*e. made me angry)
inkallna pares they earn money
m^-inkalls u eyend k@ll you will see out the winter
kastlnsa with these logs (i*e. you
have enough for the winter)
take out for a walk (a child) (LA)
to return
not a loan word. Other dialects have ris- 
cf. Scr, vrit
ispin
iv
lentils (AR) 
m. snow
izpal
* Vize
ka
kai
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dxrive away (AR)
/iz-/ probably by false analysis as iz-pal 
after Bulg. verbs in iz-.
Alt has the variant /ispal-/ which is closer to forms 
in other dialects s Samp, spit
yesterday (AR,LZ)
/rati/ q.v. is more common
rare variant (GS,AR once) of /kai/ q.v.
advb,conj.,rel.pron.
(i) where, where to 
kai si u kllldl 
kai z@nkllsa 
kai t$
kai t@ zas me m@-avla 
palal tuttl
(ii) when (= kana)
kai m@-irizla andl Bulgaria
(iii) who, which (-kon) (rel.) 
on si roma kai but phirlna
where is the key ? 
where are you going ? 
wherever
wherever you go X will come 
after you (follow you)
m@-kinla mankl elch kher 
when I come back to Bulgaria 
I will buy myself a house
they are Gypsies who wander 
a lot
this meaning is probably the influence of Bulg. 
colloquial usage where the relative /deto/ (lit. 
where) is also used for *who, which1
kai
ka-ielch
kak
kale
kal-u
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(iv) because (=suskltu)
na irrzailu po-pall andu universiteti kai 
si u zivotus po-lachls maskar i ^omlntl
he did not return to the 
university again because 
life is better among the 
Gypsies
(v) that (=ci)
lcana dlkhlla u gazu kai i Romani chai thai
/ S'
u ^omanu chov dulchana plskl..,
when the Gentile sees that 
the Gypsy girl and the 
Gypsy youth love each other...
preposition
free variant of /ko/ q.v.
adj.,pron.
some, someone (-akekon) (AR) 
ka-iekh manus llnias mu saxati
someone has taken my watch 
dlkhdian ka-iekhls ? did you see anyone
rare in Kot. but Pasp. has ka.yelc
uncle
f. arm-pit
black, dark brown (of skin colour)
on kali sar mantl ? are they (the English
Gypsies) brown like me ? 
ekh lcalu a cup of black coffee (AR)
probably from Hung, egy fekete (id.) via Hungarian 
Gypsy musicians in Sofia
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kal-iar-
lcal-iar-d-u
kam-
lcan
kan-d
kana
kana-tu
kanglri
kangli
kar
karazi
make black
coffee (slang GS) lit. ♦blackened' 
to love (BP)
loan from other dialects of. mang-, dukh-
/kam/ *1 love' /kamam/ preserves an earlier 1st s.
ending
m. ear 
listen
na kandela tut he is not listening to you
also /de~ kan/ (AR,AK)
suskl na dlnim kan ml why did I not listen to my
j?umnia whife ? (Alt)
these separated forms may be^peculiar to a few idiolects, 
AR also used /de- klkl/ for klkld- q.v.
interr. and oonj. (-kana-tu) 
when
kana usinian indratar when did you get up (from
sleep) ?
kana gell maskar i ^omaitfntl....
when they went among the 
Gypsies.... (AR)
conj•when
i purt m^-kerlas kana-tu we will build the bridge
ekhia ^umiankl sianka when we take a woman's
m@-lelas shadow
see /khanglri/
f. c omb
m. penis
cray-fish 
GS has /karazni/
PUge. • •
lcarfi
karik
kar-u
r
K i vkas
ka^ t
kas^uk-u
kat
kat~
kat-l^u
lcat-l-i
m. nail 
Gk.
towards
u sov^I phrala dlkhlnas 
karik u drom
thorn
all the brothers were 
looking at the road
in /ekh kas/ a half (I«Z), variant of ekh varsT q.v.
m. (i) tree (if) wood (material)
u kast si avilu the wood (for the fire)
has come
deaf
f. scissors 
to spin
adj. used as noun 
dpun wool
bobbin
kat a
katun-a
each, every 
kata rat 
Gk.
f. tent
Gk. k^-cokv*
every night
kava
kaxn-i
kaxn-ur-iir
keiti-ka
this
loan from other dialects 
hen
dim. (BP)
as much as (GS) 
cf. klti
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ker-
ker-
ker-a-
kermus-u
kiav
kid-
kin-
kiral
kirra-u
kim-u
(i) do, make
V ^
des u dui phrala kerlnas 
ekh purt
(ii) cost
ltlti pares kerlla k®ke 
b radva
(iii) in idioms 
ker~ pheras 
m@-mozlzIa t@ kerla 
j*umanis pheras
s'
m^-kerlas pheras i ^omlnkl 
ker- buti 
kerdl buti
cook, boil (intr.) 
u pani kerlla 
Sor. kvath (Turner) 
cook, boil (tr)
twelve brothers were making 
a bridge
how much money does this 
axe cost ?
speak (lit. make word)
I will be able to speak in 
Romany
we will speak to the Gypsies 
work (lit. do work) 
they worked
the water is boiling
mouse
m. plum
kiavlnkl thari
move (intr.)
X  y'
mu ozl kidlla karik llstl
kidlnl tl zalna 
kidIni-tar
S'
cf. kidlla po drom 
buy
m. cheese 
worm
rotten (GS)
possibly cognate with /kirmu/
plum brandy
my heart moves towards him 
(i.e. I am in love with him)
they set off and go (AIC)
they set off (GS)
he goes off on the road
(Zeravna dialect. GS)
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lei r-us 
kiz-
kin-u
k£n-i-
klde
klk-e
skIkX
klkXd-
klke-savu
lclketi
kllldl
klsal-u
kls-i
m. weather 
Gk. /c«d.ecf$
(i) to pull
Icizi u vapori pull the shipi (i.e. turn it)
(ii) to weigh (tr) (LZ) 
kiz- may be cognate with kid- 
tired 
get tired
possible originally passive past participle of kiz- 
thus
me sim klde puranu sar » I am as old as you (AR) 
tuttl (kiti tu) 
klde ama however
recorded once (BP) for k®ke q.v.
squeeze
■S'
lclkldelaa limoni 
klkldelaa ^.tu^vast 
suskl klkld^sa tu ozi
AR also used /klkl de-/ 
mu ozi della klkl
I squeeze a lemon 
X shake your hand 
why are you frightened ? 
(lit.why do you squeeze your 
heart)
I am excited(lit.my heart 
gives a squeeze) 
probably originally reduplicated from khid- and not a 
compound with -d-
adj. such (GS,BP)
so much (GS)
lclketi but thuv. dukhaikerlla mji soru
so much smoke makes my head
also klklti (GS) 
of. kiti
variant of /klldl/ q.v.
ad j. such (AR, LZ)
na manglaa klsall manusln 
suskl si tu mui kXsalu
f. purse 
<T.kese Pers.kisi
hurt
I do not like such people(AR) 
why is your face like that ? 
(i.e. why have you that 
expression ?) (AR)
k l - S o V
kiti
klti-ta
lclus-is
klldl
ko
ko
koc
kod-a
kon
kon-Ig-k-u
kon-tu
kon
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such (LZ) « klsalu
has variant /klsav-/ before -i- and -I-
how much, how many (followed by the singular of certain nouns'
s kiti mas@k  ^ how many months ?
me sim klde puranu kiti tu I am as old as you (AR)
as muoh as (GS) 
cf. keiti-ka
the beardless one (in folk tales)
m. key 
Pers.
to, at
ko kinus to the cinema
earlier /ko/ was used before masculine nominals and /kai/ 
before feminines but this distinction is not observed by 
most speakers :
kai tu than to your place (GS)
/ko/ and /kai/ consist of kV plus the definite article /u/ 
or /i/ and they are not followed by the article,
: ko kavine to the coffee-house (GS)
they are however used even where there would be no article
(cf. andu/andl)
s kai Sofia to Sofia
in order that (GS) (» t@)
panda thrima ko m@-keril so that it will cook a little
more
m. knee
variant of /kuda/ <l.v, 
who ?
kon-Ia-sa with whom ? (when answer is
expected to be a female) 
kon-Is dlkhdian rati whom did you see yesterday ?
whose (jnterr. and rel.)
kon-Is-k-I punni m@-avll (to see) whose wife will come
po-angll first
also /kon-ia^k-u/ whose, of which female person
who (rel.) „
ekh zes avilu aver rom kon-tu but lachls basalllas
one day there came another 
Gypsy who used to play very 
beautifully
adj. which
cf, /savu/ ’what sort of ?’
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kor
skorko
korko-uru
T
korez-i
ko^-u
ko^-i-
, v lcos-
kotka
kotor
kovl-u
kovl-i-
kud-a
kuda
kudu-tak
ku-i
kui-tak
lcui-tar
kulc-a
kon zinia which songs ? (expects as an
answer the names of the songs)
savi zinia what sort of songs ? (expects
as an answer 'Bulgarian songs', 
'marching songs' etc.)
f. collar (of shirt), neck (of horse) 
alone
this form is found in Rumanian Rom. dialects
dim. alone, empty (GS)
GS had korkoru
?1
blow, slap
et.dub. could be from a tfferb kor 'to hit1 cf.
Pasp. kur- (id.),or in its earlier form koredini mean 'a 
blow given on the neclcVkor 'neck' cf.Pasjb.rupe-dini 'a blow 
given on the face' dini being the fern.past part, of de«
'give1
blind
possibly from an earlier dim. form koruj?u or lcopiju
go blind
wipe
variant (LG) of khos- q*v. 
variant (GS) of /k@tka/ q.v. 
m. piece Armenian
sift, tender 
become tender (GS)
yonder (adj.and pron.)
astar kudullskl 
see p. 28 and 2 9
thus, in that way 
me kuda m©-kerla
from there ( ^ kuitar) (LZ)
elbow
then, after that (AK) 
from there
that, that one (adj.and pron.) 
see p.28 and 2 9
therefore, because of that (AR) 
I will do it in that way (LZ)
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lcuk-i
kuku-i
kukurik
kurk-u
kus-
lcutka
k@k-a
k@-tar
k'^ tka
k@i
k@-tar
k@-tak
k@zan-i 
k@zan-is
seed
Gk.
m, only recorded in 
minziaku kukui 
Rum. kukui
interjection, go away (BP)
(i) week (ii) Sunday 
also /kurkus/, as loan word
wipe
variant of kilo's- q.v., found 
adv. yonder
this, this one (see p.28 and
from here
also /katar/ (AR)
GS has /koitar/ 
here
variant of /kai/ 'where* q.v.
(i) from ^jy/he re (advb. ) ^  
tu zanlsa k@tar inkllla 
k$ka pheras
(ii) from (prep.)
(i) from where 
k@tak m^-nakhlas
tu k@tak sian
(ii) then (AIC) 
nan®i k@tak
m. child, baby 
T. k tzan
variant of k^zahi (acc. used 
u lt@zanis dlkhlla 
ekh elchl kurkisk^ k@zanis
clitoris, the vagina’s bump 
R.B. fern in ? ijung*
only in compound a-kus-n-u q.
29)
do you know where this word 
comes from ? (AR)
through where will we pass ? 
(LZ)
where are you from ? (LIA) 
there is no way out (Z ■■)
as nom. ) (AIC, LIA) 
the boy is looking (AK) 
a week-old baby
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“khac
khain-u
lchaink
kham
khaml-i
khan
khan-d-
khan-iar-
khan-Il-u
khanglr-i
khel-
^khel-a-
khel-a-d-i
kher
kher-e
see nlkhac
bad (AR,BP)
khainl perasa evil words (BP)
Colooci also has /khainu/ (as kainu) 
probably, via^lchalinu, from /khanilu/ q.v.
variant (AH) of /xaink/ q.v.
m, sun
k^ka kh£,m i xerls this sun kills the donkey
mudarlla (i.e. it is very hot) (AH)
pregnant 
plur.khamll
the -1- is not justified etyniologically, cf. khabni in 
other dialects, but is probably after participles in -1-
f. smell, stink 
to smell, make a smell
LZ does not -threat as a compound in -d- but as a simple 
verb s khandlla for /khandela/ he smells
caus.
(i) break wind (AH) (ii), excrete (BP)
has meaning 'excrete' in Zeravna dialect also (GS)
bad, shameless
mamui khanili baxt against bad luck (AH)
church (AH)
Oaramanos also has -ri ending, but GS recorded lchanglll 
to play, dance
meaning 'dance' probably from Bulg. igra 'play' and 'dance'
prostitute (AH) lit. made to dance, play
m* house 
at home (AH)
this foim is not known by all speakers, LZ used only 
/andu kher/
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khil
khid-
khon-i
V
khos-
sklmX
lchul-an-u
lchur-u
m. butter, fat (GS)
see P.204 rule 7 ior phonological development of this word, 
to collect
i rakli khiddias i askerln the girl assembled the
soldiers
candle-wax (LZ); fat.grease (GS,LIA) 
to wipe
recorded only in the fern, by GS in the slang word 
khulani (i) fat woman (ii) anus (posterior?)
pitcher
also recorded with Epenthetic a- (LZ,AE) but khu^-u 
is the original form 
cf. Scr. ghat a
1-
lach-u
lach~Is
lach-ar-
lad-
3£t nlal-u
lal-u^-u
32 ilam
lam-a-
laz-
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variant of 3^d person pron. /o-/ before accusative 
affixes
beautiful, good
i chai sias but lachi the girl was very beautiful
replaces /sul^ar/ of other dialects in sense of beautiful.
/ sukar/ is known from songs but regarded as a loan word
beautifully, well
v  V* /
but lachls basaldias viola he played the viola very well 
man^I kana na sunlna my ears do not hear very
lachls well
su kerlsa ? how are you? (lit. what are
you doing ?) 
lachls well
both question and answer are translations of the Bulg. 
greetings formula 
kakvo pravite ? 
dob re
to make pretty
lacharlaa ml bala I am tidying my hair (AH)
to load
ladlaa u vagoni I am loading the waggon
dumb (orig. diminutive) 
begin
lamadl t@ piln they began to drink
be ashamed
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le-
len
lev-us
II-
lo-iz-
lok-u
(i) take, receive
Ife i^ Hrdsaa?. llnim iil I received a letter from
daTstar my father
(ii) begin
llnl u aTsui t@ chorln the tears began to pour (AR)
(iii) in idioms
u iag llnias pis the fire has caught light
(lit. taken itself) 
m@-lelas amln mamui sigu we will meet again soon
(lit. we will take each other 
in front)
the last idiom is also found in Sliven dial, 
on lelna pis they set off (lit. take
themselves)
has variant t l -  before perfect affix and (optionally) 
in imperative
f. river
lev (Bulg. monetary unit)
plural is /leva/ as Bulg. and not the expected slevui 
see /le~/
(i) wait for (ii) look after 
followed by dat.
lorzlna lakl they wait for her
(i) light (not heavy, not dark)
llskl gozi/si lolci his brain is light (i.e. he
is mad)
(ii) slow
i.e. has meanings of Bulg. leka although is of Indian 
origin (Wolf. P.137)
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lok-Is
lok-iar-
lol-u
lol-l-
lol-iar-
lol-ipi
Ion-
1021—  
lon-d-u 
lon-d-iar-
v-
los
los-a-
los-ad-u
los-ad-i-
luluz-i
slowly
po-lokls lokls gently, little by little
as Bulg* poleka leka
to get light
lok-i-I-lu mankl ml ozlstl
to make light
it lightened to me in my 
heart (I became more happy) 
(GS)
red (covers also some shades of brown)
get red
redden
m. redness, lipstick, rouge 
m. salt
salty 
to salt
f. happiness 
be happy (orig.caus.) 
happy (lit.made happy) 
be happy
flower 
< Gk.
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ma
mach-u
makh-
makh-i
not (before imperatives only)
ma dlkh do not look
fish
to paint, smear 
fly (insect)
see p.204 rule 7 for phonological development of this word
mal f. field
mamui
ma-n
ma-n-r-u
mang-
adv. and prep, 
opposite
mamui si iiv opposite (on the mountain)
there is snow 
mamui m@ kherlstl- opposite my house
probably originally reduplicated from /mui/ tface'
see /me/
my
want, like
manglaa t^ mothla tutkl
me manglaa tut
I want to tell you 
I like you
\s
manus
manus-ni
manz-
(i) man (ii) person(=zenu) (AR)
AR used /mrus/ for 'man* (as opposed to woman)
me sim avrl manusInsa
woman (^zuvel) (GS)
not generally known in ICot.
turn (AR) 
manz«a
I am with other people (not 
of my own tribe)
turn J
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manzin
mar-
mar-d-u 
mar-d-iar- 
mar-d-iker- 
mar-u
mas
mas-al-u
mas@k
maskar
\s
maskar-un-u
mat-u
mat-i-
me
mel
mel-al-u
m, wealth, money
to hit, heat (a drum) 
marina pis
past part,
to cause to fight (LZ) 
id, (LZ) 
hread, food
m, meat
adj. used as noun 
Bulgarian Tartar (GS) (slang)
m. month
sing, used after numerals
sov mas@k ra@-terla andu Berlin
I will stay in Berlin six
months
hut in oblique case plural used
enia mas^klnkl for nine months
prep, among, between
1
middle
u maskarunu angust the middle finger (ZG)
drunk 
get drunk
I
has variant /ma-/ before accusative affix
f. dirt 
dirty
they fight (lit, beat each 
other)
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men
mer-
mesal-i
milia
minz
mir-ikl-u
*>
mi 2?-ikl~I 
miuxlls
asmo-
mol
“mom
mom-i
mor-
mor-ad-u
f, neok 
to die
past part, is /mul-u/ 
apron (AR)
Pasp. ’towel* (essuie-main) 
thousand (AR)
not generally known (and replaced by 33. or T.) 
f. vagina
dSaa lakl minz I have intercourse with her
bead
probably originally a diminutive (see • 55)
pi. of above 
necklace
tomato (LIA only)
no separate marked plural form
{ Bulg. dial.
variant of /mui/ q.v. 
f• wine
m, candle-wax
preserved in folk-tales, but the usual word is /xong/ 
candle (AR, LZ)
probably from earlier ^mom-el-i (the form in Pasp. and 
Sofia dial.)
shave
shaven (as if from ^rnora- )
mor-i graveyard (AR,LIA,AK)
< ^imori < slimori Gk. (GS)
smoth-
moth-a-
moth-a-<
moth-a-'
mrus^
m-u
mudar-
mui
mule-
mul-u
mundar-
mus-i
muter-
muter-d
say
past participle
get someone to tell (lit. cause to be said)
JT.B. moth-a- can be analysed as mo-tha (cf. mui- 
thov-) 'put a mouth' (see JGLS 3 xix P*79)
man (AR)
other speakers use /manus/ q.v, 
my
before noun only 
kill
m, (i) face (ii) mouth
has variant mo- before accusative sing, and pi*
: mols-tl on a face
leave (tr.)
muk man leave me (alone)
muk J start itj (of a tape-recorder)
see /mer-/
variant (AR) of mudar- q.v.
arm (GS)
to urinate
-iker- to let urinate (GS)
muterdxkerlla u grastls he lets the horse urinate
d-u
d-iker-
affix marking future tense
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na
na-avrl
nag
nai
nai
nair-
not (before indicative and subjunctive vbs) 
see /avrl/ 
m. nose
most
u nai-baru phral the eldest brother
< Bulg.
m. finger-nail
bathe (tr*)
oi nairlla pla she bathes herself
nak-
nak-a-
pass, cross (a road) 
u treni naklstu 
kai naklstu u mas@k
u April kai naklstu 
cause to pass
the train has passed 
last month (lit.when the 
month passed) (GS) 
last April (AR)
nau^ li = na + si
nan$I - na + si
nang-u naked
nang-i- medio-passiv© in form but has active meanings
take off, undress
me nangilaa man I undress myself (LZ)
ov nangill©, pu gad he takes off his shirt (LZ)
na-palal see /palal/
3Snasul-u bad
nasul-ipi m. evil (GS)
Page..,
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nasv-al-u
nasv-al-i-
nasv-al-ipi
ill, unwell
be unwell, become unwell 
m. illness
nas-
nas-iker-
nas-al-
nasi
run
make run ) 
(causative of nas-) 
lose
ml pares si nasaldl 
= na asi
my money is lost
nev-u new
nlama
nl-kai 
nl-karik 
nl-ltac
nl-kon
negates the future tense 
nlama m@-xala 
also nlama t@ xala 
loan from Bulg. 
cf. Bulg. niama da + future
nowhere
nowhere (arch.) 
nothing
av-zis na xalim nllcac 
also /nlkaci/ (BP)
no-one, not any-one 
na dlkhdim nlkonls
I will not eat (l»3) 
id. (AR)
today I ate nothing
I saw no-one
nl-khanz-ur-u no-one (arch.)
nl-su adj. no, not any
na sias man nlsu il I didn't have a letter
has variant nls@- before all affixes other than -u: 
paradigm as /s- W  p. 30
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xo
o-i
o-n
o-v
od-a
ombl-
opr-
or-a-
ordal
ordon
K 4- Ol’t
ort-un-u
otka
otkaT-k-u
otar
ot-sar
ov-
she
they
he
0- has the variant 1- before acc.affix, giving 1-a 'her*,
1-Is ’him', 1-In 'them' etc. and the genitives 1-aT-k-u ’her' 
1-Is-k-u ’his', 1-In-k-u ’their*
m. room
from T. (hence is masc.) no marked plux*. 
see umb1- 
see upr- 
see ur-a-
from that side (< Turk.) 
m. caravan
right-hand (adj.)
mu ortunu ast my right hand
cf. G-k. otOo? straight
there
samo dui aes terdim otka I only stayed there two
days (AR)
(gen, of above) yonder one 
only recorded once (BP) 
from there
see ut-sar
become (AR.GS)
V'
loan from other dials, normal Kotel is ach-
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ovarsxntl
oxl-
oxt-
day before yesterday (GS)
3S . / /ovar is probably a variant of /aver/ 'other* 
< sovar zeslntl (?) 
see uxl- 
see uxt-
oxto eight
Gk.
oz-i maso. (i) heart 
phagu si mu ozi my beart is broken (from 
love)
llslcu ozi llnias t@ khelll his heart began to dance (from
fear)
(ii) soul, spirit
ozlstar moizlnas pis.they P3?ay from the soul 
ozlstar dukhani llskl
(iii) breath 
lelaa-mu ozi 
na asi leln pu ozi
from her soul she loved him 
I breathe
they cannot breathe (lit, 
take their breath)
(iv) stomach (LIA,Caramanos) =po^ 
cf. gozi 'brain, intelligence'
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P"
pak-u
palth
Kpal
pal-a
spal-al
pal-I
papal-I
po-pall
pal
panda
see Ip-u/ and /p-Is/
soft (AR), olean (=su^u) (GS)
other Rom. dials have meanings 'ripe1, 'bald* etc. 
m. wing
(i) prep.after (GS,Kr@steff,AR) (ii) advb.however (BP)
pala delcapende zeslntl m^-avll
he will come after ten days(AR]
advb. only recorded in
na-palal afterwards (GS)
na- from Bulg, : nazad 'behind* etc.
en-palal last of all (BP)
en- from rJ?. (most)
advb,afterwards,again; however (GS)
u phrala gell pall butiatl the brothers went again to
xfork
reduplicated from above, again
na dlnim papall pheras I did not answer (lit. give
back word) (AR)
cf. Pasp. palpale
probably above falsely foimed as comparative 
irxzlla i rakli po-pall (AIC)
the girl returns again 
Samp, derives all above from Scr. paratas 'after, behind1, 
however ICostov derives from Gk,
f. small stick of wood (for fire)
still, yet
u xaibi panda kerila the food is still cooking
panda thrima ko m®-keril let it cook a little more (GS)
panda aver ? another (glass of brandy) ?
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pan-i
pan-i-an-u
pani-an-i-
pani-iar-
pani-iar-d-u
panz
papn-i
«
paramitsa
parastsxvi
par-es
^par-ades
parn-u
parn-ipi
paran-u
paran-i-
parvar-
parxod-
m# water 
adj •
become wet (GS) 
make wet
u brisind paniiardias man the rain made me wet (AH) 
wet
five
goose
f* folk-tale (AR)
not generally known by ICot. Gypsies, replaced by 
/masali/, from T.
Friday
<Gk.
money (pl#)
from T. para, but made plural after Bulg. pari 
used in nom* only
plur. of above, used in oblique cases only 
paraduin-sa with money
bi-paraduxn-lc-u free (without money)
white
m. whiteness
variant of parnu used before affix -i- 
become white (GS) ■
pareila - /paranilla/
feed, nourish (GS)
bury
pas
pas-
pati-
patrn-i
pe
pek-
pek-u
pek-i-
pel-u
pel-u
pen
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prep, near
i borup. avlli pas i phrallntl
the young bride came close 
to the brothers
lie down, have intercourse
me m^-pasla mankl I will lay down (to me)
na asi pasi‘tl,p@ rumniasa he cannot have intercourse
with his wife
believe
na patiaa llstl I do not believe in him
usually -a- for non-perfect affix, but GS and LZ had -I-
leaf
to (prep.) 
v /
zalla pe pi dai she goes to her mother (AK)
possible abbreviated form of /upre/, so ljung.p.309
bake, roast (tr.) 
past participle of above 
be baked, roasted
testicle
/
bi-pellnku without testicles, castrated
not connected with /pelu/ 1 fell*5 cf.Scr. pela
past part, of per- q.v. 
bread (slang)
recorded in Liaskovets by A.Mitev p.c.
pendzere
peninda
per-
per-ker-
peras
pevtsi
pi-
pi-ibi
pi-nius
* / spr-ijsw
pilt-u
pilt-i-
35 .
Pir-
pir-a-
35 . .piri-a-
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f. window
fem. after Bulg. (dial.) pendzera, although its form is 
from T. pencere
fifty 
< Gk.
fall, faint
make fall, drop, abort 
perkerdias i k@zanls 
t^ perkerll u boxcas lak@ 
serlstar 
GS had /perilcer-/
see /pheras/
Thursday
pevtsi-nl
<Gk.
to drink 
m. drink 
id.
loan from Ylax dialects 
be drinkable
married 
et.dub. 
get married
she aborted the child 
that she might drop the 
bundle froDi her head (AR)
on Thursday
fornicate
t^ pi ravin pis let them make love
cf. piramlu fbridegroom1 in Caramanos and elsewhere
variant of pir-a 
cf. Pasp. piriavava
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lover (AR) 
foot
opra pir^ntl terlliam 
pi^-nang-u barefoot
piri-a-n-u
pi^-u
pis-
pi sum
p-Is
we stood up (stayed on feet)
to mill (BAP) 
f. flea
himself, herself, themselves
also used (as is reflexive in Bulg.) for myself, 
yourse-l-f-ves, ourselves
irxzlla plskl he returns home
bigger
for ten paras, one 
coffee (GS)
por m. feather
por m, stomach
po^ ?-i tail (LZ)
V
posom f. raw wool
pras-a- to mock, insult
po more
po-baru 
loan from Bulg.
po at the rate of
po des pares, po iekh 
leave s 
loan from Bulg.
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prep-iz-
V
prin-zan-
prin-zar-
p-u
pumb-al-u
pur
pur~an-u
resemble
V  s ' '  ^
u chiba prepizlna plskX the languages resemble each
^ other (AH)
<Gk. iretTTM
know, be acquainted with (AH)
variant of prinzar-; under the influence of ICot. /zan-/ 
‘know’ and the Bulgarian pair znaia ‘know1 (have learnt) 
and !poznaia ‘know’ (be acquainted with)
know, be acquainted with
that the original ending was -r is shown by other 
dialects : Sofia pendzar, Jambol and Sliven punzar
his own etc,
gun (LIA)
perhaps onomat. xpumb + (adj.affix) -al­
ii.B. Bulg. pumpal is 'spinning top'
old (of persons and things) 
also used as noun ‘old person'
.s'
biklnllas puranl drexi.he used to sell old clothes
V- . /
me sundim la, 1 puranlntar
I heard it from the old people
V" ^
samo u puranl z@nkllna andu khanglri
only the old people go to church
puran.
puran.
puran.
purt
purum
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ipi m. age (of people only)
nasi phirlla puranipnast&r he cannot walk from old age 
cf. phuripi
i get old
i-ibi m. ageing (GS,LZ)
f. bridge
AR had variant /purts/ 
f, onion
p^ xkl sigh (GS)
cf. Caramanos puski
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phaba-i
phag-
phag-u
phag-i-
phand-
phand-d-u
phand-d-ipi
phand-d-i-
phar-u
sphar-
phar-a-
phen 
phen-Ice
phen-
pher-
pher-d-u
pher-d-i~
apple
break (tr.) 
broken (past part.) 
break (intr.)
close, lock, tie up
locked up
111* prison-(2G)
not widely known in Kot.
be locked
(i) heavy (ii) difficult
to break, tear, split
ml pheniakl sapka si my sister's hat is broken
pharadi (GS)
sister
interj. calling someone's attention
possibly phen 'sister1 + dim. -k- (from Bulg.) + voc. -e • 
Ljung* derives from phen 'speak' (p.51?)
say
cf. vaker-, motha- and ker- pheras 
fill
pher mankl u taxtai fill the cup for me
full
get full
pheras
phik-u
phir-
phir-a-
s v •phiy-
phir-a-
$
phivl-u
phivl-i
phov
phral
phuc-
phucU
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m. word
k^kala ziniak^ pherasa the words of this song
also in idioms
ker- pheras to speak (examples under ker-)
de- papall pheras to reply
shoulder
walk, travel 
carry
su phiralsa t® astlstl what are you carrying in 
your hand ?
to open (GS)
not known by ICot. Gypsies today; replaced by /phutar-/ q^v.
widower
widow
m. eyebrow 
brother
voc. phrala also used addressing another Gypsy
ask
blow
suskl na phudlla elch why does a wind not blow ?
balval
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phuk-u
phur-u
phur-ipi
phus
phutar-
fat
old
only in the expressions 
phuru dad 
phuri dai 
of. puranu
age (of things) 
of. puranipi
m. straw
open (tr.)
u darjphutardias pis
grandfather (lit.old father) 
grandmother
the door opened (itself)
phuv f. earth, ground
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rakl-u
rakl-i
rasai
rat
rat-i
rat-i-
rat
res-
rez-a
v
ric-i
rig
(non-Gypsy) boy, son 
(non-Gypsy) girl, daughter 
of. /chov/ and /chai/
m, Christian priest
generally replaced by /popus/ < B.pop
f. night 
i rat 
ratiasa 
maskar ratia
last night 
zi rati 
a-rati 
ai-rat 
ever-rat
become night 
also /a-rat-i/
m. blood
u rat si sar iekh
sovlla andl ratInti
(i) to reach (ii) be enough
m@-resla ko kher 
/
reslla
f. vineyard 
f, bear 
f. side
at night (AR,BP) 
by night (AAK) 
at night (LZ)
at nightfall (GS) 
to-night (GS) 
to-night (GS) 
night before last (GS)
the blood (of all Gypsies) 
is as one (the same) 
he sleeps in blood (plur.) 
(of a dead giant)
I will reaoh home (GS) 
that's enough (of sugar in 
coffee etc) = Bulg. stiga
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rima see /thrima/, /triiaa/
riv-xz. call, shout
rod-
rod-ibi 
rod-iker-
search for 
m. searching
make someone look for (GS)
rov-
rov-ibi
rov-iker-
weep, cry
ma rov mankl
m. weeping
make someone cry (LIA)
ru-i stick
rukh m. tree
rup m. silver (AR)
not generally known in Kot.
rup-un-u adj. silver (AR)
do not weep for me
ruv m. wolf
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f. spoon
dim. coffee-spoon 
(i) husband
(ii) Gypsy (this meaning is a loan from other dialects) 
cf. ^omaiti
husband (dim.)
m. and f, Gypsy (especially of Kotel tribe, but not 
invariably so s
me na sim i avrl I am not of the other Gypsies
^omaitintar (in the town)
variant of /jcom/ before -an- and -ni
Gypsy (adj.)
ekh jumani zin a Gypsy song
in Gypsy fashion, in the Gypsy language
(i) wife (ii) Gypsy woman (loan from other dialects 
in this sensed
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s- be
v/
replaced in the future and subj. by ach-
s-u what ? (pron)
s-u tu whatever
su-tu t@ vakerls me kuda whatever you say I will 
m^-kerla do thus
imitation of Bulg. kakvoto i da
su-s-kl dative of su
why ?
suskl-tu because
imitation of Bulg. zastoto (zasto^why)
s-u what sort of ?
s@i buti lcerlla what sort of work does he do ?
has variant s@« before all affixes apart from nom.masc.sing, 
-u (paradigm p.30) 
cf. kon
sa always
sa pilla he is always drinking
san-u thin (of things and people)
san-u a thin person (adj. used as noun)
dlkhdim i sanln I saw the thin men
sap m. snake
sar how, as, like
sar (i)ekh the same (lit. as one)
sar-t@ how
sar t@ na rovla how can X not cry ?
modelled on Bulg. kak da
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saranda
sast-u
sast-ipi
sast-i-
sast-iar-
sastr-u
sastr-is
sasu-i
ser-
sev-i
sig-u
sig-u
sii-u
forty 
< G-k.
whole, healthy
sasti rat na sutim the whole night I didn’t sleep
i sasti raomi thabili the whole oandle burnt away
m. health
get healthy, well
heal
fathe r-in-law 
m. iron
not a loan, in spite of form 
of. Scr. sastraka
mother-in-law
remember
but sea?Ila he remembers a lot (has a
good memory) 
probably cognate with /seru/ ’head*
basket
adv. soon
also 'recently1 ad Bulg, skoro
oi sigu pilti she is recently married
adj. quick
blue
Bulg, sinio
sikl-
sik-
sik-a-
sik-a-d-u
sikh-
sir
siv
siv-
siv-ibi
siv-az-
siv-aml-u
siv-aml-i
soil
solak-u
solak-n-u
sosten
sov-
sovr-u
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learn
me sikllaa i chili I am learning the language
(LIA) (AR)
teach
me siklaa 11s I am teaching him (LIA,AR)
teach
past part, educated (person) (LIA) 
variant of sik- q.v.
f. garlic
f. needle
also /suv/ (AR)
sew
m. sewing (GS)
get engaged (GS) 
engaged, fiance 
engaged, fiancee
GS derives from Gk. ^  'signalled out*
of. crl^ tl
m. oath (promise)
left-hand (adj.) (GS)
id. (AR
cf, lurk.solak
f. underpants 
sleep
(i) adj. all (ii) everything, everyone (pron.)
sovyl |*oma phrala all Gypsies are brothers
u sov^I vakerlna ci si all say that there is a
del God
me u sov^u pisxzI^Ca I write everything down
star-
star-d-u
s'
star-d-i-
staz-i
sun-u
sunifciz-
suskl 
suv 
s Oa­
rage. ••164
sovyu si lac his andu 
kher
me risuxzlaa tumln sovrln
>
cf. i sovyl ma^Issa
i sasti marlssa 
*
everything is all right at 
home 
I draw you all 
with all the bread 
with the whole loaf
to catch
manglsa t@ starls machls? do you want to catch fish ? 
caught
(i) be caught (ii) tease, molest i.e. the sense of Bulg. 
zakacam se lit. catch oneself
ma stafrdi mansa donft bother me (AIC)
GS had /astar-/
et.dub. may be /star/ with epenthetic a- (cf. form istar 
in other dialects) or a causative ast-ar 'cause to remain1 
(/ast/ being a cognate of /ach/)
hat, cap
< Crk. (THiaSc
dream 
to dream
sunuizim ekh sunu I dreamt a dream (LZ)
sunuiz-is a loan word 
cf. Bulg. s^nuvam
but sun-u is not a loan cf. Scr* svapna
see /s-u/ 
see /siv/ 
see /s-u/
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a rand 
satr-a
vsax
sel-u
ser-u
xv
ser-nangu
ser-and-
sex-i
sil
sil-al-u
sil-al-i-
sing
see /serand/
f. tent (AR)
loan from Vlax dialects
cf. the more commonly used /katuna/ and /tserxa/ 
m. cabbage
rope
head
pi serlstl phirallas 
u boxcas
in /ser-nangi/ (slang) 'woman'
on her head she carried the 
bundle
(lit. bareheaded)(GS) 
see p.
it is cold outside 
I am (lit. have) cold
m. pillow (GS) 
also /sarand/ (AR)
probably cognate with /seru/ 'head', 
merchandise
usually in plur. (sexia)
Pasp, shekhi
m. cold
avrl si sil 
sil si man
cold (adj.) (used of people only cf. sudru) 
me sim silalu I am cold
become cold, catch cold
m. horn
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sor-u
so&oi
sosanl
sov
star
sudr-u
sukar
'sukar-ipi
^suk-u
suk-i-
f* whistling noise
sol della he whistles (G-S)
N.B. kept as two separate words in most dialects
variant of /seru/ q.v.
m. rabbit, hare; recruit (as Bulg. zaek) 
pi. moustaches (GS) 
six
four
(i) cold (of things) 
u pani si sudru
(ii) unfriendly (of people) 
ov si sudru manus
cf. silalu
the water is cold
he is an unfriendly person
good, beautiful
loan from other dialects
cf. lachu
m. good (noun), kindness
me tut but lcerdim sulcaripi I showed (lit. did) you
much kindness
dry, wizened 
u least si suku 
u mrus si &uku
become dry
u ina^ u sukilu-tar
the wood is dry
the man is wizened (AR)
the bread has gone stale
hear, listen 
sun alcana
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listen now J
sut
sut-l«u
sut-al-u
sut-al-an-u
sut-l-i
%uval
^uval-
suz-u
suz-iar-
m. vinegar 
sour
sutlu thud yogurt (trs. of Bulg.
lciselo mlialco id.)
(slang) a Turk 
(slang) Turkish (adj.) 
of, xoraxanu
become sour
deriving th© verb from the adjective avoids the 
necessity for the special phonological rule which GS's
3c v ^  /sut-i- requires (viz. no fronting of the consonant to 
avoid confusion at the phonetic level with sulc-i 
fbecome dry1)
f. broom 
to sweep
clean (of things and people) 
to clean
hundred
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ta
-ta
-tar
tal-us
tang-u
tartor
tas-a-
tas-a-d-
tas-a-d-i-
tasia
tat-u
tat-ipi
tat-i-
tat-iar-
taxtai
35 , ~
tel 
t e 1—a 
tel-un-u
variant of tl q.v. 
emph. after imperative 
sun-ta
emph, after perfect 
dlkhdim-tar 
see also p.5S
m. chin (AR)
cf, Volf, talonis, taluhos 
tight
chief of Gypsy tribe (AR)
to throttle (GS) 
past part, 
be drowned (GS)
tomorrow
adj. hot 
tatu si 
m. heat 
get hot 
to heat
m. cup, glass
R.B, does not have the meaning 'knee' of other dialects 
(see /lcoc/)
it is hot (the weather)
listen then
I saw
prep, under 
adj. under-
telunu gad vest (lit.undershirt)(LIA^AR)
teluni flanela sports-vest (AR).(trs of B.
dolna flanela)
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ter-
tern-u
tern-uy-u
tern-ipi
tetrazi
tl
tikn-u
"tik-
tik-uy-u
to ska 
trad- 
trandafil 
trap-us
remain
young
young (dim)
borurfie ternuyiie Oh young wife (AR)
m. youth
Wednesday
<Gk.
and
<* earlier /tha/ 
small
variant before dim. affix only 
small (dim.)
✓ ^
rov t^ tikuyi. k^zanlskl weep for your small child'
then
(?) < Bulg, tozcas id.
urge on
tradlaa i guruvln I urge on the cattle
us m. rose (AR.LIA)
^Gk.
m. hole (GS) 
cf, xar, xev
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tras
tras-a-
tras-a-d-u
tras-a-d-i-
tras
triab-iz-
trianda
trin
trima
be afraid
trasllu-tar he got frightened
imp. raa trasa don!t be afraid
to frighten 
frightened 
be frightened (GS) 
f. fear
trasiatar zdralim-tar I trembled from fear
be necessary (used only in 3rd sing.)
, s '
na triabizlla amlnkl it is not necessary for us
i.e. we do not need it (GS)/
me triabizlla t@ kinla I need to buy a coffee-spoon
ekh ^oiuyl (AR)
na triabizlla kisall butia such things are not necessary
(AK)
also /trabiz-/ and /trabuiz/
< Bulg, triabva
thirty
(Gk.
three
also /tri/ and /trni/ 
a little
also /thrima/, /frlma/ and /rima/ (the last probably 
back formation from /but trima/ 'very little1) 
<Gk.(9et]^ <l
s
pala rimon^Xstl after a little while
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trim-ink-u:
trus
trus-al-u 
t ru&ul
tserx-a
tu
tu-t-:j?-u
t-u
turn-In 
turn-In-r-u
turi-a
tuske,
tuska-r
tuska-rla
a very little (AR)
other diminutives recorded are
trim-ona, trim-ilea, trim-ine (ZG)
f. thirst 
thirsty
m. cross 
f. tent
et.dub. ef.Ljung. tsehra Samp, tsigaira 
more common is /katuna/
you (sing.)
your
your
only before noun cf. tutyi which can be used before a 
noun or predicatively
you (pi.) Por -In see under /am-In/ 
your
prep, around
t'A'r v 3 /
i iagiatl around the fire (GS)
variant of /toslca/ q.v.
only in ot tuskar 'then, from that time' (LZ)
combination of Bulg. ot togava and Turk, o zamandar id.
only in
ot tuskarla 'then, from that time* (AR)
ot tusktola u phrala then the brothers made
kerdl i purts the bridge
-rla is an old ablative ending preserved in many dialects
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t@ (i) in order to (followed by the subj.)
manglaa t@ pisrzla I want to write
na sias man vak©ti t© I did not have time to
✓
dlkhla T@rnovo see T©rnovo
also in compound oonjuhctions 
sar t©, zi t© etc.
(ii) in negative future (imitation of Bulg. usage) 
x nlama t© xala I am not going to eat
as Bulg. nlama da xapna id. 
nlama m©-xala is also used
(iii) if (followed by indicative)
v,
tu t© manglsa man m@-achls if you love me you will
man^I ^umni become my wife (AR)
«
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tha
thab-
thagar 
thagar- 
thagar- 
thagar-
than
than
thar-
thar-d
thav
thav-d
variant of /tl/ q.v.
burn (intr.) 
i iag thabila
y- V /
IIski lampa thablli-tar 
tliablli
the fire is burning
its valve has burnt out
she was dying of thirst (GS)
king 
■ni queen
«an~u royal
■ ipi m. kingdom
m. piece of cloth (GS) 
cf. Scr. tantu 'thread*
m, place
elchl thanlstl in one place = together
cf. Scr. sthana
burn (tr.), set light to 
i fem* past part* used as noun
brandy, rakia
abbreviation of /thardi mol/ 'burnt wine*
Pasp, connects with Hind.tari 'pa,lm-tree juice' and
Scr. tala 'palm-wine*
m. cotton, thread 
to drip
mp. nag thavdela my nose is dripping
u cainilcus si xeviardu tha the kettle is cracked and is
thavdela dripping
may not historically be a compound with -d- 
see Wolf. p.224
them
thov-
thov-
thrima
thul-u
thud
thuv
thuv-al-u
m. c ount ry (land)
wash (tr.) 
of. Scr. dhav
put
of. Scr. dha 
variant of /trima/ q.. v, 
thick, fat 
m. milk
m. smoke 
adj. as noun 
cigarette (AH)
other dialects have /thuvali/
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u
u
V ✓'Uc-lz-
uch-u
^uch-
uch-iar-
uch-iar-ibi
uch-iar-d-u
ul-u
ul-a-
unuk-a
the (maso.)
and (in numbers only)
des u sov sixteen (ten and six)
to fly (Sumen sub-dialect) 
upmak
f^rciz- from Bulg. is more common 
high
to cover
m. covering, roof (GS,Kr®steff)
past part, as noun
ceiling, blanket
has same meaning in Sofia dial.
probably not connected with /uch-u/ 'high*
cf. the two Scr. words dcha *high* and chad 'cover*
past part, of /ov-/
rare, loan from other dials
divide, share (GS)
f. nephew, niece, grandchild (i.e. the meanings of 
Bulg. vnuk)
always with fern, adjectives
ov si ml unuka he is my (fern.) nephew
probably from Bulg. vnuk, via Swnuk, or from Serb, 
unuk via other Rom. dials : Plovdiv sedentary tribes 
pra-unuka great-grandchild
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3S
upr
uprl
upr-a
upr-al
ur-a-
ur-a-d-u
ur-a-d-i
ust
ut-sar
ut-tuslear(la)
Kumbl-
umbl-a~
umbl-a-d-u
umbl-a-d-i-
(i) on (prep.) (ii) above (advb.)
(i) on (ii) above 
from above (advb) (GS)
also opr-I etc. in free variation (these are the older 
forms)
to dress
uralla pis he dresses (himself)
dressed
i chai sulear uradi the girl is nicely dressed(GS)
f.adj. as noun 
clothes (Kr@steff)
m. lip
since (conjunction)
klti zes si ut-sar avllian how many days is it since you 
k@tka came here ?
Bulg. ot leak (Bom. sar = leak fhow') 
also ot-sar in free variation
see under /1 us lea/
hang up, strangle
umblalaa mu pa It us I hang up my overcoat (AR)
past part, 
be hanged
umbladilu-tar he was hanged (GS)
V
us- arise (from bed, chair etc)
usi ordal get up from there J (LZ)
us-In-ibi
ux-
ux-Ist-u
ux-ist-i-
uxt-i-
uxt-a-
^uxt-i~n~u
uxt-in~ibi
uxt-i-a-
uxt-i-a-d-u
^ux-l-u
ux-l-X-
ux-l-a-
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kana uslnian indratar when did you get up from
(your) sleep ? 
uslnim saxati eniantl I got up at nine o'clock
the imper. ustl is also used, a loan from other dialects
via songs s
ustl ustl baba get up, get up, grandmother
getting-up (GS)
formed from past part, instead of stem as usual
descend (GS) 
past part*
jump down, dance (GS) 
j ump d own, danc e
possibly shortened form of above . 
to pluck (lit. cause to have descended)
uxtadias luludia he plucked flowers (GS)
uxta mankl ekh dudum pick a pumpkin for me (AR)
past'part. of uxt-i- (instead of expected “hixtllu or 
^uxtilu)
only in following word
the jerking movement of belly dancers (GS) 
trample on (GS) 
t o m  (Kr@steff)
past part, of ux- 
arrive (at a place)
uxUXaa andl kasabatl I arrive in the town (AIC)
cause to have descended
u gazu uxladias pu soru the Gentile hung down his
head (AR)
R.B. most of the above occur with 0- (the older form)
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v
112 ~ar-
va
va-d-
vaker-
vapur-i
vare-so
vars
wait
also /a2ar-/
less common than I012- q..v.
(i) heigh (GS)
(ii) yes (AR) (loan from other dials)
rarely used, replaced hy repetition of the main verb of 
the question
N.B. GS recorded (§T) and (ha) for •yes' but these seem 
to have died out
lift
present tense /vadela/ 'he lifts' (as compound with y-d-) 
and /vadlla/ (as simple verb), perfect with -In or -d- 
(or -in, LIA)
originally is a compound with -d-
say
m. and f.
from T. vaptir (but f. by analogy with Rom. ferns in -i)
something
elch vareso something
loan from other dialects 
/vare/ also appears in
u butia vare (GS) some things
m
ekh vars
ekh vars rat
sov tl ekh varsInti
a half 
midnight
at half past seven (the plur* 
ending refers back to /sov/)
cf. Pasp. yek pash
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vast
vecik
vekl
ves
loan from other dials, for Kot. /ast/ q,.v.
already (AK)
cf. Bulg. vece id.
(i) already (AK) (ii) for ever after
i purt na peli-tar vekl the bridge never fell (AK) 
Bulg. na veki * for ever' lit. for centuries 
the speaker probably left out /na/ before /vekl/ under 
influence of the earlier /na/ 'not* in the sentence.
m. forest, open space
has the various meanings of Bulg. gora (GS)
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xa-
xa-ibi
xa-mus
xa-iz-
xaink
xal-u
xan-
xand-
xanz-
vxanz-al-u
xar
xa^-u
xar-a-
eat
m. food
ne xaibi ne ma^u xalna they do not eat food or
bread (AK)
m. food
loan from Vlax dialects 
be eatable
f. well (AR)
cf. Ljung. xaiing Wolff item 1022 
bald
u xalu the bald one (hero in folk­
tales from Ok. and sources)
(i) dig (GS) (ii) - xrand- q.v. (ZG) 
variant of /xrand-/ q.v.
to itch (tr.)
mu dumu xanzlla man mas my back itches me
temperamental (AR)
f. large hole
cf. xev (small hole)
Sheila IIs andl ekhl xariatl
they thrown him into a hole(AK)
short (of people), low (buildings etc.) (AR)
Pasp. kharna
(i) scratch (ii) itch (tr.)=xanz-
tu xaralsa tut you scratch yourself (LZ)
mu chang xa^alla man my foot itches me (hZ)
xas-
xer
xer-ni
xerbuz-u
xeT
xev-iar-
xo-i
xoi-iz-i-
xoi-iz-iar-
XOllg
55xong-al-u
xong-al-I
xorax
xorax-an-u
xorax-an-Is 
xorax-an-ipi
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cough (vb)
donkey *
fern, donkey
water-melon
cf. P. karpuz Rum. harbuz
f. small hole 
cf. xar 
make holes in
anger
i gazlskl xoi but inklstu the Gentile's anger came out
a lot (i.e.he was very angry)
<T Gk. 
get angry
<Glc. also /xoi-az-i-/
make angry
✓"*
ov xoiziarlla man he makes me angry
f. candle-wax 
Golocci 'incense' 
smelly
pi.adj. noun
money (slang) i.e. smelly things (GS)
adj. and noun 
Turk, Turkish
in Turkish language, in the Turkish fashion 
m. Turkey
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xor-us
xox-a
xox-a-
xox-a-ibi
xran-d-
xul
xul-a
xuxu^
dance (noun) (AK)
from Ok, and not Bulg, (which would give forms
5E K \xora pi, xoris)
f, lie, fantastic tale 
tell a lie, deceive 
m. lying
comb, brush, rake
me xrande^Ta ml bala I brush/comb my hair with
cetkasa, kangliasa a brush, with a comb (AR)
m@-xranden i reza they will rake the vineyard
m, excrement
f, upper throat 
C a ram, 'pharynx1
m, mushroom
probably originally a diminutive of sxux.
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s
zab- sing
stress on stem as it was originally a passive 
cf. Pasp* giliabovav from which /zab-/ derives by 
palatalization
/zab-/ is historically cognate with /zin/ 'song'
(earlier form sgili)
zar f. hair (of body)
cf. bal
zar-al-u hairy
^dra- tremble
originally a verb taking -a- for non-x>erfeet affix 
cf. Russian Rom. izdr-
zen f. saddle
zes day (as opposed to night, and 24 hours)
samo dui zes terdim otka I only stayed there two days
S ' ,
u zes kerlna, i rat perlla in the day they work (at the
bridge), in the night it 
falls down.
has variants /zis/ in /av-zis/ 'today* and /ziviz/ q..v.
zif m. wheat
zin f. song
also /zni/ which is an earlier form (with palatalization 
and nasalization of even earlier ^gili)
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zivis-e
zivis-i-
ziz
ziz
zor
zor-al-u
zor-al-Is
variant of /zes/ 'day1 in the following two words only; 
it is the earlier f o m  (of, the forms dives etc in other 
dialects)
in the day-time 
become day, davm
f. town 
<Pers. diz
f, gum (of mouth)
GS had dziz
probably from Vlax dialects cf. Rum. dzindzie.*the Rom. 
word (lost in Kot.) is Kthar
f. strength 
strong
u manus si zoralu 
u mayu si zoralu 
advb. hard
V"
caldim 11s zoralls
the man is strong 
the bread is hard
I hit him hard
zra-
zumi
see /zdra/ 
soup
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v
za- go
loan from other dials* cf, /z@nkl/
zamtr-u aunt*s husband, elder sister1 s husband 
R,B. for younger sister*s husband and son-in-law 
/gluves/ (< T,guvey) is used
zan- know
na zanlaaiklti mas®k
kerdl buti 
na zanlaa t$ zabaa
I do not know how many 
months they worked 
I do not know how to sing
V
zang-a-
zang-a-d-u
zang-a-d-i-
wake up (tr,) 
woken up 
wake up (intr,)
\yzen-u person
zeb-a
V/
zi
f, pocket
cf, cep (Turk.)
zeba may be a back formation
(zebati), Pasp, has d.iebba
prep, to, towards, until 
zi Sofiatl
u-
zi klnos
zi rat
^ , 
zi ratr
zi rati
zi Ustl
from the oblique /zebiatl/
z^i t@
zi na-palal 
zi akana 
conj. until (AR)
to Sofia
to the cinema (article 
omitted as Bulg, za kino) 
until the evening 
until the evening 
until nightfall (GS) 
to him
forwards (12) 
up to now
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zi kai
V
zi
zi zall plskl i boruqp. until the young wife goes
home
until (conj.) (GS)
V" 4 ^
zi kax aratil
(in oaths)
.zi mankl ml dai t^,..
zi mankl tu.,. 
GS had dzin
until it beoomes night
may my mother be forfeit 
to me if.... (AIC) 
may you be forfeit to me.,.(AK
L** j/*
dzin mankl ml k@zania (glossed as) I swear on the head of
my children
AIC explained the phrase as ’may my mother die*, ’may you 
die’ etc,
there may be some connection with T, cin 'demon*
3?V.
Z 1 V -
ziv-d-u
to live
replaced by /ziviz-/ from B. zivia 
alive (past part, of ^ziv-)
V'
zor
\s
zor-ni
mule
mule (f,)
zov m. barley
zukel dog
has variant /zukl-/ before -Is- and -ni 
s me izpallaa i zuklls I drive away the dog
zukl-ni bitch (GSp,c,)
zuvel woman
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zuv
zuv-al-u
zuval-i-
z@nkl-
z@nk-ibi
f* louse 
lousy
become lousy (AK)
to go
probably originally za + inkl 'go1 + 'go out* 
has the variant /genkl-/ before -d- (perfect 
affix), giving perfect tense 
genklim, genklian, xgenklu, genkli 
genlcliam, genklian, ^genkli
the starred forms are however replaced by the loan 
forms /gelu/ and /gell/ resp* (being the perfect 
of /za-/ in other dialects
going (LIA)
AH had /genklibi/, formed from the past part.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OP AFFIXES
V ---------k m  CLITICS'
affix number Page
a- redundant 52 45
-a- non-perfect 24 36
-a- causative 48 48,54
-a(-) fem.sing.acc. 5 21
-a masc.pl,nom., comm.p.n. 5 21
-a masc.sing*voc. 8 22
-a masc.sing.nom. 18 25
-a 1st pers. sing. 28 57
-a forms advbs and preps 57 52
-a (loan) nom. 66
-a (loan) adj.plur. 66
-a present 19 34
-ab(-) 49
-aiti dim. 49 55
-al- causative 48 54
-al- forms adjs 36(a) 45,51
-al forms advbs and preps 37 45,52
-alen 20 f.n.
-aler masc.pl.voc, 1 20
-amlu (loan) past part. 66 f.n.
-an- perfect 21 34
-an- forms adjs 36(b) 51
-ar forms prep. 37 52
-as masc.sing.acc. 12 24
''"-as imperfect 20 34
-as(-) 1st pers. plur. 25 36
(loan) verbs 64-az-
1. underlining marks the main member of a group only; variants and 
affixes with no variants are not underlined.
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affix number
bi- negative 35
<-d- forms verbs 38
-d- forms adjectives 39
-d- perfect 21
-da
do- completely 33
-e- non-perfect 24
-e masc.sing.voc. 8
-e fem* sing. nom. 2
-e fem. sing. voc. 9
forms advbs and preps 40
-e (loan) nom.
-edes (loan) pi.
-eduia (loan) pi.
-eduin(-) (loan) pi.obi.
1 (D 1 adjective 36(a)
-es (loan) nom.
-g- forms ordinals 47
<-±- forms verbs 41
■Ci- non-perfect tenses 24
-± fem.sing.nom. 2
3rd sing.fem. 22
-i 3rd sing.masc. 30
-i forms adverbs 40
-i (loan) nom.
■ia fem. sing. acc. and obi. 5
-ia fem. pi. nom* 6
-ia
—ral forms advb. 37
-ialen fem.pl.voc.
-ialer fem.pi.voc. 7
-jam 1st plur* 25
-ian 2nd sing. 26
-ian 2nd plur. 27
-iar- forms verbs 42
■Page,
50
45
45.52
34 
57 
43 
36 
22 
20 
23
46.52 
62 
66
66 f.n. 
66
51 
66 
54
46
36 
20
35 
38 
53
62,65 
21 
22
62 f.n.
52
22 f.n. 
22
36
37
37
46
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affix number page
-ias 3rd sing. fem. 22 35
-ias 3rd sing.masc. 30 38
-Ibi forms nonns 43 47,53
-ibn- forms nouns 53 f.n.
, V  
- 1 0 - diminutive 49 55
-ides (loan) pi. 66
-iduin(-) (loan) pi.obi. 66
- n e fem. sing. voc. 9 ro
-ika dim. (see lexicon under /trima/)
-ikl- dim. 49 48,55
-im 1st sing. 28 37
-imi (loan) past.part. 66
-irnn- forms nouns 43 53
-in- (loan) verb 64
-in fem.plur.aco. 10 23
-indus forms advbs 44 47
-ine dim. (see lexicon unde r /1 rima/)
-ink- dim. 49 55
-inz- (loan) verb 64
-ipi forms nouns 43 53
-ipn- forms nouns 43 53
-is (loan) nom. 62
- 1 Z - (loan) verbs 64
- 1 Z - added to verbs 50 48
-I- non-perfect 24 36
-I fem.sing.nom. 2 20
-I fem. sing, obi. 5 21
-I (loan) 2nd pl.imperat. 66
-I adverbs 40 53
-I masc.pi.nom., comm.pi.nom. 3 21
-I masc,sing.obi., masc.pi.obi. 4 21
-I 3rd plur. 23 36
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s
-Iia
affix number page
masc. sing. voc. 8 22
-Ikan- adj. 36(b) 51
-11- perfect 21 34
-In- adj. 39 52
-In- perfect 21 34
-In comm. pi. nom. 3 21
-In masc.pl.acc., comm.pl.acc. 11 23
-In 2nd plur. 27 37
-iSlr) masc.sing.acc., comm.s.acc. 12 24
-Is forms adverbs 45 47,54
-Is (loan) pi. 66
-1st perfect 21 34
-k» dim. 49 55
i54CD
X
I causative 51 48
-kl dative 13 24
-ku genitive 14 24
- 1 - foxms adjs 36(a) 51
-1- 3rd sing. fem. 22 35
-1- 3rd sing.masc. 30 38
-1- perfect 21 34
- 1 - forms adjs 39 52
-lara forms advb 37 52
-li 3rd sing.fem. 22 35
-11 3rd pi. 23 36
-lu 3rd sing.masc. 30 38
ma negative 35 50,57
-mus (loan) nouns 53 f.n
m^- future 29 37
-n- perfect 21 34
-n- adj. 39 52
-n- adj. 36(a) 51
-n- forms nouns 46 47
-n- 2nd plur. 27 37
-n- 3rd pi. 23 36
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affix number Page
-21 comm.sing.acc. 12 24
-n comm.pi.nom. 3 20
-21 comm.pi.acc. 11 23
na negative 35 44,50,57
na- (1oan) re dundant 34 44
nai- see lexicon
-ni fem. 53 48
-ni tree names 52 48
-nl adverbs 40 53
nl- neg. 35 50
-0 masc. sing, voc. 8 23
-o (loan) fem.sing.voc. 9 23
-cma dim. (see lexicon under /trfma/)
po- see lexicon
~rla forms advbs 37 52
-ru gen. 14 24
-ru gen. 14 24
‘ -s- 2nd sing. 26 37
-sa instrumental 15 25
-t- forms ordinals 47 47
-t comm.sing.acc. 12 24
-ta emphatic 58
-tar emphatic 58
-tar ablative 16 25
- n locative 17 25
-tu redundant 58
-u fem. sing. nom. 2 20
-u comm. pi. nom. 3 21
-u masc,sing,nom.,comm,s.nom. 18 25
-u 3rd sing.masc. 30 38
-u (loan) adj. 64
-ui (loan) pi. 66
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affix number page
-uin- (loan) pi.obi. 66
-un- forms adjs 56(a) 51
-unl maso. sing. obi., oomm.pl. obi. 4 21
-uni fem. sing. obi. 5 22
-U£*- dim. 54 48
-us comm.sing.aoc. 12 24
-us (loan) nom. 62,65
-utn- adj. 56(a) 51
-V masc. sing. nom. 18 25
-val- adj. 56(a) 51
fem. sing. obi. 5 22
comm. pi. nom. 5 21
mm{3i masc.sing.obi., comm.pl.obi. 4 21
4 fem,sing.nom. 2 20
-ft comm.pi.nom* 5 21
4 masc. sing, obi., comm. pi. obi. 4 21
4 fem. sing. obi. 5 22
-i4 masc.sing. nom., comm.s.nom. 18 25
“4 present 19 54
-4 perfect 21 55
-5i 2nd sing. 26 57
4 sub j. 51 58
-4 adj. 59 52
4 forms adverbs 45 54
-Vnd 49
Page...
av-
«de
ever-
-ka
ka-
kud-
kuk-
k@k-
SOME NON-PRODUCTIVE ELEMENTS OF DEMONSTRATIVES
AND ADVERBS
this av-zis
a-kana
ai-rat
to-day
now (i.e. this moment) 
to-night
other
kl-de
ever-rat 
oar-sende
of.aver
thus
night before last 
day before yesterday
other
place k@t-ka
ka-i
k@-tar
here (i.e. this place)
where
whence
some
yonder
ka-iekh 
kud-a
some-one
yonder (a,dj. and pron.)
that kuk-a
kut-lca
kui-ta,r
that (adj. and pron.) 
there
from there
this k@k-a
k@t-ka
kl-de
kl-salu
kl-savu
this (adj. and pron.) 
here (i.e. this place) 
thus, in this way 
such a 
such a
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v
-lchae
ot-
-salu
-savu
thing
-lchanz- person
yonder
nl-khacT
nl-khanz-uijru
tusk- then
ot-ka
o-tar
kl-salu
kl-savu
ut tusk-arla
nothing
(arch.) no-one
yonder (adv.) 
from yonder
such a 
such a
since then1/
vare- some vare-so something
1. /ut/ (redundant), from Bulg. ot
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Article
Adverb
MEMBERS OP CLOSED WORD CLASSES
u the
andrl inside
avrl outside
dur at a distance
k@i wh e r e, whi t he r
k@tlca here
kutka there
kuitar from there
kudutak from there
k@tar from here, from where
nlkai nowhere
nlkarik nowhere
ordal from that side (cf.
otar from yonder
mamui opposite
uprl over, above
airat tonight
a rati tonight
as la never (Turk.)
akana now
angll ago
avzis today
av^nlara tomorrow
erken early (T.)
everrat night before last
xze yesterday
kana when
kuitak then (next)
ovarsxntl day before yesterday
napalal afterwards
pall, pale again
panda still
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papall again
popall again
rati yesterday
sigu soon (Bulg.)
sa always
tuska then (at that til
tasia tomorrow
vekl already (Bulg. v<
but very, much
frima little
ma, na not
PO more (Bulg.)
en more (Turk.)
nai most (B.)
avriai by heart
ama but (B.)
calc only (B.)
klde in this way
Icuda in that way
keitllca the amount that
klketi so much
klti how much
suslcl why
sar how
xepden too (Bulg. dial)
. V
X1C not at all (B.)
v
Adverbs can also be formed from all adjectives by adding the affix -Is 
* ^uman-Is in Gypsy fashion < punan-u 'Gypsy1 (adj.)
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Cardinal
Conjunction
V ' 1
ekh vars ■§•
(ekh 1)
dui 2
trin 3
star 4
V
panz 9
sov 6
efta 7 (Gk.)
oxto 8 (Gk.)
enia 9 (Glc.)
des 10
des u ekh 11
etc.1/
bis 20
bis u ekh 21
etc.
trianda 30
saranda 40
/
peinda 50
(the Turkish or Bulgarian numbers are used 
for 60-99) 
s@l 100
N.B. The Ordinal numbers are also a closed class
formed from the cardinals by affix no. 46.
ci that (followed by indicative)
< B. ce
lcana (-tu) when
kai because, where
sar how
suskl(-tu) because
tl and
t@ in order to (followed by sub­
junctive)
1. except for /dekapende/ 15
Indef.Adj,
Interr*Adj*
Poss.Pron.
pu 
amlnru 
tumlnru 
llnku
Preposition agor
andar
anglal
astar
andu
bi
each 
such a 
such a 
such a 
no
all (whole) 
all (every)
whose ? 
which ? 
which ?
my
your (sing.)
his
her
ones own 
our
your (pi.) 
their
at the edge of 
from
in front of, before
on account of (plus dative)
in
without (plus genitive)
Page.,
u and (in numerals only)
ut-sar since
and compound conjunctions
lcata 
klsalu 
kXkesavu 
klsov 
nlsu 
sastu 
sovj?u
kaskl 
kon 
savo
mu, rnan^ u 
tu, tutju 
lXsku 
laku 
l/
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1. only recorded in oblique
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Pronoun
karik
ko, kai
k@tar
mamui
maskar
ut-sar
pas(e)
pe
pu
pa la
sar
sonra
tela
turie
upra, up re
V
zi
me
tu
ov
oi
pis
amln
tumln
on
kon
su
ake-kon 
aver 
chipas 
ekh
towards
at, to
from
opposite
among
since
up to, next to 
to
at the rate of (Bulg.po)
after
like
after (GS) (T.) 
under, from under 
around 
above
up to, until, towards 
I
you (s.)
he
she
oneself (acc.) 
we
you (pi.) 
they
who ? 
what ? 
someone
another person
something
someone
kai
ka-iekh
nlkac
nlkon
nllchanzu;
vare-so
who, what (relative)
someone
nothing
no-one
no-one (archaic, G-S) 
something
LOAN WORDS BELONGING TO CLOSED SEMANTIC
CLASSES
Monday ponedelnikus (B.)
Tuesday vtornikus ($♦)
S '
Saturday s^bota (B,)
autumn osen (B.)
noon pladnia (B.)
blue siiu (B.sinio)
green zelenu (B.)
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PHONOLOGICAL RULES
The following rules applied in order convert the symbols used so far 
into a broad phonetic transcription.
A. Specific rules (applying only to the words or classes mentioned)
1. n
/
n
s
n n
V r I 1 a ^  V\ r 1
1 . s I\ 1 s
2. nla
a
-*nna
in verbs only
t /sunlna/> (sunna) 'they hear1 
/marina/y (marna) 'they hit1 
/khelIsa/>(khelsa)fyou dance1’*'/
in verbs only^
: sunla > (sunna) 'he hears1
5. nil / -*nln/ iii verbs only
v v - ,5/15 /sunll// sunln^' 'he hears'
(subj.)
this change is by analogy with 
that in rule 2.
4. dd
s
V
s
d
s
V
S
k d k
k h k h
u e
in perfect verb only 
/phanddim/ y phandim 'I bound1
/besdu/ y (bestu) 'he sat'
t
/dlkhdl/ y dllchll 'they saw'
1. This change probably took place at a time when this -I- was not stressed
2. Cf. av@nla.ra 'tomorrow' which does not change
5. forms not enclosed in round brackets will undergo further change
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k
s
t
k
s
t
?
in forms of /tu/ 'you1 only 
: /tutkl/ > tukl 'to you1
/tut^u/ y turu your
an^u opi
u^u o^u
Inru
khi
aru
■S? tshi
in possessive pronouns only 
/manj*u/ > (mopu) 'my*
tu^u V (to^u) 'your1
/amlnru/ > (amaru) 'our*
/tumlnru/ )> (tumaru) 'your* (pi.)
in the following two words only 
/makhi/ > (matshi) 'fly'
/khil/ ^ (tshil) 'butter'
V
khi
asls
onls
Pi
as
in the passive of /alakh-/ only 
s /alakhilu/>(alapilu) 'it was found'
in oblique forms of /cipas/ only 
: /cipaslskl/ oipaskl 'to something*
in oblique forms of /kon/ 'who' only 
t /konlskl/ 5 kaskl 'to whom'
but s /makhibi/ 'painting' does not show this change. 
N.B. (tsh) only occurs in the two words given.
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(->)
✓ .ei in medio-passives only1/
s/aradilu/A) aradeilu 'it became
rotten*
/bariaa/ (>) bareiaa 'I become big1
11. @kal C-*) @1
ulcul (^) ul
udul ul
in demonstratives only 
s k@kala (>) (k@la) 'these1
B. General rules (applying throughout the language)
12* Vibi \£bi • /xaibi/ )> (xabi) 'food'
15. la
e I 1 e
/
a n —-7* a
s
: /mangIaa/> mangaa 'I want'
/dIkhIas^/> dlkhas^ 'we see' (subj.)
: /leisa/ ^ (lesa) 'you take*
15. aaa
/ / aar
aa
a/
: xaaas 
xa£ia
> (tfaas) 'I used to eat1
)> (xaa) (» (xa) *1 eat*
1. the forms in -ei- are probably older
l6§ a m  *■») a 
aiLia a
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: /daiia/ )> (da) 'mother' (aco.)
/phabaia > (phaba) 'apples'
restriction
/daila/ 'mothers' (plural) does not 
change
17.
vc
ch
f
v
C
v
ch
f
3
X
v
Z
s
1
n
t /ba^Issa/ > ba^@ssa 'with a stone'
18. r 
?
V/
Z wZ
/afl/ > (ar@) ' eggs
19* m m
^  p v
t t
/ml/ > (m@) 'my' (obi.s., pi.)
22.
?ia
er 1 a
s
n
e C 0
x5>
@r a
orsJ
>
23. ia.
24. g
v0
v-
S ia
x
v
z
a
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i /sovjia/ (sov^ ?@) •all*
(obi. f. sing.)
! kerla > (k@rla) 'he does*
: /khere/ > (kh^r@) 
ker@s ^ (k®r@s) 
m o ^  y
t /tasia/ (tase) 
mudardias£>) (mudares)
'at home*
•you do*
'my' (obi.,pi.)
'tomorrow'
(he killed'
s /losiasa/ } (losasa) 'with joy'
/iagiatl/^ iagatl 'fire* (loc.)
25. ldi
, V/
26. sti
27. d
k
1
n
t
v
i
v
 ^ SCI
z
z
ts
ts
: /basaldim/> (basaim) 'I played' 
t /besti/ > (besci) 'she sat'
s/phendias/ > (phenzias) 'he spoke* 
/bangi/ > (banzi) 'crooked' (f.)
/loki/ • > (lotsi)^ 'light* (f.) 
/peli/ > (pei) 'she fell'
/lemia/ > (leia)^ 'rivers' 
/sastipi/ > (sastsipi) 'health' 
/phuviatl/ > phuiatl 'on the ground'
1. this conforms with the use of /ts/ in loan words; the symbol generally 
used by writers on Romany is /c/
2. ** represents nasalization; this is strong in Kotel but less so in
other communities of Kot. Gypsies
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This rule (palatalization) is one of 
distinctive features of ICotel and 
neighbouring dialects. It has. also 
been used as a writing device to cover 
the sound (ts) which only occurs, in 
native words, before (i).
restrictions
(i) this rule is only applied once to a 
cluster of consonants 
: /rakli/ 'girl' > (raki), and the 
-k- is not modified
(ii) -kn- is not modified
: tsikni * small1 (f.)
puknxzlla 'it bursts' 
do not modify
28. I
29. a 1 a a 1
0 vi n r 0 i n
u s u s
a
£
30. vur 
Yur u;j?
s rovila ^ (roila) 
chavis > (chais)
'he weeps* 
'boy* (acc.)
s /chovu^u/)> (chov^u) 'boy* (dim.)
butsiuri ^ (butsu^i) 'work* (dim.)
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31. ai c—9) ei in passive verbs only
s silaim ()^  sileim !I became cold1
32. aTi ©i s dasikai > dasikai 'Bulgarian*
ai -9 @i (fern.adj.)
ai > @i 'she went'
33- VzV VzV • rivxzila (rivxzila) 'he shouts'
i.e. -xz- always has stress 
/kapitanilstl/ y kapitanilstl
nz
34* ns -^nts s linsa y (lintsa) 'with them'
(W)ndz s nanzila (Vl (nandzila) 'he undresses
35. xe e 8 butsieti > butseti 'to work* (loc.)
lb b (and its free variant)
butsiiati > butsxati
k$z@iin > k$z@in 'children* (acc. )
restriction
pii- 'drink' does not change*^ 
s pixla 'he drinks'
1. this rule and the second part of rule 30 remove the -i- which has 
been used to preserve the palatalized sound of some consonants
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56. b
d
S
v
v
Z
P
t
k
£
V*
C
8 /iag/ ^ (iak) 'fire1
of* (iaga) 'fires'
v\
N.B. fz/ y (cf) , the voiceless
correlative of / d z/ from which
f V,
Kot. /z/ developed
of. Sofia /dzukel/ (Kot. /zukel/
'dog')
57. ch
kh
s /ach/ (ac) 'be' (imp.)
cf. (a£h@la) 'he becomes*
N.B. /th/ and /ph/ have not been
recorded in final position.
38. s
vs
t / s
s
s /kast/ y (leas) 'tree, wood'
cf. (kasta) 'trees'
39. sc
40. 
nle
a
i
u
raklissa ^ (raklxsa) 'with the boy*
8 manki )> (mangi) 'to me*
41.
n
ti
tar n
di
dar
manti ^ (mandi) 'me* (loc.)
42. ea ia dea
.leasa
)> dia 
y liasa
'I give' 
'we give
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45. azi asi s losazim (>) losasim 'I was happy*
44* ViV ^  YjY s piias > (pijas) *he drank*
7^ iV ^  t iak )> (jalc) 'fire*
45. rz — ^ r s pherzila ^ pherila 'it fills'(intr.
Specimen text in phonetic
phonetic
sjas na sjas ek puranu djadus
ko djadus si lie ek babicka
kai nan@i lin k@zajsja
on si lin ek dudum andi kumina
ti kai z£na pislti i rat
i baba lam@£la t$ lchaj@r@l
i baba z@rt, u papa z@rt
ti pherila u dudum
kai pherila u dudum 
/•
puktiizila u dudum
kai puknizila u dudum
prazizila
pherila u kher k@zajsja
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transcription^
phonological
sias na sias ekh puranu dladus
/  /  V
ko dladus si IIs ekh babicka
kai nan@i lin k@zanisia
on si lin ekh dudum andi kumina
v ^
ti kai zalna plskl i rat 
i baba lamalla t@ khaniarll 
i baba z@rt, u papa z@rt 
ti pherdilla u dudum 
kai pherdilla u dudum 
puknizila u dudum 
kai puknizila u dudum 
prazniilla
pherdilla u kher k@zanlsia
translation
there was,there was not,an old grandfather 
the grandfather has an old wife 
Because they have no children 
they have a gourd in the hearth 
and when they go home at night 
the grandmother begins to defecate 
The old woman defecated, the old 
man defecated 
and the gourd is filled 
When the gourd is filled 
the gourd bursts 
When the gourd bursts 
the house is filled with children
notes
dladus grandfather (Bui.)
/■ \/ J s
babicka grandmother (B.) 
kumina hearth (B.) 
z@rt defecated (Turk.)
puknizila bursts (B.) 
praznizlla empties (B.) 
baba grandmother (B.)
1. transcribed from a tape recording made by B.P. in Kotel, August 1967. 
The subject matter is a combination of two common motifs - the birth 
from a gourd (see Paspati p.6l6, JRLS 3 x 78) and the houses of wax 
and salt (Paspati 6l6, ICretschmer Neugrieohische Maerohen no. 18)
phonetic
ti i baba kai dikhjas 
/
ti u djadus akana
aj, su m@-keras
valc^rla
kikitsi k@zajn
lela u suval p@ astxndi
kukulis pat kukulis pat
u soru kukulis pat
u jakha kukulis pat
u chang’a kukulis
u jakha u pi^@
u sovjr© muli
otkakis
mudaras u sova^n 
translation
and the grandmother when she looked 
and the grandfather now.
"Oh, what will we do" 
he says,
"with so many children ?"
He takes the broom in his hands 
That one plonk, that one plonk 
the head, that one, plonk, 
the eyes, that one plonk, 
the legs, that one, 
the eyes, the feet, 
all died, 
yonder one, 
he killed all.
phonological 
ti i baba kai dlkhdias 
ti u dladus akana 
ai, su m@-kerlas
s
vakerlla
klklti k@zanin
lella u suval p® astlntl
kukulis pat kukulis pat
u soru kukulis pat
u iakha kukulis pat
V*
u changa kukulis 
u iakha u pi^a 
u sov^I mull 
otkakis
mudardias u sovrln
note 
pat onomatop
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phonetic 
kide ama
kai mudaras u sov^@n 
u jek svarizila t@
s
garail pis tela i odar^sti
v  y
ti usila
y*
vak@rla 
kilcesai k@tka 
na¥i mudarin 
a nikaci 
valour la of
, y''
u djadus kide ama 
pala rimonisti 
kana dikhila pal i dares 
ek tsiku^i ^haju^i-da
translation
however
when he killed them all 
one manages to 
hide himself under the bed 
and he gets up.
He says,
"such ones here, 
you cannot kill," 
he says
"Ah nothing (never mind)".
The grandfather however 
after a little while 
when he looks behind the door 
(he sees) a little girl too.
phonological 
kide ama
kai mudardias u sovyln 
u iekh svarizila t^
y
garail pis tela i odarlstl 
ti usila
y
vakerlla
klkesavl k@tka
na&i mudarin
a nikaci 
/
vakerlla ov 
u dladus kide ama 
pala rimonfstl 
kana dllchlla pala i dares 
ekh tiku^i chaiu^i-da
notes
svarizila succeeds (h.)
odar bed (T.)
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oj z@nkila 
phral ti phen 
ah, "but lach@s 
vak@rla
kide ama u djadus vaks>rla 
me na kham oha
s'
vak@rla 
i baba Valeria 
me manga cha 
u djadus vak@rla
/ V/
na khamila cha
Vz z*
ti usila u djadus
Z" z /
inkila z^nlcila kai pu kher
phonological
i'
oi z®nlcllla 
phral ti phen 
ah, but lachls
s
vakerlla
kide ama u dladus vakerlla
v
me na kham chaia
s
vakerlla
z Z'
i baba vakerlla
/ sz
me manglaa chaia 
u dladus vakerlla
^ \Z
na khamila chaia
z- r
ti usila u dladus
inkllla z@nkllla kai pu kher
translation notes
she comes, kham I like (loan from other
brother and sister, dials)
"Ah, very nice",
(the grandmother) says 
but the grandfather says.
"I do not want a girl, 
he says.
The grandmother says,
"I want a girl."
The grandfather says 
he does not want a girl 
and the grandfather goes out.
He gets up and goes to his own house.
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•phone tip
k^rla pi ski andu kher 
kana aila piski andu kher 
pale benzias i kaxnu^i 
ek aru
V V *
u chovyu pas listi 
i chai^i pas i babati 
pala nan@i lin Ion 
ti vak@ifc,i baba
k&z®m
V \s
usi t@ z®nki t^ manga 
/
vak^rla
kai tu papus 
x
vak^rla
/
frima Ion
t@ lonziaras aming® ayu 
t@ xas
phonological 
kerlla piskl andu kher 
kana avlla piski andu kher 
pale bendias i kaxnuaji 
ekh aru
V'
u chovuaju pas listi 
i ohaiuyi pas i baba^ fcl 
pala nan®i lin Ion 
ti vakerlla i baba 
lc@z@m
usi t@ z@nkl t^ manga
X
vakerlla
kai tu papus 
x
vakerlla
frima Ion 
t@ londiarlas amlnkl aju 
t@ xalas
translation note
he settles himself in the house ks>z@m my child (Turk.)
When he goes back to the house
the hen layed again
an egg.
The little boy is with him, 
the little girl is with the old woman 
but they have no salt 
and the grandmother says.
"My child,
get up and go and ask," 
she says,
"your father 
for a little salt 
so we can salt our egg 
so we can eat.
phonetic
/
vak@rla
ti bokhajam-tar
V ^ /
lach@s, vak^rla, babo
usila i chaj^i
'zsbikila kai pu papus
papo, vak@rla 
/■ s
mi baba vak^rla
t^ des frima ion
'ci trabuizila la laki
u papus valc^rla
t$ desa t$ baba
m^-dia tu Ion
phonological
vakerlla
tX bokhaliam-tar 
lachls, vakerlla, babo 
usila i chaiuyi
V* ^
z@nkllla kai pu papus 
papo, valce r I la
f' s'
mi baba vakerlla 
t@ dels frima Ion 
c^i trabufzlla la laki 
u papus vakerlla 
t@ delsa ti baba 
m@-dela tut Ion
translation 
she says,
"for we have got hungry."
"All light", she says, "grandma". 
The girl goes out, 
she goes to her grandfather. 
"Grandpa", she says,
"My grandma says
you should give (me) a little salt 
for she needs it."
The grandfather says.
"If you give me your grandmother 
I will give you salt.
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phonetic
pala t$ na d^sa t@ baba 
me na dia Ion 
i citairi-da xojasei-tar
V ~ s
z@nkila kai pi baba 
su si ca k@z@m
r
valc@rla
s
eh, su t@ vakera baba 
mangim lisa Ion 
pale valcerja 
t@ desa t$ baba 
m@-dia tu Ion 
pala t@ na desa t<3 baba 
me na dia tu Ion
translation
but if you do not give (me)
your grandmother 
X do not give you any salt"
The girl became angry 
she goes to her grandmother 
"What is it then my child ?"
"Oh, what shall 1 say, grandma?
I asked him for salt 
but he said,
'if you give me your grandmother 
I will give you salt
but if you do not give me your grandmother 
I do not give you any salt'"
phonological
^ y
pala t@ na delsa ti baba
me na del&a Ion
i chaiu^i-da xoiaseili-tar
z@nkllla kai pi baba
su si ca k@z@m
vakerlla
eh, su t@ valcerla baba 
s
mangdim llssa Ion
pale vakerdias
t$ delsa ti b^ba
m@dela tut Ion
/ / 
pala t^ 2 na delsa ti baba
me na delaa tut Ion 
note
ca interjection (Bui.)
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phonetic
/  /  
irrzila ti dela lis arman
y
danu, vak@rla, k@z@m
/  /  \y
lisku kher lonistar t^ ach@l 
pale amaru
y
vak^rla
y
momistar
lea w  del ek baru brisint
ka t@ gal IIsleu kher
kide ama u del vednaga 
v
sunzias la 
yti lamala ek baru brisint
djas djas djas brisint 
y
i dadisku kher gajas 
lingu achilu-tar
V  s ^
sv^rsizei i prik^zka
phonological
irizlla ti della lis arman
y
danu, vakerlla, k$z@m 
lisku Icher lonistar t^ achll 
pale amlnru
y
vake rlla
y
momistar
ka t^ dell ekh baru brisind
y
ka t^ gall llslcu kher 
kide ama u del vednaga 
sundias la
ti lamalla ekh baru brisind 
dinias dinias dinias brisind
y
i dadisku kher galdias 
y \y
llnku achilu-tar
\y y 1 /
sv@rsiz£CLi i prilc@zka
translation
she returns and gives him a curse.
"My child", she says, "may
his house become salt
but ours
wax,
let a big rain come,
let it take away his house."
And God immediately 
heard her,
and a big rain begins, 
it rained, rained and rained, 
it took away the father's house, 
theirs remained.
The tale has finished.
notes
arman curse (Turk.)
danu may (Bulg.)
vednaga immediately (B.) 
sv@rsfzeili finished (B.)
y
prik^zka tale (B.)
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Colocci (Col. )
Gilliat-Smith (GS)
Kostov K. (iCost.)
ICr@steff
Ljungberg (L jung.)
Paspati ('Pas£.)
Sampson (Samp.)
Wolff
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Reviews of
(i) A Gypsy Grammar by R. G. Bhatia
(ii) 'The Morphological Structure of a New Indo-Aryan
Language of Czechoslovakia,' by V, Miltner 
JGLS
Three Gypsy Tales from the Balkans
c o l l e c t e d  b y  d .  k e n r i c k  
T h e s e  tales were collected in Bulgaria during 1965 and 1966.
1. The Song of the Bridge
Twelve brothers were making a bridge. They built the bridge but 
they could not complete building it. It always fell down again. I don’t 
know how many months these brothers worked.
All the brothers were married and the wife of the youngest brother 
was the most beautiful. One day all the brothers went to work again 
and the oldest said to his brothers.
‘We will build the bridge when we take the shadow of a woman. 
Whoever’s wife comes first to bring her husband’s food, we will take 
her shadow.’
When it was noon all the brothers looked toward the road.
Whose wife would come first ?
All of them prayed to God from their souls.
‘Don’t let my wife come first*.
Then the youngest brother’s wife comes. On her head she carries the 
bundle with the food, in her arms she carries her child. When the 
youngest brother secs his wife, his heart begins to tremble and the tears 
begin to pour from his eyes, and he begins to pray to God from his soul.
‘Why does a wind not blow so that she drops the bundle from her 
head and goes home again?’
The young wife comes up to the brothers and sees her husband cry­
ing. She asks her husband.
‘Why are you crying?’
He says to her.
'How can I not cry when my fate is such ?’
The young wife understood everything and said to her husband.
‘Don’t cry for me but cry for your small child, for he will be mother­
less.’
The eldest brother saw the young wife and said to her.
‘Oh young sister-in-law. Take this stone and lift it.’ So she went to lift 
the stone and the eldest brother took her shadow so that the young wife 
went home and died.
Then the brothers built the bridge and it did not fall again.
\  Related by Ajvaz Raimov, a M usician from Razgrad.
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T his tale is com m on in the Balkans. G ypsy versions are recorded 
in J G L S  (3) iv p. 103-114, xli p. 124-133, Paspati p. 620-3, 
Gjorgjevic Mitteilungen zur Zigeunerkunde ii p. 121-3.
T he incident o f taking the shadow does not (to the best o f my 
knowledge) occur in other versions. T h e w ife lifting the stone 
seem s to be confusion with the brothers picking up stones, in the 
standard versions, to kill or bury the victim .
2. W hy man lives fo r  eighty years?
When man was first created, his span of life was only twenty years. 
He complained about this and the donkey heard him and gave him 
twenty years of its life. Man continued to complain and this time the 
dog heard him and gave him twenty years of its life. Man was still not 
satisfied and this time his complaints were heard by the monkey who gave 
him twenty years of its life. At last man was satisfied.
Since that time man lives the first twenty years of his life as a man, 
the next twenty like a donkey, the next twenty like a dog, and the last 
twenty as a monkey.
A s told by D im iter Golemanov.
A  similar tale is in Ramsay and M cCullough, Tales from  Turkey , 
p. 271-3,
3. W hy the Jews and the Gypsies are enemies
In the time of the Gypsy king Pharaoh, the Jewish leader Moses 
came to the king and said that he and his people should worship the 
Jewish god, Pharaoh said tha before they would consider being con­
verted, Moses should show by a miracle that his religion was the true 
one and a meeting was arranged for the following day. Meanwhile 
Pharaoh's engineers set to work and built an installation on the Nile.
When Moses came on the following day Pharaoh asked him to make 
the waters of the Nile flow in the opposite direction. Moses could not 
do so. Then Pharaoh's engineers made the water flow in the opposite 
direction, and Pharaoh said.
You see, our brains can do more than your god.
Then Moses was angry and called upon God to curse Pharaoh and 
his people. God condemned the Gypsies to wander for ever over the 
face of the earth, and since that day the Gypsies and the Jews have been 
enemies.
Related (in Bulgarian) by Stefan Dem irov, a M usician from Shum en.
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Also deserving special mention is the rich, sometimes quite 
unique, photographic material, illustrating the life of Danish 
travellers. Anders Enevig has given us, indeed, a valuable book, 
which has to be considered a most important contribution to the 
understanding of the European problem of itinerancy and the 
history of outcast groups in Scandinavia.
A d a m H eymowski (Stockholm).
A  Gypsy Grammar. By R. G. Bhatia. (Ph.D. thesis, Penn­
sylvania, 1963, Available from University Microfilms, 
P.O. Box 1307, Ann Arbor, Michigan.)
In this study the author analyses the Romani dialect spoken 
by Mrs C. Ristick who was born in Chicago in 1908. Her father 
came from Mexico and her mother from Germany, and the language 
she speaks is a variety of the common American dialect,
Erom the lengthy phonetic section we see that all four aspirates 
are retained and that there is a velar fricative (y), corresponding 
to Sanscrit retroflex t and d (See JGLS. (2) iv. 292-6), in ayo 
£ egg ’, yom * Gypsy ’ etc. It also occurs in yakia ‘ brandy 5 and 
yuclar * door ’, where it is not historically justified. There are 
five basic vowels and a phonemic contrast is set up between long 
and short a , e and i. Minimal pairs, however, are only given for 
the contrast a/d  e.g. rat ‘ blood ’, rat ‘ n ig h t’.
The general approach is that of the American structuralists 
and, as a result, the reader will have to study the Morphophonemic 
section carefully in order to get a full picture of the * grammar 1 
(in its traditional sense). Thus, it  is under Morphophonemics, 
rather than under the heading Noun, that we find the information 
that nouns ending in a consonant have no separate forms for the 
accusative singular and nom. and acc. plural. The Vlach element 
in this dialect comes out in the morphology as well as the voca­
bulary. The oblique definite article is le, la, le and the negative 
particle is ci (i.e. ci). There is a fairly detailed treatment of the 
verb, although the passive is not dealt with as such, and it is not 
made clear in the morphology section whether the use of the past 
■participle as an alternative in the third person singular of the 
preterite tense is for intransitive verbs only, as in many dialocts, 
or is a free variant for all verbs. In fact, the texts show that the
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former is the case. There are four texts included, with translation 
and commentary. Apart from their linguistic interest, they shed 
some light on the life of the U.S. Gypsies. * A Gypsy Party ’ 
includes the arranging of a wedding and ‘ The Old Life ’ tells how  
the informant’s family, now sedentary, used to travel. A few  
errors have crept into the Morphology section. I t  is stated that 
nouns ending in a vowel other than o have no accusative, but we 
find later (p. 55) the form yomnya, from yomni * Gypsy woman \  
The forms le, la, le of the definite article are also used as a nomin­
ative {e.g. p. 54) although this is nowhere stated. The list o f  
formative suffixes, too, is not complete e.g. -ime and -kar- are not 
included.
The Vocabulary is unfortunately marred by a haphazard 
treatment of the Etymology. For some words an etymology is 
given in the Vocabulary section, while after those that occur in  
the texts, there is a reference back to the commentary on the texts  
which includes, in some cases, an etymology. For the larger part 
of the vocabulary, however, there is no attempt at derivations, 
though reference to dictionaries of Rumanian and the Slav 
languages would quickly have provided many, e.g. diminyatsa, 
wiatsa, mamuno * animal iveselo, etc.). As a result, trubulaz ‘ it 
was necessary ’ and priznain  * they respect ’ are erroneously con­
nected with English * trouble ’ and ‘ prize ’ respectively, when they  
are, in fact, of Slav origin. The majority of the etymologies given 
are from Sanscrit. Mr Bhatia states three times (pp. ix, 79, 130) 
that these ‘ are based mainly on Sampson and Turner ’ and that 
* most of them are worthless ’. It is a pity that the author makes 
these unjustified criticisms while making use of Sampson and 
Turner’s work. Apart from this, Mr Bhatia’s work can be wel­
comed as a useful introduction to a hitherto neglected dialect.
D. S. K enrick.
The Morphological Structure of a New Indo-Aryan Language of
Czechoslovakia. B y V ladimir M iltner. (Indian Linguistics
No. 26, 1965.)
This article consists mainly of an alphabetical list of the bound 
morphemes of Slovak Romani, i.e. the inflectional affixes and those 
used for word formation. The dialect is that described in Lipa’s
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PUruckci cihdnstiny {seeJGLS. (3) xliv. 63-5). The author classifies 
the morphemes by what precedes and follows them, in addition 
to their own meaning. Thus the e in sileder ‘ colder ’ is distin­
guished from that in phureder ‘ older ’ and gadzikcmes 1 in non- 
Gypsy fashion ’, since the former occurs after noun stems and 
before -der only, whereas the latter occurs after adjectiv6 stems 
and before both -der and -s. This is in accordance with the theory 
■of * contextual analysis * put forward by Dr J. Kalouskova, 
.although similar ideas are found in some American works. The 
.actual analysis is, in some cases, debatable. For example, the -al 
in agoral * outside ’ and anglal ' in front ’ is treated as two mor­
phemes on the (unstated) ground that aejor is an extant noun, while 
*angl is not, rather than for the reason given, that angl- is an 
.adverbial stem. It seems unnecessary, too, to distinguish the -es 
•of pes 1 self ’ from that of gadzes ‘ non-Gypsy (acc.) just on the 
grounds that p- can refer to a masculine or feminine sub j ect. Simi­
larly, there is no need to separate the -e- in gadzeha (instr.) from 
the -es- in gadzeske (dat.), since these are semantically, historically 
and synchronically identical. They could be treated as one 
morpheme and the change from -es- to -e- treated as a property of 
the following -ha, as is done elsewhere (item 54), where an -as- 
morpheme changes preceding -s- to -h-} e.g. *kerd’asas becomes 
Jcerd'ahas ‘ he made \  It is, in fact, not as easy to treat the bound 
morphemes in isolation from the rest of the analysis of the 
language as the author suggests.
A more important criticism is that the alphabetical arrangement 
adopted makes the list difficult to refer to. One cannot be sure, 
for example, whether the expected entry
“ what precedes morpheme meaning what follows 
1- £ he, she ’ -a* acc. sg. fern. — ”
has been left out by mistake, doesn’t  exist in this dialect or is 
included somewhere under another item. It would also be useful 
if  loan-affixes from Slovak e.g. od-, u-, were marked as such, and 
.also non-productive affixes, such as -i in rati * by night ’. A list 
•of the closed or limited classes would be useful, as it would be 
interesting to see which nouns behave like her * foot ’ and, even 
more so, the other pronominal stems like in- ‘ I  * (item 119 etc.).
These criticisms do not detract from the article’s worth as an 
.application to Romani of modern linguistic methods. The use of 
izero morphemes, of which the author distinguishes nine, will be
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new to many readers e.g. hero ‘ do where - 0  (indicating the 
absence of any other ending) marks the second person singular 
imperative. Dr Miltner also introduces a ‘ direct ’ case, serving 
as the nominative of animate nouns and the nominative, accus­
ative and vocative of inanimates. It will be interesting to see 
whether comparing morpheme lists drawn up on these lines in the 
various Indo-Aryan languages produces useful results.
D . S. K enrick.
A Lovari Gigdny Dialektus Leiro Nyelvtana. B y M iklos H ut- 
terer and G yorgy M eszAros. (Budapest 1967).
This is the first detailed account to be published in Hungary 
of the Lovari dialect: Archduke Jozef described & as the language
S*ryr P cU-W.I tm t 0 0
of the Ivahpati Gypsies. There are sections on phonology, word- 
formation and accidence, followed by a vocabulary and four pages 
of texts. The material is presented in a scientific but clear style 
and much of it is accessible to the reader with only a limited 
knowledge of Hungarian.
D . S. K enrick.
The Silcligars of Punjab (a, Gypsy Tribe). By Sher Singh ‘ Sher 
Sterling Publishers, Delhi. Rs. 35.
About three years ago, reviewing a book by an Indian on the 
Gypsies (Gipsies, Forgotten Children of India , by Chaman L a iJ), 
Mr. Brian Vesey-PitzGerald regretted that the author had not 
even mentioned the Gypsies of Modern India, about whom 
' little or nothing is known \
Mr. Sher Singh has dedicated himself p rec ise ly  to the study 
of the so-called f Gypsy tribes * of his country, particularly those 
of Panjab. He published a book on the S an si2 and many 
articles (one about the Hat and the Bazigar3) in which he 
generously pleads in favour of those groups of people who were 
for a long time branded with the name of * Criminal Tribes
, 1 JQLS. (3) xliii. 66. 2 The Sansi# of Punjab, Delhi, 1966.
8 In The Hindustan Times, June 26, 1960.
